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Fermentation processes are highly nonlinear and subject to variability. The fermentation's 
states are not readily available on-line and therefore the application of closed loop control 
schemes have been hindered. It was decided to investigate fuzzy control as it is able to deal 
with systems whose operation does not easily fit into the mathematical framework of 
traditional control approaches such as fermentations where the systems are highly nonlinear. 
The fermentation of lysine is an emergent industry in Sou~h Africa and it was therefore 
decided to focus on this fermentation. The control of penicillin fermentation was also 
investigated as it closely resembles the fermentation of lysine. 
A review of the types of control and estimation techniques used in the literature for 
biosystems was done to assess state of art in biocontrol. This covered optimal control 
techniques, neural networks, fuzzy controllers and adaptive control techniques. 
The operation and properties of fuzzy controllers were investigated. A specific form of fuzzy 
controller, presented in the literature, which was shown to correspond to a PI controller with 
a nonlinear gain was discussed. The effect of the number of output sampling points was 
analysed and it was found that the number of output sampling points used has an effect on 
the output and input response. It was also found that a higher number of sampling points 
results in a nonlinear integral constant and a I)Onlinear gain which has more resolution. The 
fuzzy controller's output response equations were found to be of a PI form with a possible 
bias term irrespective of the number of sampling points. The fuzzy controller was shown to 
yield better output and input response to that of an equivalently tuned linear PI controller for 
a first, second and third order system because it is able to take advantage of its nonlinear 
form. It was also shpwn that it is possible to obtain less severe input action for relatively the 
same value of SSE (sum of squared errors) when a higher number of sampling points is used 
for a first order system with dead time. ----
SYNOPSIS iii 
The regulatory fuzzy controller was also shown to have good disturbance rejection 
capabilities compared to a linear PI controller when applied to the fermentations of penicillin 
and lysine. In both cases the control performance was evaluated through simulation. Fuzzy 
control was also applied in a supervisory capacity to the control of lysine fermentation where 
it is necessary to manipulate the fermenter's feed flow rate to ensure that product formation 
is favoured. The fuzzy controller was found to yield a higher profit percent despite model 
uncertainty in a coefficient, C, than a preset optimal trajectory obtained from the literature. 
The heuristic fuzzy controller was also found to have better disturbance rejectio~. capabilities . 
than the preset trajectory presented in the literature. This was because the fuzzy controller 
was able to adjust its input response whereas the trajectory presented in the literature was set 
a priori. 
It was concluded that fuzzy control can be applied in both a regulatory and supervisory 
capacity to fed-batch fermentations and showed improved control over standard control 
techniques for the fermentation of lysine and penicillin. 
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is a constant used in the modelling equation of penicillin fermentation 
is a constant used in the modelling equation of penicillin fermentation 
is the gain used for the linear PI controller 
is the width of all fuzzy sets for the Qin style controller 
NOMENCLATURE xm 
m is the number of fuzzy rules used 
Mx is the term for cell maintenance [h-1] (penicillin fermentation) 
n is the number of output sampling points used for the Qin style fuzzy controller 
nf is the number of fuzzy controller inputs 
NR2 is the value of the output response which was obtained by determining the 




is the oxygen utilisation rate 
is the product concentration 
is the product ratio obtained via the fuzzy controller 
is the product ratio obtained by Modak and Lim (1987) for the ideal model 
(12.661392) 
profit percent is value of the profit ratio against the profit ratio obtained by Modak and Lim 
(1987) for the ideal lysine fermentation 
profit ratio is the ratio of the mass of product formed (for the lysine fermentation) to the 
mass of substrate used 
q is any non-negative integer value 
QP is the specific product formation rate for lysine fermentation (gproigbiomass·h-1) 
(used in Chapters 4 and 5) 
r is the change in the error ( e(t + .1t) - e(t) ) 
rate is the change in the variable's error ( e(t+.1t) - e(t) ) 
R.n stands for the grade of membership of the rate in the fuzzy set rate negative 
R. p stands for the grade of membership of the rate in the fuzzy set rate positive 
s is the substrate concentration 
Sp is the feed substrate concentration (used in Chapter 2) 
si is the concentration of glucose in the feed stream (g/L) (used in Chapters 4 
and 5) 
t1 is the time that the fed-batch stage is initiated (h) (Chapter 5) 
t2 is the time that the fed-batch stage is terminated (h) (Chapter 5) 
ft- is the final fermentation time 
V is the volume of the fermentation broth 
x is the biomass concentration 
xji is the numerical value of the jlh controller input of rule i. 












is the yield of product from substrate (penicillin fermentation) 
is the rth numerical value used in evaluating the controller output, termed an 
output sampling point 
is the yield of biomass from substrate (penicillin fermentation) 
is the fuzzy set formed from the union of each rule's fuzzy set 
is the fuzzy set formed from the intersection of the antecedent and consequent 
part of the ith fuzzy rule 
is the constant used in the determination of the rate's scaling factor (GR) 
is negative if rate is negative and positive if rate is positive 
is the net conversion (in moles) of the biomass 
is the net conversion (in moles) of the carbon dioxide 
is the net conversion (in moles) of the product 
is the net conversion (in moles) of the substrate 
is the sampling time used during integration 
is negative if I GRr I < I GEe I and positive if I GRr I > I GEe I 
is the specific product formation rate for penicillin fermentation [h-1] (used in 
Chapters 4 and 5) 
is a constant used in the modelling equation of penicillin fermentation 
is the specific cell growth rate 
is the grade of membership of a value x in the fuzzy set A 
is a constant used in the modelling equation of penicillin fermentation 
is the product formation rate (used in Chapter 2) 
is the substrate consumption rate (used in Chapter 2) 
is the integral constant used for the linear PI controller 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is of great importance that bioprocess systems be operated in a cost effective manner. 
Previous improvements to the process involved optimising the microorganisms' 
characteristics through isolation and mutation techniques. Because of the expansion of the 
bioprocess industry and the increase in market competition, biotechnological industries are 
now concentrating on better monitoring and control of the bioprocesses (Morris et al, 1991). 
Traditionally industrial fermentations have been controlled by experienced operators. These 
operators monitor the process in order to maintain an 'ideal' state trajectory through the use . , 
of heuristics and past information. However, the fermentation process is highly nonlinear and 
subject to variability. Coupled with this is the fact that the fermentations' states are not 
readily available on-line. These factors have hindered the application of closed loop control 
schemes and therefore the biotechnological industries have lagged behind others in plant 
automation (Morris et a/,1991). 
1.1. Industrial Fermentation 
Bacteria, yeasts and moulds (microorganisms) are produced in fermenters in order to yield 
a product which could be the microorganism itself or a product produced by the 
microorganism during the fermentation. The layout of a typical fermenter is shown in Figure 
1.1. 
The fermenter can be operated in three different modes; continuous, fed-batch and batch. The 
fermenter is operated in continuous mode when both the feed and outlet flow rates are 
nonzero (with the outlet flow rate usually the same as the feed flow rate). If the outlet 
stream's flow rate is zero then the fermenter is operated in the fed-batch mode whereas if 
both the feed and outlet stream's flow rates are zero then the fermenter is operated in the 
batch mode. 
In aerobic fermentations the microorganisms require oxygen and produce carbon dioxide. For 
these systems air is bubbled through the fermenter using a sparger, and an agitator ensures 
good mixing and that a high mass transfer rate of the oxygen exists. On-line probes are used 




Figure 1.1. Layout of a general fermenter. 
to determine the pH, temperature, level of dissolved oxygen and the progress of the 
fermentation in order to determine the control action required. 
1.2. Control Required 
The feed flow rate in continuous and fed-batch fermentations needs to be regulated in order 
to maximise the production of the microorganisms (biomass) and/or formation of the product. 
Usually the product is not the biomass itself and a trade-off is required in order to achieve 
a high production of product while still maintaining good cell growth. 
If the microorganism is aerobic then a specific dissolved oxygen (DO) level must usually be 
maintained in the fermenter. This is to ensure optimum growth and performance. In the case 
of fed-batch lysine fermentation, a DO level of more than 10% is to be maintained (Kiss and 
Stephanopoulos,1991), whereas a DO level of30% is suggested for continuous systems.(Kiss 
and Stephanopoulos,1992; Coello et al,1992). The DO level is generally determined on-line 
via a DO probe and is maintained by either manipulating the air feed rate to the bioreactor 
and/or by manipulating the agitator speed or by a combination of both. 
The pH should usually also be maintained at a given level to ensure optimum growth and 
1 performance of the microorganisms.· If the pH deviates from the desired value, the 
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microorganism's proteins will start denaturing and larger pH deviations will ultimately lead 
to the death of the cells. The pH is controlled via the addition of a base to the fermenter. 
Kiss and Stephanopoulos (1991) suggest a pH of 7 for the fermentation of lysine and 
maintain this pH by the addition of gaseous ammonium hydroxide in the sterile air feed 
whereas Coello et al (1992) maintain the pH level for the lysine fermentation through the 
addition of sodium hydroxide. 
An optimum fermenter temperature usually has to be maintained by manipulating the flow 
of coolants. If the temperature is raised, the cells will have a higher specific growth rate, 
however, the proteins will start denaturing. An optimum temperature of 30°C is suggested 
for lysine fermentation (Kiss and Stephanopoulos,1991; Coello et a/,1992). 
The pH, temperature and dissolved oxygen level in a fermenter are usually effectively 
controlled using simple analog controllers (San and Stephanopoulos,1984). Therefore only 
the regulation of the substrate addition is investigated in this thesis. 
Bioprocess systems are nonlinear processes. Also, the concentrations of biomass, substrate 
and product (fermenter states) are not usually measurable on-line and are only observable· 
through estimation techniques (Stephanopoulos and San, 1984). The concentrations can be 
determined by doing off-line analysis of samples. However, the off-line analysis usually takes 
a long time and therefore the information is not available at the time at which it is needed. 
1.3. Project Scope 
The fermentation of lysine is an emergent industry in South Africa and AECI has recently 
built a R300-million plant in Umbogintwini to produce 10,000 tpa of lysine (Kenyon, 1993). 
It was therefore decided to focus on the fermentation of lysine which is an important 
biological commodity used mainly as an amino acid feed supplement for livestock. The 
optimal control of lysine has been covered by many authors (Ohno et al, 1978; Modak et 
a/,1986; Lim et a/,1986; Kiss and Stephanopoulos,l986). These optimal control techniques 
are, however, only formulated for the ideal fermentation model and therefore do not include 
the effects of model uncertainty. 
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Konstantinov and Yoshida (1992) point out that the great complexity and uncertainty of 
fermentation processes requires sophisticated logic of operation which cannot easily fit into 
the mathematical framework of the traditional control approach, and that knowledge-based 
control (which includes fuzzy control) is an alternative which is well suited to bioprocess 
systems due to its ability to deal with the complexities and uncertainty related to biological 
processes. The knowledge-based approach has already been applied to the control of 
processes such as waste water treatment, the production of biomass (both yeast and 
bacterial), enzymes, antibiotics, vitamins and amino acids (Konstantinov and Yoshida,1992). 
It was decided therefore to apply fuzzy control to the fed-batch fermentation of lysine and 
also of penicillin which closely resembles the fermentation of lysine. 
The objectives of this thesis are therefore: 
• To review biocontrol and estimation strategies presented in the literature. 
• To investigate the use, operation and properties of fuzzy controllers. 
• To investigate the differential equations describing the fed-batch fermentation of 
lysine and penicillin (two similar fermentations) and to determine the characteristics 
of the fermentation. 
• To identify suitable controlled and manipulated variables for each fed-batch 
fermentation investigated. 
• To apply fuzzy control to fermentations in both a regulatory and a supervisory 
capacity and to compare the results to standard control techniques. 
• To investigate the effect of model uncertainty. 
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The dissertation is organised as follows: 
Chapter 2 contains a summary of the different control and estimation techniques used for 
bioprocess control. 
Chapter 3 introduces the concept of a fuzzy set and fuzzy operations. The fuzzy controller's 
operation is also investigated in terms of the fuzzy operations that are executed. From the 
literature it was found that a specific fuzzy controller is in fact a PI controller with a 
nonlinear gain. By investigating the resulting nonlinear PI controller, it was possible to 
propose a new controller parameter. The new fuzzy controller was implemented on a first, 
second and third order system and the resulting input and output responses were compared 
to that of a standard PI controller. 
Chapter 4 contains the differential equation models of penicillin and lysine together with the 
results obtained from open loop simulations. These models are used in Chapter 5 to evaluate 
the control strategies developed. Also described is how Corynebacterium glutamicum, the 
bacteria responsible for the production of lysine, is. able to overproduce lysine through 
mutation of the bacteria and through metabolic manipulation. 
Chapter 5 deals with the application of fuzzy controllers to the control of both penicillin and 
lysine fermentations. The fuzzy controller which was defined in Chapter 3 is used for the 
regulatory type control of both lysine and penicillin production. Here the substrate level in 
the fermenter is controlled about a preset trajectory by manipulating the substrate feed flow 
rate. Heuristic type fuzzy control is thereafter used for the production of lysine. Here no 
trajectory is set a priori, but instead the controlling rules are obtained from intuition and by 
studying the batch fermentation. 
By performing a sensitivity analysis on the placing of the fuzzy sets, it is found that the 
performance of the fuzzy controller depends to a great extent on the location of the sets. The 
effect of model uncertainty is examined by varying a coefficient in the specific growth rate 
equation. The disturbance rejection capabilities of the fuzzy controller are also investigated. 
Chapter 6 contains a summary of conclusions drawn from the thesis. 
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2. CONTROL AND ESTIMATION OF BIOSYSTEMS 
2.1. Optimal Feeding Profiles 
Optimal substrate and/or nutrient profiles may be determined using a dynamic model of the 
fed-batch fermentation through optimisation of a cost function subj~t to certain constraints 
on the system. The determination of the optimal feed profile has been dealt with by numerous 
authors for both open-loop control and for feedback control systems. 
2.1.1. Open-loop control 
2.1.1.1. Optimal control theory 
The optimal input trajectory is determined by introducing an objective function which needs 
to be minimised while the system is subjected to constraints. The general form of the 
modelling equations is summarised as follows (Ray,1981): 
.t = f(x.,u) 
and the objective function is 
/[.«(t)] = G(x_(t1)) + f'J(x_,u_)dt 
0 
with a bounded input constraint 
u ~ u(t) ~ u* 
* 
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To solve this problem, the Hamiltonian, H, is introduced 
where A is the time-dependent Lagrange multiplier defined by 






The necessary condition for minimising the objective function is that 
on the unconstrained portion of the process input's trajectory and that the Hamiltonian be a 
minimim on the constrained portion of the path. It is also necessary that the Hamiltonian 
maintains a contant value along the optimal trajectory which should be zero if the final time, 
4 is unspecified (Ray, 1981). 
2.1.1.2. Applications 
In fed-batch fermentations nutrients are fed to a bioreactor with no output streams. The 
optimisation problem involves finding the optimal substrate feed rate for the fed-batch 
fermentation. The modelling equations are usually formulated with the assumption that 
biomass growth and product formation are limited only by one substrate. 
The performance index is a function of the final fermenter conditions while constraints are 
imposed on the final fermenter volume as well as the substrate feed rate. The general form 
of the modelling equations is summarised as follows: 
i. = f(~,F) 
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where the state vector is given by 
~ = (x,s,p, Vl 
with F = the substrate feed rate 
x = the biomass concentration 
s = is the substrate concentration 
p = is the product concentration 
V = is the volume of the fermentation broth 
8 
The following constraints are usually imposed on the fermenter volume and substrate feed 
rate: 
V(t1) = Jf 
0 = Fmin ~ F(t) ~ Fmax 
The objective is to determine the optimum feed profile, F(t), which will minimise a 
performance index which depends on the final outcome of the fermentation: 
where 4 is the final fermentation time. 
In their study, Modak et al (1986) used the following differential equation model: 
where 
d 
-(xV) = !J.XV 
dt 
d 
-(sV) = -axV + sFV 
dt 
d -(pV) = 1tXV- kpV 
dt 









is the specific cell growth rate 
a is the substrate consumption rate 
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1r is the product formation rate 
k is the degradation constant of the product 
Sp is the feed substrate concentration 
The cell mass balance states that the change in cell mass in the fermenter is equal to the 
growth rate of the cells. The amount of substrate in the fermenter depends on the amount of 
substrate taken up for utilisation by the cells and the amount which enters the fermenter in 
the feed stream. The amount of product depends on the quantity produced by the cells and 
the amount of degradation which may occur to the product. The rate of change in fermenter 
volume is equal to the rate of the feed stream. 
The specific growth rate (/-'), the specific substrate utilisation rate (o) as well as the specific 
product formation rate ( 1r) are either implicit or explicit functions of the substrate 
concentration. For the fermentation of antibiotics such as penicillin and amino acids such as 
lysine the following dependencies can be assumed [!-'=1-'(s), u=o{!J.), 7r=7r(!J.)] (Modak et 
al,1986). 
Modak et al (1986) minimised the performance index by minimising the Hamiltonian and 
were able to determine that the feed rate, F, is either to be set at Fmm Fs(t) (termed the 
singular feed rate) or Fmin=O depending on the state of the system. The switching times at 
which a change is made from one feed regime (Fmm F8(t) or Fmin) to the next as well as the 
singular feed rate were also determined. 
Figure 2.1 shows their typical feed profiles for a class of fermentations which includes both 
lysine and penicillin fermentation. 
Modak et al (1986) apply this optimisation technique to the fermentation of penicillin and to 
the production of bacterial cell mass in a subsequent paper (Lim et al,1986). San and 
Stephanopoulos (1989) also investigated the optimisation of fed-batch penicillin fermentation 
but utilised the feed concentration as the manipulated variable in contrast to Modak et al 
(1986) who utilise the substrate feed rate. Ohno et al (1976) utilise Green's theorem to 
maximise the production of lysine as opposed to Modak et al's (1986) use of the 
Hamiltonian. 
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TIHE 
Figure 2.1. Typical substrate feed profiles: (A) low S0 and X0 , (B) high S0 , (C) appropriate 
S0 and X0 , (D) high X0 and low S0 (Modak et a/,1986). 
Menawat et al (1987) investigated the use of optimal control in the production of bakers' 
yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae). The fermentation was described by the following 
differential equation model: 
where. ms 
Yxls 
~(xV) = J!XV 
dt 
~(sV) = FS - J.LXV - m xV 
dt F y s 
~(V) = F 
dt 
xfs 
is the rate of substrate consumption for maintenance 
is a yield factor (yield of biomass from substrate) 
is given by 
1-LmS ](;_ 
J.L = K~ +,s· K
2 
+s 
The product in this case is the biomass (yeast) and the objective is to maximise the amount 
of biomass produced at the end of the fermentation giving a performance index (in 
...... ,, ... ,rr~. 
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dimensionless terms) of 
where 






't' = ~mt u ---
~mVo 
.11 
with subscripts 0 and 1 indicating the conditions at the start and end of the 
ferrnentation respectively. 
Menawat et al (1987) were able to obtain the optimal state trajectories via a heuristic 
argument. These results were also quantified by minimising the Hamiltonian. The heuristic 
solution is obtained by observing that certain simplifications can be made to the mass balance 
equations for the fermentation of baker's yeast if the fermenter is producing cells at the 
maximum possible rate at all times. The mass balance equations are reworked resulting in 
analytical expressions for the trajectories of the biomass concentration, fermenter volume and 
the feed stream flow rate. 
Chen and Hwang (1990) investigated optimal control in the fermentation of bakers' yeast 
using an 'on-off' controller. The flow rate of the feed is either at its maximum or at its 
minimum (no flow of substrate into the fermenter) throughout the fermentation. The authors 
were able to show that the on-off controller yields comparable results to that obtained by 
Menawat et al (1987). 
Ohno et al (1978) and Modak and Lim (1992) investigated the optimum sequence of 
operating modes (batch, continuous or fed-batch) during a fermentation i.e. where the mode 
of operation of the bioreactor is not set a priori and the fermentation is allowed to move 
from one mode into the next. Ohno et al (1978) determined the optimal sequencing of 
fermentation modes for lysine fermentation and found that the best operating mode depends 
on the fermenter's volume and the fermentation time. They found that; (i) when the operating 
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time becomes 'long' a batch/fed-batch stage followed by continuous fermentation is optimal, 
and (ii) when the fermenter volume becomes 'large' a fed-batch mode is optimal. 
Modale (1993) was able to investigate which control variable (the volumetric substrate feed 
rate, the substrate concentration in the fermenter, the substrate concentration in the feed and 
the mass flow rate of the feed) would lead to the optimisation of a fed-batch fermentation. 
He found that the last three control variables took into account neither the dependence of the 
specific rates (specific growth rate, specific substrate utilisation rate and the specific product 
formation rate) on the concentrations of cell mass and product, nor substrate consumption 
dynamics. These three control variables were found to lead to suboptimal operating policies 
while use of the substrate feed rate as the control variable yielded the best performance. 
These deductions were made using models of a cell mass production and an alcohol 
production example (using bakers' yeast). 
2.1.2. Feedback control 
The control techniques presented in Section 2.1.1 all involve open loop control of the 
biosystems. These approaches depend critically on the quality of the mathematical models 
used to describe the fermentation dynamics. A closed loop technique is therefore more 
advantageous as it will be able to attenuate the model uncertainties. 
Modale and Lim (1987) present a feedback optimisation technique based on the method of 
Modale et al (1986) and Lim et al (1986). The authors apply the feedback controller to the 
fermentation of lysine where the final fermentation time is free and not set a priori. The 
singular feed rate, Fs (discussed in Section 2.1.1), is determined to be an explicit function 
of the fermenter's states (ie the biomass concentration, the substrate concentration, the 
product concentration and the fermenter volume). Modak and Lim's (1987) approach is 
feedback in nature because the singular feed rate is calculated from the values of the 
fermenter states after each time step. Mathematically the authors were able to show a 2-5% 
improvement in the performance of the feedback controller over that of the open loop 
equivalent. 
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Kiss and Stephanopoulos (1991) utilised respiratory measurements as a metabolic activity 
indicator for the feed rate control of a lysine fermentation. The author's aims were to 
maximise the lysine yield and specific productivity. The authors noted that the formulation 
of an optimal feedback controller, such as that proposed by Modak and Lim (1987), would 
require extensive on-line bioreactor measurements of the fermenter's states. Due to the lack 
of technology and accuracy of on-line probes, the authors opted for a controller which utilises 
respiratory measurements (carbon dioxide evolution rate (CER) and oxygen utilisation rate 
(OUR) ) as indirect indicators of the bacterial metabolic activity. 
By investigating the results obtained from batch and continuous experiments, they determined 
the characteristics of the fermentation as a function of the OUR and CER. They then 
formulated a heuristic type controller for the fed-batch fermentation of lysine which utilises 
the on-line values of the OUR and CER to determine the feed flow rate of substrate that will 
optimise the formation of product. 
2.2. Neural Networks 
2.2.1. Theory 
A neural network enables one to directly model nonlinear processes without a pre-specified 
detailed relationship. They are able to 'learn' to approximate large classes of nonlinear 
functions during a 'training' procedure done on the results archived from the process (Karim 
and Rivera,1992). While many artificial neural network architectures have been proposed, 
the feed forward network, commonly called backpropagation nets, has been predominant (Di 
Massimo et al, 1992). A feed forward network is made up of neuron-like elements, called 
nodes, which are organised in layers as shown in Figure 2.2. 
Scaled data enters the network via nodes in the input layer. From here the data are 
propagated to the output through the intermediate layer(s). Figure 2.3 is a representation of 
an individual node. Then inputs to the individual node, (e;);=l,n• are each multiplied by their 
respective weighting functions, (W;)i=l,n· The total input, E, is formed, where E frequently 




Inpu: t iayer 
Process Outputs 
Process inptils 
Figure 2.2. Feed forward network structure (Di Massimo et al,l992). 
Inputs s 
n 
Figure 2.3. Functions of the individuai node (Davalo and Nairn, 1991). 
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takes one of the following forms (Davalo and Naim,1991): 
n 
E = h(e1, ••• ,e11 ) = L ~et 
i = 1 
or 
n 
E = h(e., ... ,e
11
) = L (~ei -a) 
i = 1 




The state of the neuron, A, is then determined, where A is a monotonic and odd function and 
frequently takes one of the following forms (Davalo and Nai'm,1991): 
x ifu~x~v 
f(x) = u if x < u 
v ifx>v 
termed the linear threshold function (SATUR) as shown in Figure 2.4(a), or 
ekx - 1 
f(x) =a--
ekx + 1 
termed the sigmoid function as shown in Figure 2.4(b). 
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SATUR (x) 
a b 
Figtite 2.4. (a) Threshold and (b) sigmoid function (Davalo and Naim,1991). 
Generally the output function, g, is taken to be the identity function therefore: 
S = f(E) =A 
The network is trained by successive presentations of input-output data pairs to the network 
obtained from previous process runs. For a network with n input neurons and tn output 
neurons, the vector containing the inputs, X, and the vector containing the desired oUtputs, 
Y; are given by: 
During the training period data is propagated forward through the network, which then 
adjusts its internal weights to minimise the error between the true output, S, and the output 
obtained· from the network, Y. This is accomplished through the minimisation of the square 
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of the errors: 
m 
E(W) = L (Yi - Si)2 
i = 1 





di is calculated sequentially from the output layer to the input layer via 
(output layer) 




is the sigmoid function used for each neuron 
is the derivative of f 
Oj is the output of neuron j 
Ii is the input of neuron i given by 
/i = L W;jOj 
j 
e(k) is the step size used for the kth iteration. 
In order to supply the network with the underlying model, the data set has to be fairly rich 
in information. The most convenient method of testing the network is on data on which no 
training has been performed. An alternative routine for training the network is the chemotaxis 
algorithm which has been adapted by Di Massimo et al (1992): 
1. Initialise each node's weights with small random values. 
2. Use the set of weights to predict the network outputs. 
3. Determine the cost function E1 over the whole data set. 
4. Generate a Gaussian distributed random vector. 
5. Increment the weight vector with the random vector. 
6. Determine the new cost function ~ as in step 3. 
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7. If~< E1 retain the new weight vector, set E1 = ~ and go to step 5. If E1 ~ ~ 
go to step 4. 
The advantage of this approach of determining network weights is that the problem of 
entrenchment in local minima may be avoided. 
2.2.2. Applications 
Di Massimo et al (1992) applied artificial networks to the modelling of fed-batch penicillin 
fermentation. The network was developed to provide estimates of the biomass concentration 
during the course of the fermentation. The on-line measurements of substrate feed, time and 
CER (carbon dioxide evolution rate) were selected as the network inputs, while biomass 
concentration was the network output. The network training was done ,off-line. It was found 
that although the biomass assay results were corrupted with a high level of noise, that the 
network was able to present the underlying characteristics of the fermentation under the two 
operating conditions investigated. 
A neural network was also trained for the estimation of the penicillin concentration using the 
cell growth rate, biomass and broth age as the inputs to the network. This paper concentrated 
on 'modularisation' i.e. that one network predicted biomass and hence growth rate which 
then provides the information to the second network which predicts penicillin production. It 
is stated that a single network could be considered to carry out both tasks, but that a fault 
diagnosis investigation suggests that the modular approach may prove to be more effective. 
Karim and Rivera (1992) investigated the use of neural networks in the anaerobic 
fermentation of ethanol utilising Zymomonas mobilis bacteria. The network was used to 
estimate the biomass, glucose and ethanol concentrations by utilising on-line measurements 
of the temperature, redox potential, percentage C02 gas in the exhaust gas and the optical 
density of the broth. The authors found that the neural network was able to estimate the 
biomass and ethanol concentrations relatively well but that the glucose estimation was not as 
good. They suggested that better state estimations might be obtained by including a measure 
of the acid production rate as an additional input to the network. 
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Linko and Zhu (1991) applied an artificial neural network to both the batch and the fed-batch 
fermentation of Candida utilis. The network uses current values of the fermenter states and 
a bias term to estimate the states one time step ahead. The data required for the training of 
· the network was obtained by integrating a fermentation model. Latrille et al (1993) on the 
other hand utilised actual fermentation data to train a neural network for the batch 
fermentation of lactic acid. 
2.3. Fuzzy Logic 
Fuzzy estimators and fuzzy controllers are characterised by a rule base of if-then type 
linguistic rules which have usually been accumulated from a person with an intimate 
knowledge of the system and its control requirements. 
The fuzzy estimator or controller is able to determine to what degree the antecedent (if) part 
of each fuzzy rule is met and hence determine the required estimation or control action 
required. . 
In this section only the applications of fuzzy controllers will be dealt with since the theory 
behind fuzzy sets and systems is presented in Chapter 3. 
2.3.1. Applications 
Tong et al (1980) successfully implemented fuzzy control on an activated sludge wastewater 
treatment process as shown in Figure 2. 5. 
Here standard P/PI controllers are used to maintain the dissolved oxygen (DO) in the aeration 
tank at the set point, and to maintain the recycle ratio at the set point. The fuzzy controller 
is used in a regulatory capacity in the control of the waste sludge rate and in a supervisory 
capacity to determine the change in the DO and the change in the recycle ratio set points. 
Through practical experience gained operating the activated sludge plant, the authors were 





Figttre 2.5. Layout of a wastewater treatment process (Tong et al, 1980). 
able to determine a number of fuzzy controller inputs. These inputs incittde the levels of 
suspended solids in the effluent, in the sludge leaving the aeration tanks and in the recycle 
siudge as well as the total biologicai oxygen demand. 
While they were able to successfully implement a fuzzy controller to the activated sludge 
plant; it was noticed that some rules, which were not expected to be Utiiised that often, were 
being activated at low input levels which suggested the use of a threshold for the ru1e 
activation. 
Postlethwaite (1989) investigated a fuzzy state estimator for the fed-batch fermentation of 
alcohol using bakers' yeast. This estimator was used in the determination of the yeast's 
growth rate by utilising readings of the fermenter dilution rate and the concentrations of the 
substrate, inhibitor and ethanol. The author used seven fuzzy rules in the formulation of the 
estimator and found that a good correlation existed betWeen the actual and estimated values. 
Whitnell et al (1993) utilised a fuzzy predictor to determine the fermentation time required 
in a commercial brewery. The fuzzy estimator determined the state of the batch and made 
art inference as to whether the process trajectory was normal or abnormal and theh predicted 
the 'most likely' time of completion. 
The fuzzy ,predictor had three predictive elements: an initial prediction of fermentation time 
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at the time of yeast pitching, an estimate of VDK (vicinal diketones) level during the 
fermentation and a revised estimate of fermentation time based on the VDK removal rate in 
the final stage of the fermentation. The standard way of detecting the VDK level was by 
doing random samples. The VDK analysis is time consuming and therefore the second 
predictive element was used to predict the VDK level as the fermentation progressed and thus 
give the quality control laboratory better direction as to the appropriate time to sample for 
the final VDK analysis. When the predicted VDK level reached 0.27 ppm, the final fuzzy 
predictive element was used to revise the estimate of fermentation time based on the 
predicted time to reach a VDK level of 0.05 ppm (the quality control specification for 
releasing the product to ageing). 
Simutis et al (1992) also investigated the use of fuzzy logic in the beer brewing process. The 
authors present six models for the fermentation. Each one of these models is designed to , 
represent a given phase of the fermentation as they consider it is easier to describe a 
particular fermentation phase rather than the whole fermentation with a single mathematical 
model. An extended Kalman filter is used to estimate the fermenter' s states while updating 
the relevant model's parameters. Fuzzy logic is used to ascertain which model should be 
utilised according to the current development of the fermentation. 
Konstantinov and Yoshida (1989) present a 'physiological state control approach' for 
fermentation systems. During a batch, fed-batch or continuously operated fermentation, the 
cell culture will pass through many physiological states. Each physiological state (PS) is 
divided into 'physiological situations' (PSNs) in which the cell population expresses stable 
characteristics. The purpose of the PS control is to maintain the cell population in the desired 
PSN (optimal PSN), or to force the population back to this PSN. The PS control system 
therefore is able to recognise the current PS and switch to the relevant PSN control strategy 
to calculate the control action required. 
A fuzzy rule base is used, incorporating a weighting system, to determine the current PS. 
The weights are determined by a learning procedure using a sufficiently large data base. A 
multivariable linear regression procedure, using the least squares technique, is used in the 
calculation of the weights. 
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For this type of control,. no mathematical model was required. The structure is flexible and 
applicable to different types of fermentation processes. However, the main disadvantage is 
that in some PSNs, the control method cannot guarantee the desired transfer to the optimal 
PSN. It is only able to provide the best condition for the transition. 
2.4. Adaptive Control 
Montague et al (1986a and b) applied an adaptive control technique to the fed-batch 
ferm~ntation of penicillin. The biomass concentration was estimated from measurements of 
the carbon dioxide production rate and the fermenter volume by utilising an extended Kalman 
filter. A generalised predictive controller (GPC) with a long-range receding-horizon 
predictive-type algorithm was utilised. The controller assumes a process model of the 
controlled autoregressive integrated moving average (CARIMA) type. The estimated value 
of the biomass concentration is used as the controlled variable and the substrate feed rate as 
the manipulated variable. 
In a penicillin fermentation a large substrate concentration overshoot should be avoided as 
it leads to the repression of the biomass production. The adaptive controller was applied to 
an actual penicillin fermentation and found to yield a lower overshoot in the fermenter 
substrate concentration than a PI controller due to a milder control input. Overall, the 
performance of the adaptive control technique was found to be better than that of a PI 
controller. 
· Dochain and Bastin (1984) recognised the difficulty of choosing an analytical expression for 
the bacterial growth rate and formulated an adaptive control technique which does not require 
the choice of the expression. The bacterial growth system is approximated by a discretised 
time-varying model while recursive least-squares estimates are obtained for the parameters. 
The parameter estimator was combined with a discrete-time minimum variance adaptive 
controller for the control of the substrate concentration. This adaptive control technique was 
applied to an anaerobic digestion process and shown to be successful. 
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Adaptive control has also been utilised for the control of the dissolved oxygen in an activated 
sludge process (Ko et a/,1982) as well as for pH control in a wastewater treatment process 
(Mahuli et al, 1993). 
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3. FUZZY LOGIC AND CONTROL 
3.1. History and Applications 
Fuzzy set theory was originally proposed by Zadeh in his seminal papers published in 1965, 
to formalise qualitative concepts that have no precise boundaries (Kandel and Langholz, 1993; 
Pedrycz,1993). 
Fuzzy controllers have become popular in Japan where they have been successfully used in 
household appliances such as washing machines and auto-focus systems in video equipment. 
Fuzzy logic has also been applied to information technology oriented fields such as databases 
and expert systems in the financial sector (Driankov et al, 1993). Fuzzy control has also been 
applied in the field of industrial process control, an example being cement kiln operation. 
3.2. Fuzzy Sets 
A set in the traditional sense has definite boundaries which will determine whether or not a 
given object is a member thereof (lies within the bounds of the set). Therefore, a given 
object can be assigned a grade of membership (GM) of 1 if it lies within the set and 0 if it 
does not lie within the set. Fuzzy sets, however, do not have definite boundaries and values 
are assigned grades of membership ranging between 0 and 1 depending on the object's degree 
of membership in the fuzzy set. Higher values indicate a higher degree of membership in the 
given fuzzy set. 
For a given fuzzy set, A, a value x (in a universal set X) will have a grade of membership 
in A given by t-tA(x). As an example, let the universal set, X, be the range of daytime 
temperatures with the fuzzy sets A = 'cold', B = 'hot' and C = 'very hot'. Figure 3.1 
shows how these fuzzy sets could be arranged over a temperature range of 0 - 50°C. 
The construction of these fuzzy sets is subjective and depends on one's perception of cold, 
hot and very hot. From Figure 3.1 it can be seen that temperatures below 20°C are no longer 
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Temperature 
Figure 3.1. Fuzzy sets describing daytime temperatures CC). 
classified as being 'hot', whereas temperatures below 15°C start being classified as 'cold'. 
It can also be seen that a given temperature can be a member of more than one fuzzy set i.e. 
32°C has a higher grade of membership in the fuzzy set 'hot' (J..ts(32°C)=0.6) than it does 
in the fuzzy set 'very hot' (J..tc(32°C)=0.2). The set D = '40°C' is a crisp set with the 
temperature of40°C as its only member and this temperature has a grade of membership of 
1. All other temperatures would have a grade of membership in D of 0. Therefore it can be, 
seen that crisp sets are a special case of fuzzy sets. 
As another example, the membership function for the fuzzy set (A) of real numbers close to 
0 could be defined as (Klir and Folger, 1988): 
The graph of this function is shown in Figure 3. 2. 
3.3. Fuzzy Operations 
If the membership grade of each element of the universal set X in fuzzy set A is less than or 
equal to its membership grade in fuzzy set B, then A is called a subset of B. Therefore, if 
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-2 X 
Figure 3.2. Membership function for fuzzy set of teal numbers close to zero (Klir at1d 
Folger ,1988). 
fl.ix) < J.l.B(x) for every x E X, then As;; B. The fuzzy sets are called equal if p._lx) = Ji.ix) for 
every element x EX and is denoted by A=B. The compiement of a fuzzy set is defined by: 
The uniori of two fuzzy sets A and B is a fuzzy set AU B (often denoted as A v B i.e. A 'or; 
B) such that the grade of membership of a value x in AU B is given by: 
while the intersection of two fuzzy sets A and B is a fuzzy set A n B (often denoted by A A B 
i.e. A 'and' B) such that the grade of membership of a value x in AnB is given by: 
3.4. Fuzzy Logic 
In this sub-section it will be explained how one can compute the membership function 
representing the conclusion 'Y is B' for the fuzzy rule given by 'if X is A then Y is B'. 
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As an example the antecedent part of the above rule, X, will be chosen as the error in a 
system's output (Yset- y) and the fuzzy set, A, is chosen to be Negative. The consequent part 
of the rule, Y, is chosen to be the change in the controller output for this example and B 
will be chosen to be Negative. The fuzzy sets are shown in Figure 3.3. 
-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0 
-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0 
Figure 3.3. Fuzzy sets used for the error and change in output. 
The statement 'X is A' is interpreted as the grade of membership of the value X in the fuzzy 
set, A, i.e. given by JA.iX). An error of -1 has a grade of membership of 0.5 and is 
interpreted as being less negative than an error of -1.5 which has a grade of membership of 
0.75. Similarly the statement 'Y is B' is given by p.iY). The closer the change in the output 
value is to -1.5, the more it is defined to be negative. 
The fuzzy rule: 
'if the error is negative then the change in the output is negative' 
is interpreted as the output fuzzy set given by (Driankov et al,1993): 
calculated for the current value of the error and for certain values of the change in output 
that are a member of the negative change in output fuzzy set, [ -1.5, 0] yielding an output set 
as in Figure 3.4, i.e one is determining how best does the rule match values of~Y for a given 
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X. Therefore for a given controller input, X, one obtains a fuzzy rule set covering the output 
range from which the final controller output response is obtained using the weighted mean 
as discussed in Section 3. 5. 3. 
-2.0 -1 .5 -1 .0 -0.5 0 
-1 .5 -1 .0 -0.5 0 
Figure 3.4. Determining the resultant fuzzy set for an if-then type rule using an error of -1. 
-2.0 -1 .5 -1 .0 -0.5 0 
Change in Output isNegative 
Rule :==:: c:-=:=::;==~J :~5 
-1 .5 -1 .0 -0.5 0 
Figure 3.5. Determining the resultant fuzzy set for an error of -1.5. 
In Figure 3.4 it can be seen that the output fuzzy set has been clipped at a value of 0.5 which 
corresponds to the grade of membership of an error of -1 in the negative error fuzzy set, i.e. 
the rule is 'fired' by 50%. This means that for an error that is only 50% negative, that the 
negative change in the output fuzzy sets' grade of membership may not assume a value which 
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is higher than 50% i.e. the change in the output's membership is at most 50% negative. 
However, if an error which is more negative, i.e -1.5, is used it results in a grade of 
membership of 0.75. Now the negative change in output fuzzy set is clipped at 0.75 as 
shown in Figure 3.5. Therefore the negative change in output fuzzy set is able to attain a 
higher limit of 0.75, i.e. the rule is now 'fired' by 75%: Therefore the consequent part of 
the rule has a higher degree of applicability if the antecedent part of the rule has a higher 
degree of applicability i.e. the more negative the error, the more negative the change in 
output will be. 
3.5. Fuzzy Control 
A simple example is presented in this section to help with the understanding of the equations 
used to set up the fuzzy controller. The example consists of a tank of water with two inlet 
streams (one hot and one cold) and one outlet stream as shown in Figure 3.6. The outlet 
stream is the tank overflow and this ensures that the volume of water in the tank is always 
constant. The aim of the fuzzy controller is to maintain a set temperature in the tank despite 
disturbances entering the system (cold stream). The temperature in the tank is maintained by 
controlling the flow of hot water into the tank. 
~----l 




Figure 3.6. Diagram of example for fuzzy control. 
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... Fuzzification ~ Apply rules ~ Defuzzificatio r -- -
Inputs Output 
Figure 3.7. Fuzzy controller structure. 
Figure 3.7 shows the fuzzy procedure which is employed in fuzzy controllers. The first step 
is to fuzzify the input to the controller (process outputs). This establishes the grades of · 
membership of the input values in each input fuzzy set. The second step is the utilization of 
these fuzzified inputs, with the aid of the fuzzy rule base, to determine a fuzzy output. The 
last step is the defuzzification of the output which yields the controller output and input to 
the process. 
3. 5 .1. Fuzzification 
Often the input to the controller is first scaled before entering the fuzzification step. 
Triangular shaped membership functions are often used which can be defined by three values 







where: a and c ·represent the left and right extremes of the fuzzy set 
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respectively 
b represents the va1ue of x at which Jlix) = i as shown 
in Figure 3.8. 
a b c 
X 
Figure 3.8. Triangular shaped membership functions. 







Figure 3.9. Fuzzy partition (Dubois and Prade,1993). 
(partitioned) into tnany fuzzy sets which are usually assigned linguistic names such as PM 
(positive medium), NL (negative large), ZE (close to zero) etc. These fuzzy sets are assigned 
sd that the entire range of the input variable will be covered by at least ohe fuzzy set. Ih the 
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tank example two controller inputs will be used - error (Yset - y) in the tank's temperature 
and the change in the error (rate). Each of the two controller inputs is assigned two fuzzy 
sets (by choice) - negative (N) and positive (P). The controller output is the change in the 
hot stream's flow rate with its range divided into three fuzzy sets (negative, zero and 







-1 0 1 
p 
Figure 3.10. Fuzzy partitions used for the example. 
During the fuzzification procedure the membership of the controller input value is determined 
for each input fuzzy set in which it appears, i.e. determining to what degree a value is a 
member of the particular fuzzy set. Therefore for a given error in the tank temperature, for 
example 0.8, the grades of membership over the error partitioning are given by J.tEJ:0.8) = 
0.1 and J.t£p(0.8) = 0.9 (where EN and EP stand for error negative and error positive 
respectively). Similarly if the rate has a value of -0.4 then the grades of membership over 
the rate partitioning are given by t-tRJ:-0.4) = 0.7 and J.tRp(-0.4) = 0.3. Although only two 
controller inputs are used in this example, it should be noted that more inputs can be utilised. 
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3. 5. 2. Fuzzy rule base 
A fuzzy rule base is a collection of antecedent-consequent type rules which are often obtained 
from someone who has an intimate knowledge of the system and can best impart their 
knowledge in the form of linguistic rules i.e. 
if condition 1 is met and condition 2 is met then do action B. 
The rules can also be set up by doing an analysis of the dynamics of the system which is to 
be controlled. The general control rule base's structure is given by: 
Where: 
if Al.l and A1,2 and ... Al,nf then B1 
or 
or 
if Ai,l and Ai,z and ... Ai,nf then Bi 
or 
or 
if Am,l and Am,z and ... Am,nf then B m 
are conditions which are to be met 
are actions which need to be taken. 
m is the number of rules used (four will be used) 
nf is the number of controller inputs (two in this case) 
The following four rules will be used as a simplified controller for the tank example: 
1. If error is positive and rate is positive then output is positive 
2. If error is positive and rate is negative then output is zero 
3. If error is negative and rate is positive then output is zero 
4. If error is negative and rate is negative then output is negative 
Thus A11 and A12 would be the fuzzy sets 'error is positive' and 'rate is positive' which 
appear in the first rule, A21 and A22 would be the fuzzy sets 'error is positive' and 'rate is 
1 negative' in the second rule, A31 andA32 would be the fuzzy sets 'error is negative' and 'rate 
0 
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is positive' in the third rule, and A41 and A42 would be the fuzzy sets 'error is negative' and 
'rate is negative' in the fourth rule. The fuzzy consequent B1 is the fuzzy set 'positive 
change', while B2 and B3 are 'zero change' and B4 is 'negative change'. 
Step 1. Each rule is considered separately. Firstly the grade of membership of the 
antecedent part of each rule, Ai, is determined. From the above general 
structure it can be seen that the input requirements for a given rule are linked 
by the and term and therefore the fuzzy intersection, defined in Section 3.3, 
is used between their grades of memberships: 
where: is the numerical value of the jth controller input of rule 
i. 
The first rule checks how positive the error in the tank's temperature is and 
how positive the rate is. This is then transferred into determining how positive 
the change in the output will be (Step 2). For the error of 0.8 and rate of-
0.4, the error is 90% positive while the rate is 30% positive (Rule 1). To 
determine the input which least fits the conditions of the first rule, the 
intersection (AND or min operation) is taken between the two. This step is 
analogous to the theory that a chain is only as strong as its weakest link. 
Therefore the positive rate fuzzy set (30%) is the 'weakest link'. Similarly the 
'weakest link' for rules 2, 3 and 4 are 70%, 10% and 10% respectively: 
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Step 2. 
uA (x1 ,x2 ) = min[nA (x1 ),uA (x2 )] = min[0.9,0.3] = 0.3 t" 1 1 1 t" 1,1 1 t" 1,2 1 
~A (x1 ,x,_) = min[~A (x1 ),~A (x2 )] = min[0.9,0.7] = 0.7 2 2 -~. 2,1 2 ' 2,2 2 
~A (x1 ,x2 ) = min[ ~A (x1 ), ~A (x2 )] =· min[O.l ,0.3] = 0.1 3 3 3 3,1 3 3,2 3 
11A (x1 ,x2 ) = min[nA. (x1 ),nA (x2 )] = min[O.l,0.7] = 0.1 t" 4 4 4 t" 4,1 4 t" 4,2 4 
where x1 . = 0.8 and x2 . = - 0.4 l l 
After combining the antecedent part of each rule, the rule base has the 
following form: 
or 
if A; then B; 
or 
The output range is divided into R (R will be chosen as five for the example) 
sample values (Yr: r = l, ... ,R), each of which are used in the calculations of 
s~ep 2 and 3. The grade of membership of the ith rule (Zi = 'if Ai then B/ ) 
is determined as in Section 3.4 by using the intersection between the 
antecedent, Ai(xji), and consequent, Blyr), parts of rule i: 
where Yr is the rth numerical value used in evaluating the controller 
output. Yr will be referred to as an output sampling point in 
subsequent sections. 
Figure 3.11 shows the consequent fuzzy sets obtained in each rule over the 
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output. The effect of matching the antecedent and consequent parts of each 
rule (Zi) has been to clip the relevant output fuzzy sets at the value of ILAi(xjJ· 
Because the 'weakest link' of the first rule is 30% the controller output fuzzy 
set corresponding to rule 1 (positive change) should be clipped at 0.3, the 
same as performing the min operation, as shown in Figure 3 .11. Similarly the 
second rule's conditions only apply by 70% and therefore the zero change 
output fuzzy set should be clipped at 0. 7. For the third and fourth rules the 
output fuzzy sets, zero change and negative change, are both clipped at 0.1. 
i.e. if a Yr of 0.6 is taken, then the grade of membership of Zi is obtained as 
follows for the tank example: 
J.l.zt[xlt'x2t'Yr] = min[JJ.At'J.I.Bt(yr)] = min[0.3,0.6] = 0.3 
llz)Xlz'X2z'Yr] = min[ J.I.Az' J.I.Bz (yr)] = min[0.7 ,0.4] = 0.4 
J.l.z3[xl3'x23'Yr] = min[J.LA3'J.I.B3(yr)] ,;, min[O.l,0.4] = 0.1 
~N~ z~ P 
Z4~~~
==========================~~~------------------~~---
~ 0 1 
Figure 3.11. Clipping of output fuzzy sets according to degree of applicability of rule. 
z, 
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Step 3. After combining the antecedent and consequent part of each rule, the rule base 




Finally the fuzzy result is obtained from the rule base by combining the results 
obtained from each rule, Zi. From the rule base's general structure it can be 
seen that each rule is linked by the or term and therefore the fuzzy union, 
defined in Section 3.3, is used between their grades of memberships. 
Therefore the feasible range of the fuzzy output i.e. the grade of membership 
of the union, Z, of all the rules, Zi, can be obtained for each value of Yr 
investigated: 
m 
z = uzi 
i=l 
1-Lz(Yr) = max [ 1-Lz.J 
l~i~m ' 
Figure 3.12 shows the feasible area of the controller output which has resulted 
from the use of the rule base. 
The above steps may be combined into a single formula: 
This formula needs to be used repeatedly so that the range of the dependent 
variable, Yn is covered yielding the feasible area in Figure 3.12. The grades 
of membership for each value of y r considered are summarised in Table 3 .1. 
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-1 0 1 
.. 
Figure 3.12. Feasible fuzzy output range. 
Table 3.1. GMs of the controller output, p.z(Yr). 






3. 5. 3. Defuzzification 
During defuzzification the output fuzzy response obtained from the rule base is converted to 
a crisp numerical value which represents the controller output. The simplest numerical 
representation (NRl) of the fuzzy set is the numerical value with the highest grade of 
membership. However, the NRl representation is rather insensitive as can be seen in Figure 
3.12 where the grade of membership (GM) is found to be a maximum of 0.7 over a range 
of the output [-0.3,0.3]. Therefore a different method is used (NR2) which does not depend 
only on the highest values of GM. This numerical representation is analogous to the weighted 
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mean (Dohna1,1985): 




Therefore the controller output for the tank example can be calculated: 
NR2 
= ( -1.0) X 0.1 + ( -0.5 + 0.5) X 0.5 + (0.0) X 0.7 + ( 1.0) X 0.3 
(0.1) X 1 + (0.5) X 2 + (0.7) X 1 + (0.3) X 1 
= 0.0952 
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This indicates that the required control action is to make a positive change of 0.0952 to the 
flow rate of the hot stream. It should be noted that the output might not be the same if more 
output sampling points (Yr) are used. 
The output from defuzzification is often scaled to yield the required process input. 
3.6. Equivalence with Nonlinear PI Controller 
3.6.1. Literature 
Qin (1994) presents a fuzzy \controller which has two inputs (error and change in the 
variable's error) and one output (change in the manipulated variable). He utilises only three 
sampling points on the controller output when calculating the fuzzy implications. The 
controller presented by Qin (1994) is the same as the one used in the example for Section 3.5 
and the same rules are used. 
·It is stated that this fuzzy controller, with the fuzzy partitions shown in Figure 3.13, is in fact 
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a nonlinear PI controller of the form: 
where: 







is the change in the error 
( e(t) - e(h1t) ) 
is the error (Yset- y) 









-1 0 1 
Figure 3.13. Fuzzy partitions based on Qin (1994) approach (negative (N), positive (P) and 
zero (Z)). 
The velocity form of the PI controller's output is given by (Seborg et al, 1989): 
where: is the change in the controller output for the nth 
I 
sampling interval 
~tsample is the sampling time used 
Kp1 and Tp1 are the gain and integral constant 
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The nonlinearity is therefore introduced in the gain (analogy to a PI controller): 
K = GU.GR 
fuzzy 3 - max[ I GRrl, I GEe I] 
for values of GRr(t) and GEe(t) lying in the range [-1,1] while the integral constant is 
defined to be: 
't' PI GR = 
J1 t sample G E 
Therefore the gain is affected by the dominant term ( GEe(t) or GRr(t) ). The introduction 
of the nonlinearity in the gain allows for higher gains to be used when the error and/or the 
change in error are large. As the error and change in error tend to zero, i.e. as the system 
stabilises (the max term becomes significantly smaller than 3), the gain becomes a constant 
and the fuzzy controller is effectively a linear PI controller with: 
GUGR 
Kfuzzy = KPI = --3-
't' = fuzzy 
't' PI GR 
The tuning factors available for the fuzzy controller are the scaling factors GE, GR and GU. 
It is hence possible to obtain the scaling factors required for the fuzzy controller from the 
equivalent PI tuning factors which can be obtained for example by Ziegler-Nichols tuning 
methods. One more relation is required as there are only two relations and three unknown 
scaling factors to be determined. Qin (1993) proposes a third relation which is based on the 
size of the setpoint change: 
where {3 is chosen to be 0.4. Therefore, after the PI parameters have been obtained, the 
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GE - GR A - -utsampk 
't PI 
3.6.2. Application to a first order system 
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(1) 
Figure 3.14 shows the control response of a first order system with dead time using the Qin 





























Figure 3.14. Comparison of Qin fuzzy controller with linear PI controller for first order 
system with dead time. · 
The Ziegler-Nichols tuning parameters were obtained and hence the fuzzy scaling factors 
could be calculated as summarized below. 
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giving 
KPI = 3.8647 
'Tpl = 6.2013 
GR = 1.2 
GU = 9.662 
GE = 0.01935 
(for a set point change of 3.) 
(for a sampling time of 0.1) 
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The fuzzy controller's gain is allowed to assume higher values when the system is further 
away from the desired state (see Figure 3.19 in Section 3.8.1). This ensures, for the first 
order system, that the overshoots are reduced compared to the linear PI controller as shown 
in Figure 3.14. The two responses were found to settle at around the same time. The input 
response was found to be less severe for the fuzzy controller as seen in Figure 3.15. 







~ 8.00 ::l 




















Figure 3.15. Input response of first order system with dead time. 
3. 7. Effect of Fuzzy Set's Width 
40 
Ying et al (1990) were the first to present the findings that this form of fuzzy controller 
yields a nonlinear PI controller. The main difference between Ying et al (1990) and Qin's 
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(1993) approaches is that Ying uses the Lukasiewicz OR between rules 2 and 3 when 
determining the union of the rules (Section 3.5.2 Step 3) whereas Qin uses the Zadeh OR. 
For two fuzzy sets, A and B, Zadeh logic yields 
and Lukasiewicz logic yields 
where P.A is the grade of membership of an element in the fuzzy set A. 
Ying et al (1990) obtain the following equation for the controller's output: 
Output = O.SL.GU [ GRr(t) + GEe(t)] 
2L - max[ I GRr I, I GEe I] 










-L 0 L 
Figure 3.16. Input and output fuzzy sets used by Ying et al (1990). 
A noticeable difference between the two equations is that Qin (1994) did not build the length, 
L, of the fuzzy sets into his equations. Ying et al (1990) does not mention the effect of a 
variation in this parameter. It was therefore decided to re-derive the Qin (1994) equations 
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yielding the following more generalized equation (see derivation in Appendix A): 
Output = L.GU [ GRr(t) + GEe(t)] 
3L - max[ I GRr I, I'GEe I] 
(2) 
It is therefore evident that Qin (1994) has chosen L = 1. However, as long as the error and 
rate are within the [-L,L] range, Lis readily absorbed into the fuzzy tuning parameters by 
redefining 
GU' = GU 
L 
GR 1 = L.GR and GE1 = L.GE 
and hence is not an independent tuning parameter. 
3.8. Effect of Number of Output Sampling Points 
Up until this stage only 3 points (-L, 0 and L) have been sampled on the output fuzzy sets 
when calculating the fuzzy response of the controller. Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show an 
improved output and input response over the Ziegler-Nichols tuned PI controller as well as 
over a PI controller whose gain and time constant have been optimised to minimise the 
integral square setpoint tracking error. It can also be seen that a variation in the number of 
output sampling points has an effect on the output as well as the input response for the first 
order system. 
The input response is found to be less severe for an increased number of sampling points. 
It can also be seen that both the output and input responses converge as the number of output 
sampling points is increased. Therefore it was decided to derive and investigate the output 
response equations for a higher number of output sampling points. 
3.8.1. Three sampling points 
Appendix A contains the derivation of the output response equations for three sampling 
points. Figure 3.19 shows how the gain is allowed to vary over the range of the rate and the 
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error, [-L,L], with L, GE, GRand GU chosen as unity. The output response equations are 
also summarised in Appendix A when the rate and/or error do not lie within the [-L,L] 
range. As the rate and error are driven to zero by the controller, so the system is forced into 
the [-L,L] range and therefore only the output response equations applicable within this range 
will be addressed. 
From Figure 3.19 it can be seen that the gain is able to vary from 0.333 (same gain used for 
the standard linear PI controller) to a value of 0.5 (i.5 times the linear PI gain). The gain 
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GEe(t) 
GRr(t) 
Figure 3.19. Variation of gain over input region for three sampling points. 
attains the value of 0.333 only when the system is at its desired state (when both the rate and 
error are zero) and is allowed to assume higher values as the system is further away. 
3.8.2. Five sampling points 
The equations for the output response of the fuzzy controller were derived using the 
following sampling points: (-L, -V2L, 0, 1f2L, L). It was decided to maintain the three 
original sampling points and utilise another two sampling points so as to keep the sampling 
symmetrical. The resultant equations once again yie1ded a nonlinear Pl cohtro1ler and are 
shown in Figure 3.20. 
Table 3.2 summarises the controller gains and integral constants obtained. The output 
response equations are derived in Appendix B. 
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Figtire 3.20. Output response equations in different regions for five output sampling points. 
Tabie 3.2. Nonlinear gain and integral constant for five sampling points. 
Parameter Error and rate of same sigh Opposite 
IGRrl > I GEe I IGRrl < I GEe I sign 
Kruzzy LGUGR ~i.GUGR iGUGR 
SL- jGRr!- jGEef SL - max[fGRrj,jGEel] 
SL- fGRrf - jGEef 
'T fuzzy 2GR 3 GR GR -- -- -
3 GE 2GE GE 
From Table 3.2 it can be seen that not only the controller gain, but a1so the controliet 
integral constant are now functions of the relative positibn of the system to its desired state. 
When the rate and error are of an opposite sign the gain and integral constant equations 
resemble the ones obtained for three sample points in Section 3. 7. Here the gain is once 
again allowed to assume higher values determined by the dominant term (either GRr(t) or 
GEe(t) ). 
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It can be seen that higher gains are used when the rate and error are of the same sign. It can 
also be seen that the gain attains a value 1.5 times greater when the absolute error is greater 
than the gain when the absolute rate is greater. Therefore the gain is discontinuous when GRt 
= GEe; however, the output response is continuous because the controller Utilises an 
appropriately scaled integral constant when the gain is higher (I GRt I < I GEe I) and vice 
versa. Therefore the gain and integral constant adjust to give the same output response. 
Figure 3.21 shows the values that the gain is allowed to assume with L, GE, GRand GTJ 
chosen as unity. It can be seen that the maximum gain attained corresponds to the maximum 
gain when three sampling points are used (0.5 when L, GE, GR and GtJ are Unity). 
However, in the case of five sampling points, the gain is atlowed to vary bvet a greater 
range [0.2,0.51 (cf. [0.3333,0.5] for three sampling points). It can also be seen that low 
gains are usually utilised and that the high gains are only used when both the rate and ettor 
are ?f the same sign. Therefore, whereas the controller with three sampiing points utilises 
a high gain irrespective of the sign of the error and the rate, the controller with five sampling 
points does not penalise the system by using high gains when the rate and error ate of an 
opposite sign i.e. when the system is showing signs of rectifying itself. It should also be 












FigUre 3.21. Gain values attained for five sampling points. 
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3.8.3. Location of Sampling Points for n ~ 3 
Figure 3.22 shows the symmetrical location of the three output sampling points. 
a b 
-L 0 L 
Figure 3.22. Location of output sampling points for n = 3. 
Only n (for n > 3) given by the following equation will be investigated: 
n=5+2xq (3) 
where: q is a non-negative integer 
For five sampling points one extra sampling point is placed at the centre of each region (a 
and b) shown in Figure 3.22. For nine sampling points three equally spaced sampling points 
are placed in each region and so forth. Therefore all the sampling points are always 
equidistant and the sampling is kept symmetrical. 
3.8.4. Nine sampling points 
Appendix C contains an explanation for not investigating seven output sampling points. The 
derivation of the output ·response equations for nine sampling points can be found in 
Appendix D. The fuzzy controller once again yielded a nonlinear PI controller. However, 
the equations now have an added L term which acts as a bias: 
Output = KJUzzy[r(t) + -
1
-e(t) + CL] 
't'fozzy 
The coefficient of this L term is a function of the system's relative position to the desired 
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state. 
Figure 3.23 shows the values that the gain is able to assume. The gain is how able to vary 
over a greater range [0.125,0.5]. Once again the highest gains are used only when both the 
rate and error are of the same sigh. Much lower gains are utilised when they are of opposite 
signs, because the system is then showing signs of rectifying itself. A low gain of 0.19444 
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It should be stressed that the equations derived in Appendix D ate only applicable when the 
scaled error and scaled rate are in the range [-L , L]. the equations applicable when the 
scaled error and rate are out of this range can be obtained in a similar fashion. 
3.8.5. ~eneralisation and extension to more output sampling points 
The fuzzy controller results shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 indicate that the output · 
and input responses converge to a limit as the m.ttnber of output sampling points is increased. 
The input action is also found to be less severe for a. higher value of n for the first order 
system with dead time. Therefore it was decided to investigate the equations describing the 
fuzzy output response for a higher number of sampling points. 
It Was observed that the output response equations can easily be determined as a functiori of 
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n for the a region shown in Figure 3.24. This is possible because, for each of the eight 
triangles making up region a, the same fuzzy resultant, Z, is obtained irrespective of the 
value of n (n~5) satisfying Equation (3). However, it should be noted that the a region 
becomes smaller and tends towards the origin as the value of n is increased. Therefore the 
equations are valid for a smaller region with an increased value of n. It can easily be seen 
that the equations for the a region, summarised in Table 3.3, are applicable for both five and 
nine sampling points. These generalised equations for region a once again have the following 
PI form: 
Output = Kfozzy[r(t) + - 1-e(t)] 
't fozzy 
It can be seen that there is no bias term present irrespective of n. The generalised equations 
are derived in Appendix E. 
GRr(t) L 
'O __ gJ._) 
1\ ' n-1 
GEQ(t) 
-L L 
( ~.?-~. 0) n-1 • 
-L 
Figure 3.24. Region in which the generalised equations are applicable for higher values of 
n. 
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Table 3.3. Generalised equations for region a. 
I Region I ' I 
Rla L.GU[ 3n + 1 GRr + 3n + 1 GEe] 
16 16 
n-5 n-1 
nL- --GRr- --iGEei 
4 4 
R2a L.GU[ 3(n + 3) GRr + 3n + 1 GEe) 
16 16 
n-1 n-1 
nL- --GRr- --iGEei 
4 4 
R3a L.GU[ 3n + 1 GRr + 3(n + 3) GEe J = 
16 16 
n - 1 n - 1 
nL- --iGRri ---GEe 
4 4 
R4a L.GU[ 3n + 1 GRr + 3n + 1 GEej 
16 16 
n - 1 n - 5 
nL- --iGRri ---GEe 
4 4 
RSa L.GU[ 3n + 1 GRr + 3n + 1 GEej 
16 16 
n-5 n-1 
nL + --GRr- --iGEel 
4 4 
R6a L.GU[ 3(n + 3)GRr +~GEe] 
16 16 
n-1 n-1 
nL + --GRr- --iGEel 
4 4 
R7a L.GU[ 3n + 1 GRr + 3(n + 3) GEe j 
16 16 
n - 1 n - 1 
nL- --iGRri +--GEe 
4 4 
R8a L.GU[~GRr + 3n + 1 GEej 
16 16 
n-1 n-5 
nL- --IGRrl +--GEe 
4 4 
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Figure 3.24 shows that the a region in which the generalised equations are applicable 
becomes smaller and eventually tends towards the origin as n is increased. Because the 
generalised a equations are applicable, despite the number of sampling points, in the region 
around the origin, it is possible to evaluate the output equations describing the response of 
the fuzzy controller, for GEe(t) and GRr(t) sufficiently close to the origin, as the number of 
sampling points becomes large. 
As the number of output sampling points, n, is increased, the equations shown in Table 3.3 
are found to simplify to 
-3 L GU(GRr + GEe) 
16 
lim output = ---------
L - _!_I max I - y1.min n ~"" 
4 4 
if both GRr(t) and GEe(t) are of the same sign and 
_]__L GU ( GRr + GEe) 
lim output = - 1-6--------
L 1 1 
I s:. 1 . --max - uy-mm 
4 4 . 
n~oo 
if GRr(t) and GEe(t) are of opposite signs, where 
'Y is -1 if rate is negative and + 1 if rate is positive 
o is -1 if I GRr I < I GEe I and + 1 if I GRr I > I GEe I 
max is given by 
GRr(t) if I GRr(t) I ~ I GEe(t) I 
GEe(t) if I GRr(t) I :,; I GEe(t) I 
min is given by 
GRr(t) if I GRr(t) I :,; JGEe(t) I 
GEe(t) if I GRr(t) I ~ I GEe(t) I 
But as the number of output sampling points is increased, the region of applicability is shrunk 
more and more such that the value of GRr(t) and GEe(t) are close to zero. Therefore the 
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equations reduce to: 
3 
-GU(GRr + GEe) 
16 
which now has both a linear gain and a linear integral constant. 
This shows that, for a high number of input sampling points, that the gain is allowed to 
assume a low value of 0.1875 when the system is close to or at its desired state. This means 
that small perturbations from this desired state will not yield as drastic input actuation than 
I 
it would if n were smaller or if an equivalently tuned linear PI controller was used. It should 
also be noted that at/near a zero error and rate a gain of 0.333 was used for three sampling 
points, 0.2 for five sampling points and 0.19444 for nine sampling points. Therefore it can 
be seen that the gain, used at/near a zero rate and error, assumes a value between 0.333 and 
0.1875 depending on the number of output .sampling points utilised. The higher the number 
of sampling points, the lower the gain becomes and eventually approaches 0.1875. 
During defuzzification the output fuzzy response obtained from the rule base is converted to 
a crisp numerical value, by utilising the weighted mean approach, which represents the 
controller output response as stated in Section 3.5.3: 
NR2 r=l 
As long as the error and rate lie within the [-L,L] range 11-z will always be a linear function . 
of L/L, GRr(t)/L or GEe(t)/L while Yr will always be a scaled value of L. Therefore the 
numerator will always be a linear combination of L, the scaled error and the scaled rate as 
found in Appendices A, B, D and E. Similarly the denominator will always be a linear 
combination ofL/L, GRr(t)/L and/or GEe(t)/L. Therefore the output response equations will 
always have the form 
L.GU[A.L + B.GRr(t) + C.GEe(t)] 
D.L + E.GRr(t) + F.GEe(t) 
irrespective of the number of output sampling points used or the position of the rate and 
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error in the GRr- GEe space (with GRr and GEe within [-L,L]) where A, B, C, D, E and 
F are real valued coefficients. In Appendix F it is shown that the B and C coefficients will 
always be positive ensuring a positive integral constant. Therefore it can be seen that the 
fuzzy controller will always yield a nonlinear PI controller with a possible bias term 
irrespective of the number of output sampling points utilised. This controller will always have 
a zero offset because of the integral term included and because the bias term is not present 
in the a region's output response equations. 
3.8.6. Application to higher order systems 
The Qin type controller with various numbers of output sampling points was applied earlier 
to a first order system with dead time. In this section the controller will be applied to both 
a second order system as well as to a third order system with dead time. In Section 5.1 the 
controller will be applied to two nonlinear systems - the fed-batch fermentation of penicillin 
~~00. • 
3.8.6.1. Second order system 
The following second order system was investigated: 
g(s) = 1 
s(s + 1) 
The PI controller gain and integral constant were obtained according to the Ziegler-Nichols 
tuning technique as 
KPI = 0.64011 
TpJ = 5.21573 
From these PI tuning parameters the fuzzy controller's tuning parameters could be calculated 
(as summarised in Section 3.6.1): 
GR = 1.2 (for a setpoint change of 3) 
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GU = 1.6003 
GE = 0.023 (for a sampling time of 0.1) 
Figure 3.25 shows the improvement in the output response showing a lower overshoot when 
the fuzzy controller is implemented compared to the linear PI controller. The system's rise 
time becomes slightly longer as the number of output sampling points is increased. The 
response of the controller is also found to converge to a limit with a low overshoot as the 
number of output sampling points is increased. These results parallel the findings for the first 
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Figure 3.25. Output response of the second order system (L = 1). 
25 30 
Figure 3.26 shows the marked improvement of the input response when the fuzzy controller 
is implemented over the case when the linear PI controller is used with higher values of n 
yielding much less violent input action. The Fortran program listings used for the fuzzy 
controller and the PI controller can be found in Appendices I and J respectively. 
3.8.6.2. Third order system with dead time 
The following third order system was investigated: 
g (s) = ---..:(_s_+_1..:....) _e _-o_.2_s -
s(s + 2)(s + 3) 
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Figure 3.26. Input response of the second order system (L = 1). 
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25 30 
The PI controller gain and integral constant were again obtained according to the Ziegler-
Nichols tuning technique: 
Kp1 = 10.41229 
Tp1 = 1.254361 
From these PI tuning parameters the fuzzy controller's tuning parameters could be calculated 
(as summarised in Section 3.6.1): 
GR = 1.2 
GU = 26.0307 
GE = 0.09567 · 
(for a setpoint change of 3) 
(for a sampling time of 0.1) 
Figure 3.27 shows that the fuzzy controller, with three sampling points, results in a much 
reduced overshoot for this third order system. However there is still a great deal of 
oscillation present and the system takes a long time before it settles down. As the number 
of output sampling points is increased the system becomes more damped and the settling time 
is decreased markedly. · 
Figure 3.28 shows the marked improvement of the input response when the fuzzy controller 
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Figure 3.28. Input response of the third order system with dead time (L = 1). 
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is implemented, especially for a high number of output sampling points where the input 
response is no longer as harsh or oscillatory. The Fortran program listings used for the fuzzy 
cop.troller and the PI controller can be found in Appendices K and L respectively. The results 
from Figures 3.27 and 3.28 show that the fuzzy controller is able to yield better control for 
this third order system (with dead time) especially for a high number of input sampling 
points. 
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3.8.7. Choice of n for setpoint tracking 
In Section 3.8.5 it has been shown that the Qin type fuzzy controller yields a nonlinear PI 
controller irrespective of the number of output sampling points utilised. It has also been 
shown that the controller's gain and integral constant have a higher resolution as a function 
of the error and rate for higher values of n which should improve the performance of the 
controller. It is therefore hypothesised that tuning the fuzzy controller via {3 (used in the 
derivation of GRin equation 1, Section 3.6.1) with a high number of output sampling·· points, 
n, will result in better setpoint tracking than tuning the fuzzy controller with n=3. i.e. it is 
hypothesised that the best tuned fuzzy controller with a high value of n will yield better 
setpoint tracking than the best tuned fuzzy controller with n=3. This hypothesis was only 
applied to a first order system with. dead time as many chemical engineering systems can be 
approximated by this type of model. 
The measure of performance was chosen to be the sum of the squared errors (SSE) of the 




SSE = L (Yset - Yi) 2 
i = 0 
is the number of time step~ investigated 
is the setpoint which is to be attained by the output 
is the value of the output response during the ilh time step. 
Table 3.4 shows the values of the sum of squared errors as well as the sum of squared 
change in the controller output response (SSdU) for the best tuned fuzzy controllers for the 
· first order system presented in Section 3.8.6. The best tuned linear PI controller's gain and 
integral constant were utilised to determine the remaining fuzzy tuning parameters i.e. 
determine GU and GE as summarised in equation 1, Section 3.6.1. Figure 3.29 shows the 
output response of the fuzzy controller while Figure 3. 30 shows the input response. 
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Table 3.4. SSE and SS~U for best tuned fuzzy controllers. 
n (3 SSE Percentage ss~u Percentage 
increase in decrease in 
SSE over PI SS~U over Pl 
PI N/A 277.3392 163.1415 
3 0.005 277.2716 -0.06043 168.166 -3.07984 
5 0.113 291.2811 5.027021 87.1229 46.59673 
9 0.055 301.9189 8.862685 68.4161 58.06334 
45 0.010 327.4603 18.07213 53.1860 67.39885 
4 
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Figure 3.29. Output response of best tuned fuzzy controllers. 
Table 3.4 shows that the SSE actually increased with an increase in the number of output 
sampling points. The fuzzy controller was able to yield a slightly lower SSE than the best 
tuned linear PI controller however, it also yielded a higher SS~ U. It can be seen that 
although the SSE increases with an increase in n, this increase is relatively small compared 
with the decrease in the value of SS~ U. This means that the input action becomes less violent 
for relatively the same value of SSE as n is increased as seen in Figures 3.29 and 3.30. The 
increase in SSE is due to the increase in the rise time i.e. slightly more sluggish response for 
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Figure 3.30. Input response of best tuned fuzzy controllers. 
a higher n as shown in Figure 3.29. 
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4. BIOPROCESS SYSTEMS INVESTIGATED 
4.1. Lysine Fermentation 
4.1.1. Uses of lysine 
.Lysine is widely used in the animal feed industries to improve the nutritional value of the 
feeds. This is done because feedstocks do not always meet the essential lysine requirements 
for the economical growth of the animals (Kirk-Othmer, 1992). Lysine is also used to enrich 
wheat flour and rice grain to improve human nutrition (Kirk-Othmer,1978). 
Lysine exports from the United States of America totalled 4 million kilograms at a value of 
US$ 7.4 million for 1993 (Cintr6n,1993). 
4.1.2. Lysine production by Corynebacterium glutamicum 
Lysine is one of 20 amino acids which are the monomers (basic building blocks) of proteins. 
The bacteria utilise the amino acids which they have formed in the production of erizymes 
and proteins which are to be utilised by the cell itself. The cell is able to regulate the 
production of the amino acids, and hence regulate its activities, by inbuilt feedback inhibition 
and repression and by its innate network rigidity. 
Figure 4.1 shows part of the metabolic pathway of the bacteria. In the bacteria, the metabolic 
flux is normally channelled more favourably to produce threonine and methionine than to the 
production of lysine. There is also a feedback inhibition which both threonine and lysine 
exert on the production of the aspartate kinase enzyme which catalyses the conversion of 
aspartate. Aspartate kinase is only inhibited by high levels of both lysine and threonine and 
not inhibited to a great degree if only one of the concentrations is high. 
In order for the bacteria to be able to overproduce lysine, the bacteria has been mutated to 
produce a strain with a metabolic blockage prior to homoserine in the metabolic pathway. 
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Figure 4.i. Metabolic pathways and regulation of the aspartate family of amino acids in C. 
giutamicum (Kiss and Stephanopoulos,1992). 
Therefore the celi is unable to produce methionine, threonine and iso1eucine ahd therefore 
the fermenter feed has to be supplemented with these amino a~ids. The ceiis will therefore 
be able to overproduce lysine when.low levels of threonine are maintained in the bioreactor 
dUe to the bypass of aspartate kinase inhibition by tlireonine and lysine (Kiss and 
Stephanopoulos, 1991). 
4~ 1.3. Lysine fermentation 
Lysine is produced via aerobic fed-batch bacterial fermentation. Fed-batch fermentation is 
used because a higher specific growth rate can be achieved than when operated in the batch 
mode as it is possible to control the glucose feed rate to the fermenter in order to maximise 
the cellular growth rate. If too much glucose is fed it will have an inhibitory effect on the 
' 
cell growth. Controlling the iniet flow of substrate will lead to a higher lysine production in 
the fed-batch case for the same fermentation time. The glucose substrate is fed at a rate that 
is just high enough to ensure good ce11 growth. It is also operated as fed-batch instead of 
continuously, to lower the likelihood of contamination. 
The 'high yield of lysine is obtained by first maximising the growth of the bacteria ahd then 
maximising the production of lysine from the bacteria. Lysine is a non-growth associated 
product and therefore a high yield is only obtained while the bacteria are grown with a 1ow 
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specific growth rate (Kiss and Stephanopoulos,1991). 
4.1.3.1. Cell production 
A high concentration of cells is required in order to ensure a good yield of lysine. During 
the biomass production stage, a high threonine concentration is required in the bioreactor to 
ensure that the bacteria concentrate on the production of biomass and not on lysine 
production. A large enough predetermined initial charge of threonine will ensure that the 
concentration of threonine is always high enough in the bioreactor and hence the lysine 
overproduction will be suppressed during this stage. The initial charge of threonine and 
methionine can be predetermined so that the virtual depletion of threonine in the bioreactor 
coincides with the intended time for changing to lysine overproduction. 
A high bacterial specific growth rate is required and therefore the rate at which the glucose 
is fed to the bioreactor is crucial. The initial charge of glucose does not contain all the 
glucose which is required throughout the fermentation due to the toxic or inhibitory effect 
this will have on the bacteria. Instead, the glucose is fed to the bioreactor as it is required. 
The glucose is fed in such a way as to control the cell growth within the available OUR 
(oxygen utilization rate). If the glucose feed rate is too high, the cells will become oxygen 
limited, while a feed rate which is too low will lead to low specific growth rates. 
4.1.3.2. Lysine production 
The threonine concentration has to be maintained at a low level and this is done by regulation 
of this amino acid feed during the lysine production stage. Similarly, the glucose 
concentration is to be maintained at a constant value by matching the feed to the lysine 
production. A low glucose level is required to maintain a low specific growth rate which will 
ensure a high yield of lysine. 
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4.1.4. Model of fermentation 
Ohno et al (1976) modelled fed-batch lysine fermentation using the following four differential 













dsV --- -l:xv+s.F y I dt 
dpV = Q xV 
dt p 
dV = F 
dt 
is the biomass concentration in the bioreactor (g/L) 
is the substrate concentration (glucose) in the bioreactor (g/L) 
is the product concentration (lysine) in the bioreactor (g/L) 
is the volume of liquid in the bioreactor (L) 
is the flow rate of the inlet stream (L/h) 
is the concentration of glucose in the feed stream (g/L) 
(4) 
is the specific growth rate of the bacteria given in equation 5 (h-1) 
is the yield factor and taken to be 0.135 gbiomas/gsubs 
is the specific product formation rate given in equation 6 
(gpro./ gbiomass • h -1) 
1-L = 0.125s (5) 
(6) 
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The mass balance equations (equation 4) can be written as follows: 
F dx 
dt 
= j..LX - -X 
v 
ds = F (s. - s) - ~x 
dt V I y 
dp F - = Q X- -p 
dt p ( v 




The first term in the biomass differential equation represents an increase in the mass of cells 
due to growth. In the second differential equation the first term represents an increase in 
fermenter substrate due to the feeding of the substrate. The second term represents a 
depletion of substrate due to cell growth. The first term in the third differential equation 
represents an increase in the amount of product due to cellular activity. 
The above differential equations are integrated over the required time period utilising a 
Fortran Nag Library routine, with a time step of 0.2 hours (i.e. 12 minutes) to yield the 
trajectories of the fermenter biomass, substrate and product concentrations and also the broth 
volume. 
4.1.5. Open loop response 
The open loop response of the model was investigated at different substrate feed 
concentrations as shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3. These simulations were done for inlet flow 
rates of 1 and 5 L/h respectively (Initial values: X0 = 0.01 g/L, S0 = 2.8 g/L, Po = 0 g/L 
and Vo = 2 L). 
From Figures 4.2 and 4.3 it can be seen that the cells undergo exponential growth while a 
high substrate concentration is maintained in the fermenter. However, because the cells are 
multiplying rapidly and have a high metabolism, more substrate is required and therefore the 
substrate concentration starts to decrease. Due to this substrate depletion the bacteria are 
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Figure 4.2. Lysine open loop response with the inlet flow rate at 1 L/h; biomass (g/L)( x 
10+2), substrate (g/L)(X 10+1), product (g/L), volume (L). (si = 2.8 g/L) 
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Figure 4.3. Lysine open loop response with the inlet flow rate at 5 L/h; biomass (g/L)( x 
10+2), substrate (g/L)(X 10+1), product (g/L), volume (L)(X 10-1). (si = 2.8 g/L) 
forced from the exponential growth phase into a stationary growth phase. 
From Figures 4.2 and 4.3 it can also be seen that the higher inlet flow rate yields a longer 
exponential growth phase for the biomass. The higher flow rate also leads to a longer 
suppression of the product formation as seen in Figure 4.3. Even though relatively the same 
concentrations are obtained at the end of the 50 hours for the two simulations, the second 
simulation results in a much larger final broth volume. Therefore the second simulation 
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yields a greater mass of product (lysine) at the end of the fermentation which represents a 
greater income. However a higher mass of glucose is fed to the fermenter over the 50 hours 
for the second simulation because of the higher flow rate used, and therefore the expenses 
are also higher. 
Because a given fermenter has a finite volume, a final broth volume should be specified. It 
was decided to utilise 50 L in this study. Therefore the results from both simulations were 
compared when they had reached their final volume (48 and 9.6 hours respectively). Now 
it can be seen that a much lower product concentration is obtained for the higher flow rate 
(cf. 0.02 giL for 5 L/h and 34.083 g/L for 1 L/h). This shows that by simply increasing the 
substrate feed rate will not necessarily lead to a higher production of lysine. The Fortran 
program listing for the open loop control can be found in Appendix M. 
4.2 Penicillin Fermentation 
4.2.1. Model of fermentation 
Penicillin is used for the treatment of bacterial diseases in both humans and animals. It is also 
used as growth stimulants in pigs and poultry (Snell and Ettre, 1972). Penicillin exports from 
the United States of America totalled 104 thousand kilograms at a value of US$ 8.3 million 
for 1992 (Shon,1992). 
Fed-batch fermentation of penicillin closely resembles lysine fermentation by 
Corynebacterium glutamicum and in both cases the product is formed during the stationary 
phase of cell growth i.e. under conditions where a low specific growth rate is maintained in 
the fermenter. The objective is firstly to maximise the biomass concentration by utilising a 
high substrate concentration in the fermenter and then to maximise the production of 
penicillin by maintaining a low specific growth rate (lower substrate concentration in the 
fermenter). The fermenter substrate concentration is controlled by varying either the 
concentration of substrate in the feed stream or the feed stream's flow rate. 
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dxV = !J.XV 
dt 
dsV = Fs. _ 6xV _ !J.XV _ M xV 
dt I yp YX X 
dpV = exv- KpV 
dt 
dV = F 
dt 
is the biomass concentration [g/L] 
is the substrate concentration [g/L] 
is the product concentration [g/L] 
is the fermenter broth volume [L] 
is the specific growth rate ofthe cells (equation 8) [h-1] 
is the volumetric flow rate of the inlet stream [L/h] 
is the substrate feed concentration [g/L] 
is the. specific product formation rate (equation 9) [h-1] 
is the yield of product from substrate 
is the yield of biomass from substrate 
is the term for cell maintenance [h-1] 
is a product first order decay rate [h-1]. 
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The specific cell growth rate in the above equation is given by the Contois model: 
and the specific production rate is determined by a substrate inhibition model: 
e = em 
1 
KP s +- + -
s Ki 
where J-Lm, K 1, Om, ~ and Ki are constants. 








F ex = -(s. - s) -
v I yp 
dp = ex - Kp - F p 
dt v 
dV = F 
dt 






The first term in the biomass equation represents an increase in the mass of cells due to 
growth. In the second equation, the first term represents an increase in fermenter substrate 
due to the feeding of the substrate while the second and third terms represent a depletion of 
substrate due to product formation and cell growth respectively. The last term represents a 
loss in the amount of substrate due to its degradation. In the third equation the first and 
second terms represent the formation of product due to cell growth and the loss of product 
due to its degradation respectively. 
The values of the model parameters are summarised in Table 4.1. 
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em 0.004 (h-1) 
~ 0.0001 (g/L) 
Ki 0.1 (g/L) . 
K 0.01 (h-1) 
Yx 0.47 
yp 1.2 
Mx 0.029 (h-1) 
vo 250,000 (L) 
Vr 500,000 (L) 
These modelling equations (equation 10) were integrated over a time period of 140 hours, 
utilising a Fortran Nag routine, with a time step of 3 minutes to yield the state trajectories. 
4.2.2. Open loop response 
The open loop response of the model was investigated at different substrate feed 
concentrations as shown in Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 These simulations were done for inlet 
substrate concentrations of 500, 1500 and 2500 giL respectively (Initial values: X0 = 1 g/L, 
so=1 g/L, Po=O giL, Vo=250000 L). 
The inlet flow rate for these simulations was taken as a constant value of 1785.7 L/h to 
ensure that the final volume (500,000 L) was attained at the end of the 140 hours. It can be 
seen for these figures that the higher the inlet substrate concentration, the higher is the final 
concentration of biomass and hence a higher product concentration is attained. The biomass 
concentration is seen to start dropping off after about 80 hours for all three cases because the 
cells have entered the stationary growth phase and their numbers are thus increasing much 
slower relative to the ,rate of increase in the fermenter' s volume. The higher the inlet 
substrate concentration, the longer .the exponential stage of cell growth is maintained and 
therefore more biomass is accumulated in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. 
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Figure 4.5. Open loop response with the inlet substrate concentration at 1500 g/L. 
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The fermenter substrate concentration is found to pass through a maximum during the 
exponential growth phase of the cells. This is because the cells in this stage are rapidly 
multiplying and have a high metabolism and therefore require increasing amounts of 
substrate. When the substrate concentration is reduced to a minimum, the cells are forced 
from the exponential growth phase into the stationary growth phase because their specific 
growth rates have been reduced. The Fortran program listing for the open loop response can 
be found in Appendix N. 
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Figure 4.6. Open loop response with the inlet substrate concentration at 2500 g/L. 
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5. APPLICATION OF FUZZY CONTROL TO FED-
BATCH FERMENTATION 
In this chapter the control of lysine and penicillin fermentation is investigated. The modelling 
equations presented in Sections 4.1.4 and 4.2.1 are used to represent the process. Again the 
Fortran Nag routines were used to integrate the modelling equations. A step size of 0.1 hours 
was used for the penicillin fermentation and 0.2 hours for the lysine fermentation. 
5.1. Regulatory Type Control 
In Chapter 3 it was found that the Qin type fuzzy controller (presented in Sections 3. 6 to 3. 8) 
yielded better input as well as output response than an equivalently tuned traditional linear 
PI controller for a first order system with dead time, a second order system and a third order 
system with dead time. It was decided to implement the fuzzy controller on both the 
penicillin and lysine fermentation models. As these are highly nonlinear systems, the 
nonlinear structure of the controller might be expected to yield better control than a standard 
PI controller which is designed around linearised systems. 
S .1.1. Lysine Fermentation 
A prescribed set point trajectory as determined by Modak and Lim (1987) was specified for 
the fermenter substrate concentration and the inlet stream's flow rate was manipulated in 
order to maintain the set point value throughout the fermentation. Because of the difficulties 
of obtaining the Ziegler-Nichols tuning parameters for this system, the fuzzy scaling factors 
were optimised by trial and error to ensure good set point tracking with minimum oscillation. 
Because a variation in the inlet substrate concentration could occur if its level is not 
constantly monitored, it was decided to treat this as a disturbance to the system. The fuzzy 
controller was compared to the PI controller with a disturbance of 20% in the concentration 
of the substrate in the feed stream for the first five hours of the fermentation i.e. an inlet 
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concentration of 2.24 giL. The following PI parameters were used: 
KPI .= 3. 
Tp1 = 0.1 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the output and input responses respectively. 
3.---------------------~--------------------~ 
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Time (hour-s) 
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Figure 5.1. Regulatory control; output response of the lysine fermentation with a· 
disturbance. 
During the first 5 hours, when the disturbance is applied, higher flowrates are utilised to 
ensure that the setpoint is attained as seen in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. However when the 
disturbance is removed after 5 hours the mass flow rate of substrate into the fermenter is too 
high and therefore the substrate level in the fermenter is seen to increase in Figure 5 .1. The 
controllers therefore decrease the inlet flow rate to zero to ensure that the fermenter substrate · 
level is decreased as fast as possible. It can be seen that the PI controller yielded comparable 
control to that of the fuzzy controller with 3 output sampling points. However, a higher 
number of sampling points results in better input and output response. It was found that the 
input and output responses reach a limit as the number of output sampling points is increased. · 
The fuzzy controller is able to deal more effectively with the disturbance with 1005 points 
displaying better input and output response. 
The Fortran program listing for the fuzzy closed· loop control of the fermentation can be 
found in Appendix 0 while the PI controlled simulation is given in Appendix P. 
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Figure 5.2. Regulatory control; input response of the lysine fermentation with a disturbance. 
5.1.2. Penicillin Fermentation 
A prescribed trajectory taken from San and Stephanopoulos (1989) was specified for the 
fermenter substrate concentration. The inlet stream's flow rate was used as the manipulated 
variable. A substrate feed concentration of 100 g/L was utilised and a disturbance of 
magnitude 65 g/L was applied to the system between 5 and 10 hours after the start of the 
fermentation ie. utilising an inlet concentration of 35 giL. Once again high inlet flowrates 
are used during the period of the disturbance to counterbalance the decreased inlet 
concentration as seen in Figure 5.4. Once the disturbance is removed, at the end of 10 hours, 
the inlet flow rate is too high and hence the inlet substrate mass flow rate is too high. This. 
is corrected by utilising lower inlet flowrates. A 13 value of 0.04 was used to obtain GR for 
three output sampling points while a 13 of 0:001 was found to yield the best output response 
for 1005 output sampling points. 
In Figure 5.3 it can be seen that good set point tracking is maintained by both the PI and the 
fuzzy controller despite the high degree of nonlinearity inherent in the system. However, in 
• 
Figure 5.4 it can be seen that, although the PI controller shows good output performance, 
the input response is far worse than that of the fuzzy controller. It was possible to obtain a 
lower overshoot after 20 hours for the fuzzy controller with 1005 output sampling points than 
using 3 output sampling points. 
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Figure 5.4. Input control response for the penicillin fermentation (L = 1). 
Figure 5.5, a magnified section of Figure 5.3, shows that the fuzzy controller with three 
output sampling points has the lowest overshoot after the disturbance and is also the first to 
settle down. The response for a high number of sampling points is less desirable as it takes 
longer to settle down. The fuzzy controller is able to deal effectively with the high degree 
of nonlinearity in the system. 
The Fortran program listing for the fuzzy closed loop control of the fermentation can be 
found in Appendix Q while the PI controlled simulation is given in Appendix R. 
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Figure 5.5. Setpoirit charige response for ~h: l;~i~~> fermentation (t = i). · 
s~2. Heuristic Type Control 
lnstead of regulatory type control about a predetermined fermentation trajectory (as 
investigated in the previous section), this section deais with the development of a heuristic 
fuzzy controller which is to maximise the ratio of the lysine produced to the amourit tif 
substrate utilised i.e. maximise the income received over the expenditure incurred. the pit; 
temperature and dissolved oxygen level in a fermenter are usually effectively controlled using 
simple analog controllers (San and Stephanopoulos, 1984). Therefore only the control of the 
substrate addition will be investigated here. 
5.2.1. c;hoice of fuzzy controlier input 
5.2.1.1. Gas analysis 
Kiss and Stephanopoulos (1991) suggest using the carbon dioxide evolution rate (CER) and 
the oxygen utilisation rate (OUR) as the contro11ed variables. These values are easy to 
measUre on-line and are able to give a good indication of the dynamics of the fermentation. 
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In order to determine the CER and OUR from the mathematical model, one needs to consider 
a carbon and oxygen balance respectively. Bioreactions are usually summarised as follows 
(Atkinson and Mavituna,1983; Nagai,1979): 
CHsHNsN080P8PSss + a H2S04 + b H3P04 + c NH3 + d 0 2 
(11) 
.... e CHbHNbNObOPbPsbS + fCHpHNpNOpOPpPspS + g C02 + h H20 
For lysine production: 
sH = 2, sN = 0, sO = 1, sP = 0, sS = 0 
bH = 1.8, bN = 0.2, bO = 0.5, bP = 0, bS = 0 
pH = 2.667, pN = 0.333, pO = 0.333, pP = 0, pS = 0 
where the first subscripts 's', 'b' and 'p' denote the substrate, biomass and product 
respectively. 
Equation 11 shows the conversion of substrate to biomass, product, carbon dioxide and water 
respectively. By performing an elemental carbon balance the net molar conversion to C02 
can be obtained: 
where: 
!:ic :::; /:is - !:ib - !:ip 
.!:ic, .!:is, .!:ib and .!:ip are the net conversion (in moles) of the carbon 
dioxide, substrate, biomass and product 
respectively. These values are easily obtained 
from the fermentation model in equation 4, 
Section 4.1.4. 
However, elemental carbon balances, using the results of the model, show that more carbon 
is being formed than that which is used. This indicates that carbon is also being derived from 
other sources (other than just glucose) such as amino acids in the feed stream and in the 
initial charge of the fermenter. However it is not possible to determine the dynamics of these 
other carbon sources as usually only the concentration of the limiting substrate (glucose) is 
sufficient in order to model the production of biomass and product. 
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Similarly the unmodelled sources of carbon also contain oxygen and therefore makes it 
impossible to determine either the CER or the OUR from the given fermentation model. 
Therefore it is not possible to utilise the CER and OUR as fuzzy controller inputs for the 
computer simulated control of the fermentation without a more elaborate model. 
5.2.1.2. Specific growth rate 
Both Ohno et al (1976) and Modak and Lim (1987) considered the case where the 
fermentation of lysine is started in the batch phase and is then followed by a fed-batch stage 
as summarised in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. Both sets of authors determined the optimal 
substrate feed trajectory which will maximise a particular cost function. A drawback with 
Ohno et al's (1976) approach is that the optimal trajectory is derived for an ideal model of 
the fermentation. If model imperfections are present then the trajectory is no longer optimal. 
A limitation of Modak and Lim's (1987) approach is that their control scheme relies on a 
free final fermentation time, 4, and that the fermenter states (biomass, substrate and product 
concentrations) can accurately be measured on-line. The concentrations of biomass, substrate 
and product are not usually measurable on-line and are only observable through estimation 
techniques (Stephanopoulos and San, 1984). The concentrations can be determined by doing 
off-line analysis of samples. However, the off-line analysis usually takes a long time and 
therefore the information is not available at the time at which it is needed. Modak and Lim 
(1987) also state that their control scheme is heavily dependent on the reliability of the 
kinetic parameters of the model and that uncertainties in the parameters can lead to 
deterioration in the optimisation technique. 
It was therefore decided to implement a fuzzy controller which would utilise the bacteria's 
specific growth rate. The specific growth rate was chosen as it gives a good indication of the 
fermentation's development and is readily estimated from on-line readings of the specific 
product formation rate (Bastin and Dochain, 1986) or readings of OUR and CER 
(Stephanopoulos and San,1984). 
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5.2.2. Initial conditions and constraints 
The fermentation's initial values were chosen as: 
X = 0 0.02 g/L (initial biomass concentration) 
s = 0 2.8 g/L (initial substrate concentration) 
Po= 0.0 g.L (initial product concentration) 
v = 0 5L (initial volume) 
The final volume, V r. was taken to be 20 L, or as close to this value as possible, due to the 
given fermenter's size limitations. These are the same constraint and initial values used by 
Modak and Lim (1987). Because the initial fermenter substrate concentration is high, the fed-
batch stage will follow an initial batch stage in the fermentation. This is suggested by Modak 
et al (1986) as seen in Figure 2.1 in Chapter 2. The glucose concentration in the feed stream 
was again chosen as 2. 8 g/L while the final fermentation time, tf, was chosen as 35 hours. 
5.2.3. Fermentation mode change 
In order to compare the results of one fermentation with another it was decided to introduce 
a profit ratio: 
where: f,o indicate the state values at the end and start of the fermentation 
respectively 
t1 is the time that the fed-batch stage is begun (h) 
t2 is the time that the fed-batch stage is terminated (h) 
Fk is the feed flow rate in the kth time interval (L/h) 
si is the concentration of substrate (glucose) in the feed stream 
(g/L) 
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At is the time step utilised in integrating the modelling equations 
(0.2 h) 
The numerator of the profit ratio depicts the mass of product (lysine), in grams, available at 
the end of the fermentation. The first term of the denominator calculates the mass of 
substrate (glucose) that enters the fermenter via the feed stream during the fed-batch stage 
of fermentation. The second term depicts the amount of substrate that forms part of the initial 
reactor charge. 
One needs to determine when to switch from batch to fed-batch fermentation (i.e. when to 
start feeding, t1). Therefore it was decided to examine the dynamics of the fermenter 
constituents and of the specific growth rate and product formation rate for an entirely batch 
fermentation. The results of computer simulations are shown in Figures 5. 6 and 5. 7. A low 
profit ratio of 9.0172 g/g was obtained whereas Modak and Lim (1987) obtain a value of 
12.6614 g/g determined by utilising the optimum feed profile of Modak and Lim (1987). 
This indicates that a fed-batch stage is required. 
30.-------------------------------------------------. 
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Figure 5.6. Batch lysine fermentation; biomass ( x 10+1), substrate ( x 10+1). 
In Figure 5.7 it can be seen that the specific product formation rate, Qv, increases, reaches 
a maximum and then begins to decrease. It was decided to commence the feeding of the 
substrate, i.e. transferring from batch to fed-batch (t1), straight after QP goes through a 
' maximum. This point was chosen as it is the point at which the production of lysine starts 
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Figure 5.7. Batch lysine fermentation; specific growth rate (h-1) (x 10+1), specific product 
formation rate (gprod/gbiomass·h-1). 
to decline. It was decided also to stop feeding, i.e. return to batch fermentation (t2), as soon 
as the final volume of 20 Lis attained. 
5.2.4. Choice of fuzzy rules and sets 
5.2.4.1. Fuzzy rules 
During the fed-batch stage a compromise must be drawn between the need to keep the 
specific growth rate, p,, nearer to 0.174 (the· value of p, for which QP is a maximum 
determined from equation 6, Section 4.1.4) to achieve a good ratio of the product formed to 
the mass of biomass formed and maintaining p, low which will result in less substrate being 
used. 
As soon as the fed-batch stage is started the change in the specific growth rate will be highly 
negative as seen at 8 hours, for the ideal model, in Figure 5. 7. The change in the specific 
growth rate is highly negative because of the low substrate level available in the fermenter. 
Therefore the substrate feed rate should be high so that the drop in the p, will be attenuated 
and hence will attain a value which is closer to the optimum value of p, for which QP is 
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maximum. By doing this the formation of product will be favoured over the production of 
biomass. As the drop in the specific growth rate starts to reach an asymptote the substrate 
flow rate should be decreased. A positive change in the specific growth rate should be 
avoided by making a negative change in the substrate feed rate. The fuzzy controller' was 
therefore structured with the following five rules: 
1. If Change in Specific Growth Rate (4~t) is Negative Large (NL) then 
Change in Flow rate (4F) is PL. 
2. If 4p. is NM then 4F is PM. 
3. If 4~t is NS then 4F is Z. 
4. If 4p. is Z then 4F is NM. 
5. If 4p. is PM then 4F is NL. 
(Negative Large (NL), Negative Medium (NM), Negative Small (NS), Zero (Z), Positive 
Medium (PM), Positive Large (PL)) 
These rules and fuzzy sets were chosen to attempt to attenuate the drop in 11- after the start 
of the fed-batch stage. The attenuation of the drop in 11- would then lead to an increase in the 
ratio of lysine to biomass concentration in the fermenter (i.e. the new value of 11- should 
favour product formation over cell formation). 
5.2.4.2. Optimization of fuzzy set locations 
It was decided to utilise triangular shaped fuzzy sets. The placing (or positioning) ofthe input 
and output fuzzy sets is usually done on a trial and error basis. Athalye et al (1993) suggest 
utilising an optimisation technique. The authors utilised the Simplex Method. 
Following the suggestions of Athalye et al (1993) it was decided to attempt to optimise the 
placement of the fuzzy sets using NPSOL, a Fortran optimisation routine. To reduce the 
number of variables which need to be varied, the following conditions were set: 
1. The base of one fuzzy set (ie the point at which a value has zero membership in that 
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fuzzy set) corresponds with the peak of the adjacent fuzzy set as illustrated in Figure 
5.8. For five input and five output fuzzy sets this means that there are 10 variables. 
2. The apex of the fourth input fuzzy set (input is zero) should be centred at zero (as 
specified in Rule 4, Section 5.2.4.1). This leaves nine variables. 
3. The apex of the third output fuzzy set (change in output is zero) should be centred at 
zero (as specified in Rule 3, Section 5.2.4.1). This leaves eight variables. 
4. Each variable (either from the input or the output) is not allowed to assume a value 
which is higher than or equal to the value of the variable directly to the right of it: 
Vl < V2 < V3 < 0 < V 4 
VS < V6 < 0 < V1 < V8 
Figure 5.8 shows the fuzzy sets used for the controller input (change in specific growth rate) 
and the controller output (change in the feed stream's flow rate). 
PM 
V1 V2 V3 V4 
Change in Specific Growth Rate 
V5 V6 V7 VB 
Change in Flowrate 
PL 
Figure 5.8. Fuzzy sets used (Negative (N), Positive (P), Large (L), Medium (M), Small (S), 
Zero (Z)). 
The profit ratio was inverted to yield a cost ratio. The NPSOL optimisation routine was then 
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used to attempt to minimise this cost ratio by manipulating the position of the eight variables 
(positions of the input and output fuzzy sets). 
Unfortunately the optimisation technique was not able to determine the optimal placing of the 
eight variables and repeatedly jammed while trying to minimise the cost ratio. A possible 
reason for this is discussed in Section 5.2.6. The Fortran program used for the optimisation 
can be seen in Appendix S. 
5.2.4.3. Random placing of fuzzy sets 
Because the optimisation technique had failed in the placing of the fuzzy sets it was decided 
to investigate their placing through a semi-random technique. Table 5.1 shows the minimum 
and maximum values assigned for V1, V4, V5 and V8 which in turn bounded the remaining 
variables. 
Table 5.1. Minimum and maximum values for the variables. 
I Variable I Minimum I Maximum I 
V1 -0.007 -0.0001 
V4 0.0001 0.001 
V5 -1.0 -0.001 
V8 0.001 1.0 
V1min was chosen as -0.007 as this is the value of the change in the specific growth rate 
(determined by simulation) when the specific product formation rate is at its maximum as 
seen in Figure 5.7 (ie the time.at which.one should change from batch to fed-batch) and 
represents the lowest value that !:.11- would attain during the fermentation (for the ideal model 
case). V1maxo V4min• V5max and V8min were chosen so that condition 4 (Section 5.2.4.2) is not 
violated. As the specific growth rate assumes very small values, V4max was chosen to be a 
small value. V5min and V8max were chosen to be moderate values to avoid large input changes. 
A True Basic program, shown in Appendix T, was used to generate random real numbers 
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between 0.0 and 1.0 which were then utilised as follows to determine the values of the eight 
variables: 
Vl = Vlmax - ( Vlmax - Vlmin) x random1 
V4 = V4min + (V4max - V4min) x random2 
V3 = Vl - Vl x random3 
V2 Vl + (V3 - Vl) x random4 
V5 = V5max - ( V5max - V5min) x random5 
V6 = 0.0 + V5 x random1 
V7 = 0.0 + V8 x random8 
Appendix U contains a listing of the Fortran program used to find a good placing of the eight 
variables in order to minimise the cost ratio (maximise the profit ratio). The program enables 
1000 simulations to be done. During each simulation eight different random numbers are 
utilised in the calculation of the fuzzy sets' positions. At the end of each simulation the profit 
ratio is determined and printed to a results file together with the random points used. 
Therefore by running the program several times an exhaustive search is carried out. The 
results were then analysed using Quattro ProVer 5 to find the optimal placing of the input 
and output fuzzy sets. 
5.2.5. Results obtained for the ideal model 
It was found that the following fuzzy set placing (derived by the semi-random technique) 
yielded good control of the lysine fermentation as seen in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 (for the ideal 
model): 
V1 = -3.9368E-4 
V2 = -7.7080E-5 
V3 = -9.1880E-6 
V4 = 3.9351E-4 
V5 = -3.6615E-2 
V6 = -2.7671E-2 
V7 = 7.3740E-3 
V8 = 2.5660E-2 
30 output sampling points used 
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Figure 5.11 shows that by using the fuzzy controller (i.e. instead of just using batch 
fermentation) that the ratio of product to biomass concentrations has indeed increased as 
desired in Section 5.2.4.1. This shows that the fed-batch stage was successful in increasing 
the formation of lysine over the formation of biomass. The transfer from batch to fed-batch 
was after 8.6 hours (t1) and the tank reached its final volume at 28.2 hours (t2). 
40~---------------------------------------------------. 
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Figure 5.9. Results of fuzzy controller; biomass (g/L)(X 10+2), substrate (g/L)(x 10+1), 
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Figure 5.10. Input response for the ideal model. 
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Figure 5.10 shows that the input response obtained from the fuzzy controller has the same 
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Figure 5.11. Comparison between the results of the batch fermentation and the fuzzy 
controlled fermentation. 
characteristic shape as that suggested by Modak et al (1986) shdwn in Figure 2.1, case B, 
in Section 2 .1.1. The input response alsc:> has the same general form to that found by Modak 
and Lim (1987). It was found that an improved profit ratio of 12.6844 was obtained over 
12.6614 obtained by Modak and Lim (1987). This improvement is possible because the 
authors determined the optimum input trajectory with a different performance index which 
does not take into account the cost of the substrate. However, it should be stressed that, in 
this report, the results obtained from the fuzzy controller and from the preset trajectory of 
Modak and Lim were both compared using the profit ratio defined in Section 5.2.3. 
5 .2. 6. Sensitivity analysis 
5.2.6.1. Optimised variables 
Because difficulties were observed when trying to find the optimal value of the variables 
using the NPSOL optimisation technique, it was decided to investigate the effect of slight 
variations in some of the variables' values on the product ratio. 
It was decided to relate all subsequent product ratio results as a percentage of that obtained 
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by Modak and Lim (1987) for the ideal model: 
where: 
PR 
profit percent = x 100 
PRM&L 
PR is the product ratio obtained via the fuzzy controller 
PRM&L is the product ratio obtained by Modak and Lim (1987) for the 
ideal model (12.661392). 
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the effect that a variation of V1 and V8 has on the profit percent 
respectively. Here V1 was varied between -0.007, the value of V1min• and the value of V2 
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Figure 5.12. Effect of a variation in variable Vl. 
From Figure 5.12 it can be seen that an increase in V1 leads to a general increase in the 
profit percent. However, the function is not unimodal and has a number of local minima and 
maxima. Figure 5.13 shows that a variation in V8 does not result in a smooth profit percent 
function either. A variation in the other six variables delivered similar results. These results 
show that the profit percent (or the profit ratio) is not a simple unimodal function of the 
optimisation variables. The fact that there are many local maxima would explain why the 
NPSOL optimisation technique was unable to minimise the cost ratio and why it would often 
get 'stuck'. 
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Figure 5.13. Effect of a variation in variable V8. 
5.2.6.2. Number of output sampling points 
( 
I 
Up until this point 30 output sampling points have been utilised. It was decided to investigate 
the effect of the number of sampling points on the profit percent obtained. This was done to 
determine if more or fewer sampling points should be utilised. Figure 5.14 shows that the 
profit percent reaches a maximum for the number of output sampling points above 25. 
Therefore an n of 30 was a good choice and will be maintained. 
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Figure 5.14. Effect of a variation in the number of output sampling points. 
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5.2.6.3. Number of fuzzy sets 
Until this stage only five input and five output fuzzy sets have been considered. In this 
section the number of fuzzy sets, and hence the number of rules used, will be varied to 
determine the effect on the profit percent for the ideal model. 
To simplify the calculations and programming it was decided to utilise equally spaced fuzzy 
sets between the values of V1 (-3.9368E-4) and V4 (3.9351E-4) for the input and between 
V5 (-3.6615E-2) and V8 (2.5660E-2) for the output (values obtained from Section 5.2.5). 
Once again 30 output sampling points were used for each simulation. 
Figure 5.15 shows that the profit percent has a lowest value of 99.82% when between 25 and 
100 fuzzy sets are utilised. The profit percent assumes a value above 100 for more than 130 
sets and reaches a maximum if more than 325 fuzzy sets are used for both the input and 
output. This maximum is above the value of 100.182% found when five fuzzy sets were used 
in Section 5.2.5. Therefore it was decided to utilise the fuzzy controller with 350 fuzzy sets. 
Appendix V contains a listing of the Fortran program used to vary the number of input and 
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Figure 5.15. Effect of number of fuzzy sets on the profit percent. 
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5.2.7. Model uncertainty 
An ideal model has thus far been assumed. Now the fuzzy controller specified in Section 
5.2!'6.3 is used to investigate the effect of a modelling error in the specific growth rate, 
because it (p.) serves as a good representation of the dynamic development of the 
fermentation. The specific growth rate is given by the following equation: 
~ = C X S 
where: c is the coefficient which will be varied and has a value of 0.125 
for the ideal case 
s is the concentration of the substrate in the fermenter 
The coefficient, C, was varied over the range [0.1,0.15] i.e. by ±20%. The results obtained 
from the fuzzy controller, at each value of C considered were compared with those obtained 
when the optimal feed trajectory of Modak and Lim (1987), derived for the ideal model, is 
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Figure 5.16. Effect of a variation in the coefficient of the specific growth rate. 
In Figure 5.16 it can be seen that the fuzzy controller yields a superior result for the 
coefficient, C, above 0.1106. The fuzzy controller is also able to maintain a high profit 
percent for C above 0.125 whereas the preset trajectory of Modak and Lim results in much 
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lower profit percents as Cis increased. The fuzzy controller is able to handle uncertainty in 
C better than the prescribed trajectory of Modak and Lim over a wide range of th~ 
coefficient. 
5.2.8. Disturbance rejection 
The feed stream's substrate concentration is not usually measured continuously and therefore 
any changes in this value acts as an unmeasured disturbance. The fuzzy controller specified 
in Section 5.2.6.3 was once again utilised and the results, obtained over the range of C 
specified in Section 5.2.7, were compared to that ofModak and Lim for a disturbance of 1.2 
giL in the inlet substrate concentration between 10 and 15 hours i.e. the feed stream has a 
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Figure 5.17. Disturbance rejection over a range of the coefficient, C. 
Figure 5.17 shows that the fuzzy controller is able to deal better with the disturbance than 
the preset trajectory of Modak and Lim over the entire range that the coefficient, C, is 
investigated. It can also be seen that the fuzzy controller is still able to maintain a high profit 
percent over the range of C despite the disturbance whereas the trajectory of Modak and Lim 
yields much lower profit percents. Figure 5.18 shows the input response of the fuzzy 
controller for the system with a disturbance compared to the control of the fermentation 
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Figure 5.18. Disturb.ance rejection - input response of the fuzzy controller. 
·35 
Figure 5.18 shows that the input response still has the same characteristic shape specified by 
Modak and Lim (1987). The disturbance (Si = 4 g/L instead of 2.8 g/L) enters the system 
after 10 hours. The increased concentration in the feed stream leads to the increased substrate 
level in the fermenter as seen in Figure 5.19. The higher fermenter substrate concentration 
causes the specific growth rate to level off after 10 hours, as seen in Figure 5.20 and 
therefore the controller is able to utilise a lower flow rate than it would if no disturbance 
were present between 10 and 15 hours. 
After 15 hours the disturbance is removed and the inlet concentration now has a lower value 
of 2.8 g/L. Because the inlet flow rate is low at this stage of the fermentation the mass flow 
rate of substrate entering the fermenter is suddenly lower. Therefore the fermenter substrate 
level starts dropping and hence the specific growth rate drops. To counter the effect of the 
drop in the specific growth rate the controller utilises a higher inlet flow rate as seen in 
Figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5.20. Disturbance rejection - output response of the fuzzy controller. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
This dissertation has presented the results of an investigation into the application of fuzzy 
controllers to fed-batch fermentation. Fuzzy control was chosen as it is able to deal with 
systems whose operation does not easily fit into the mathematical framework of traditional 
control approaches and because it has been shown to be effective in the control of biosystems 
such as waste water treatment. 
A literature review of the types of control and estimation techniques used for biosystems was 
included. This covers optimal control techniques, neural networks, fuzzy controllers and 
adaptive control techniques. 
An overview of fuzzy sets, logic and control was presented. A specific form of fuzzy 
controller, presented in the literature, has been shown to correspond to a PI controller with 
a nonlinear gain. The gain is able to assume higher values than an equivalently tuned linear 
PI controller as the system is further away from its desired state. During the investigation 
of the controller it was found that the number of output sampling points used, n, has an 
effect on the output and input response. In the literature only three output sampling points 
were utilised. It was found that when five sampling points are used both the gain and integral 
constant are nonlinear functions of the system's relative position to the desired state. Nine 
sampling points still yields a controller which is PI in form with the gain and integral 
constant able to assume an even wider range of values. It was found that a higher value of 
n results in the gain having more resolution and that the output response equations are of a 
PI form with a possible bias term irrespective of the value of n. 
Through extension of the derived generalised ou.tput response equations it was proven and 
verified that the gain utilised at, or close to, the origin approaches 0.1875 as the number of 
output sampling points is increased. This low gain at the origin ensures that slight deviations 
from steady state do not result in excessive input action. 
This regulatory type fuzzy controller was successfully applied to a first order system (with 
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dead time), a second order system and a third order system (with dead time). In each case 
the fuzzy controller was able to yield superior output and input response to that of an 
equivalently tuned linear PI controller. It was found that slightly longer rise times result from· 
an increased number of output sampling points. It was also found that the best tuned 
controller with a high value of n has a slightly larger sum of squared errors (SSE) and a 
much reduced sum of squared change in output (SSAU) than the best tuned controller with 
n=3 for a first order system. Therefore it is possible to obtain a much less severe input 
action for relatively the same value of SSE as n is increased for the first order system. 
The regulatory type fuzzy controller was also successfully applied to the nonlinear 
fermentation of penicillin and lysine; both showing good disturbance rejection capabilities. 
The linear PI controller is designed around linearised systems and is unable to yield good 
control because the fermentation is a highly nonlinear system. The fuzzy controller is able 
to yield better control because of its nonlinear structure. 
Fuzzy control was also applied in a supervisory capacity to the control of lysine 
fermentation. By investigating the results of a simulated batch fermentation it was possible 
to determine the appropriate switching time from batch to fed-batch fermentation. The 
fermentation was returned to the batch stage once the fermenter's final volume was attained 
and the fermentation was stopped after 35 hours. The fuzzy control rules were assigned to 
ensure that the specific growth rate remained at a value which .favours lysine production 
during the fed-batch stage. 
The optimisation of the input and output fuzzy sets' locations by using the NPSOL 
optimisation technique was unsuccessful because the cost ratio was found not to be a 
unimodal function of the optimisation variables. The cost ratio was found to be highly 
dependent on the value of some variables, displaying many local maxima. 
Through an exhaustive search, using random values of the variables, a: good fuzzy controller 
was found which yields both good input and output response as well as yielding a superior 
profit percent than that obtained by Modak and Lim (1987). The resulting input response is 
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found to have the same characteristic shape as that determined by Modak and Lim (1987). 
It was found that the fuzzy controller is not very sensitive to the number of output sampling 
points used. However, if a high number of equidistant input and output fuzzy sets are used 
(above 325) then it is possible to attain a slightly higher profit percent than the original fuzzy 
controller with 5 sets. 
Model uncertainty was examined by varying a coefficient, C, in the specific growth rate 
equation. It was found that the fuzzy controller, with 350 equidistant sets, is able to yield a 
superior profit percent over the results of Modak and Lim (1987) for a range of the specific · 
growth rate's coefficient. The fuzzy controller is able to handle uncertainty in C better than 
the prescribed trajectory of Modak and Lim over a wide range of the coefficient because the 
trajectory of Modak and Lim is determined only for the ideal model. 
The fuzzy controller was also found to have better disturbance rejection capabilities than the 
preset trajectory of Modak and Lim over the entire range of C investigated. The input 
responses obtained from the fuzzy controller also have the same characteristic shape as the 
optimal trajectory of Modak and Lim (1987). The fuzzy controller is able to deal better with 
the disturbances and still maintain a high profit percent because it is allowed to adjust its 
input response whereas the input trajectory of Modak and Lim is set a priori. Therefore it 
was possible to implement a fuzzy controller not only for the ideal fermentation of lysine, 
but also in the presence of modelling errors in the form of the specific growth rate and a 
disturbance in the feed concentration. 
In summary, this dissertation concludes that fuzzy control can be applied in both a· regulatory 
and supervisory capacity to fed-batch fermentations and indeed has shown improved control 
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\ 
The grade of membership of any value in either of the input or output fuzzy sets can be 
calculated from the following equations (due to the fuzzy sets all having regular triangular 





where: E.p, E.n 
R.p, R.n 
GRr(t), GEe(t) 
L + GEe(t) 
2L 
L - GEe(t) 
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L + GRr(t) 
2L 
L - GRr(t) 
2L I 
stand for the grade of membership of the fuzzy 
sets error positive and error negative. 
stand for the grade of membership of the fuzzy 
sets rate positive and rate negative. 
represent the scaled rate and error. 
The controller's input range (within-Land L) can be divided into eight regions as shown in 
Figure A.1. The division of the input range helps in the formulation of representative output 





If error is positive and rate is positive then output is positive . 
If error is positive and rate is negative then output is zero 
If error is negative and rate is positive then output is zero 
If error is negative and rate is negative then output is negative 
In Regions R1,R2,R5 and R6 the absolute value of GEe(t) is always greater than or equal 
to the ablsolute value of GRr(t). The opposite is true of Regions R3;R4,R7 and R8. 
Therefore the intersection (min) operation (analogous to step 1 in Section 3.5.2) between 
; 
the two inputs can be calculated for each of the four rules as summarised in Table A.l. If, 
for instance, we are dealing with Region R2 then the value of GEe(t) will always be greater 
than or equal to GRr(t). Therefore for the first rule the value of R. p (grade of membership 
of GRr(t) in the rate is positive fuzzy set) will always be greater than or equal to the value 
of E.p (grade of membership of GEe(t) in the error is positive fuzzy set). 
R18 R12 GRr-(t) R 1 1 R17 
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Figure A.l. Division of input range. 
Table A.l. Evaluation of four fuzzy control rules in each region. 
Region Intersection of both inputs (min) 
Rule 1 Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 
Rl R.p R.n E.n E.n 
R2 R.p R.n E.n E.n 
R3 E.p R.n E.n R.n 
R4 E.p R.n E.n R.n 
R5 E.p E.p R.p R.n 
R6 E.p E.p R.p R.n 
R7 R.p E.p R.p E.n 
R8 R.p E.p R.p E.n 
Consider Region R1 and assume that the values of GRr(t) and GEe(t) lie in this region. The 
grade of membership of Rule 1 is only affected by the value of the rate (from Table A.1). 
GRr(t) can only be in the range [-L , 0] (because we are dealing with Region R1) and 
therefore Rule 1 's grade of membership (R.p) can only lie in the range [0 , 0.5L]. The grade 
of membership of Rule 2 is also only affected by the value of the rate. Once again GRr(t) 
lies in the range [-L , 0] and therefore Rule 2's grade of membership (R.n) lies in the range 
[0.5L , L]. Similarly the grade of membership for Rules 3 and 4 (E.n) both lie in the range 
[0, 0.5L]. 
The intersection (min) operation must now be determined between each individual rule 
(analogous to the clipping of the output fuzzy sets summarised by step 2 in Section 3.5.2) 
and each of the three output sampling points. The results are summarised in Table A.2. 
Table A.2. Evaluation of intersection between the rules and the sampling points for R1. 
Rules Grades of membership at each sampling point 
-L 0 L 
Rule 1 0 0 R.p 
Rule 2 0 R.n 0 
Rule 3 0 E.n 0 













R.n + E.n · 
I 
R.p 
I (Ying et al) 
As an example, the first rule stipulates that the output should be positive. The value of -L 
in the fuzzy set output positive is 0 and therefore the minimum between 0 and the value 
obtained from the R. p equation will always be 0 (ie the output fuzzy set is clipped at a grade 
of membership of 0) (noting that the grades of membership can only assume values between 
0 and 1). Similarly the fourth rule stipulates that the output should be negative. The value 
of-Lin the fuzzy set output negat.ive is 1 and therefore the minimum between 1 and the 
value obtained from the E.n equation will always be E.n. 
The fuzzy response of the controller is determined by calculating the union (max) of the four 
rules at each of the three output sampling points (analogous to step 3 in Section 3.5.2) as 
summarised in Table A.2. When looking at the 0 output sampling point, the grade of 
membership of Rule 2 lies in the range [0.5L , L] while the grade of membership of Rule 
3 lies in the range [0 , 0.5L]. Therefore the second rule (R.n) will yield the higher grade of 
membership in Region Rl. 
Table A.2 also summarises the results if Lukasiewicz OR is used between rules 2 and 3 as 
utilised by Ying et al (1990). Ying et a/(1990) uses Lukasiewicz OR between rules 2 and 
3 while Zadeh OR is used between the rest of the rules. 
The weighted mean of the fuzzy outputs (using Qin's approach) at each sampling point is 
determined, and then scaled, to yield the controller's output: 
Output = E.n x ( - L) + R.n x 0 + R.p x ( + L) GU 
E.n + R.n + R.p 
which yields the following equation: 
. . , LGU 
Output = [ GRr(t) + GEe(t) J 
3L - GEe(t) 
After evaluating all the regions it is shown that if the input to the controller is such that 
I GEe(t) I ~ I GRr(t) I , then the output is given by: 
LGU 
Output = [ GRr(t) + GEe(t) J 
3L - I GEe(t) I 
and if the input to the controller is such that I GEe(t) I < I GRr(t) I , then the output is given. 
by: 
LGU 
Output = [ GRr(t) + GEe(t) J 
3L - I GRr(t) I 
Therefore the output from the controller can be summarised by the following equation: 
Output = L GU [ GRr(t) + GEe(t)] 
3L - max[ IGRrl, I GEe I] 
This is effectively a nonlinear PI controller with a nonlinear gain: 
K = LGUGR 
fuzzy 3L- max[IGRri,IGEel] 
and an integral constant defined by: 
't = GR 
fuzzy GE 
The output response equations for Regions R9 to R20 can be derived similarly and are 
summarised in Table A.3. 
Table A.3. Output response equations for error and rate outside the [-L,L] region. 
I Region I I 
R9 and RlO 
GU(GRr(t) + L) = = 
2 
Rll and R12 
GU(GEe(t) + L) 
2 
R13 and Rl4 
GU( GRr(t) - L) 
2 
R15 and R16 
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The equations for the output response of the fuzzy controller were derived using the 
following five sampling points: (-L , -0.5L , 0 , 0.5L , L). It was decided to maintain the 
three original sampling points and utilise another two sampling points so as to keep the 
sampling symmetrical. It was found that the division of the input range, as (used for three 
sampling points) shown in Figure A.l, Appendix A, was adequate in order to determine the 
equations (the choice of how to subdivide the input range is discussed in Appendix C). The 
results of Table A.l, Appendix A, still apply however Table B.l,now shows the revised form 
(for five sampling points instead of three) of Table A.2. 
Table B.l. Evaluation of intersection between the rules and the sampling points for Rl (five 
sampling points). 
Rules Grades of membership at each sampling point 
-L -0.5L 0 0.5L L 
Rule 1 0 0 0 R.p R.p 
Rule 2 0 0.5 R.n 0.5 0 
Rule 3 0 E.n E.n E.n 0 
























I (Ying et al) E.n E.n E.n 
Table B.2 summarises the controller gains and integral constants obtained. 
Table B.2. Nonlinear gain and integral constant for five sampling points. 
Parameter Error and rate of same sign Opposite 
GRr >GEe GRr <GEe 
sign 
Ktuzzy LGUGR '!_LGUGR LGUGR 
SL- IGRri - IGEel 2 SL - max(IGRri,IGEel] 
SL- IGRrl - I GEe I 
Tfuzzy 
2GR 3 GR GR -- -- -
3 GE 2GE GE 
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Appendix C 
Choice of.Division for Input Range 
The extent to which the input range, as seen in Figurtf C.l, needs to be subdivided depends 
on the number of output sampling points utilised (n). The number of sub-divisions required 










Figure C.l. Division of input range of three sampling points. 
As an example consider the division of the input range as shown in Figure C.l and consider 
the case where nine sampling points are used {-L; -0. 75L, -0.5L, -0.25L, 0, 0.25L, 0.5L, 
0.75L, L}. The first step is to calculate the intersection (min) between the two fuzzy 
controller inputs (error and rate) for each of the four rules in each major region. This is 
analogous to step 1 in Section 3.5.2 and the results are summarised in Table A.l in 
Appendix A. It should be stressed that the results summarised in Table A.l are independent 
of the number of output sampling points used. 
Step 2 summarised in Section 3.5.2 then stipulates that the output fuzzy sets need to be 
clipped according to the specifications of each fuzzy rule. In order to do this one has to 
determine the intersection (min) betweeh the 'weakest link' (determined in step 1) and the 
grade of membership of the relevant output sampling points in the fuzzy set of the relevant 
rule. Consider the sampling point -0. 75L. This point has a grade of membership of 0. 75 in 
the negative output fuzzy set, 0.25 in the zero output fuzzy set and 0 in the positive output 
fuzzy set. 
If one is attempting to derive the response for Region R2 (Figure C.l) you would have to 
determine the intersection (min) between the value of R. p (from Rule 1 in Table A.l, . 
Appendix A) and the grade of membership of all sampling points affecting the fuzzy set 
output is negative. The problem arises when looking at the -0. 75L sampling point. The 
minimum has to be established between 0. 75 (grade of membership of -0. 75L in the fuzzy 
set output is negative) and the value of R. p, which can assume a value anywhere between 0.5 
and 1 in Region R2. Therefore it becomes necessary to constrain the range ofR.p by further 
sub-division of the input range so that the minimum operation can be performed. If 8 
divisions are made on both the GRr and GEe axes then the values of R.p, R.n, E.p and E.n 
in each region will always be evaluated over a range of IA i.e. will lie between IA and 1h or 
between % and 1 etc. This will ensure that the minimum operation can be performed. 
Likewise, to guarantee that the output response equations can be determined, it is necessary 
that (n-1) divisions be made on the GRr and GEe axes for n output sampling points. 
1 
Therefore the number of subdivisions required is summarised by the following equation: 
subdivisions = (n - 1)2 + 2(n - 1) = n 2 - 1 (1) 
This equation is a sufficient but not a necessary condition as it was found that only 8 
subdivisions (the same number required for 3 sampling points) were necessary for five 
sampling points and 24 for nine sampling points compared to the 24 and 80 given by 
equation 1. It was therefore decided to derive output response equations for the nine sampling 
points instead of for seven sampling points which requires 48 equations to be determined. 
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The input range division used for nine sampling points is shown in Figure D .1. It should be 
pointed out that the number of rules and membership functions remains unchanged 
irrespective of the number of output sampling points chosen. 
GR r(t) 
L 
R4c R4b R3b R3c 
R5c 
R3a 
R5b R2a R2b 
-L L 
R6b R6a R1a R1b GE e(t) 
R7a 
R6c 
R7c R7b -LRBb Abc 
Figure D.l. Regions used in derivation of generalised equations. 
It should be noted that each major input region, as used in Figure A.l in Appendix A, has 
now been divided into three subregions i.e. Region Rl is now subdivided into Subregions 
Rla, Rlb and Rlc. As with the case of the three sampling points, all these subregions were 
dealt with separately to obtain the corresponding output response equation. Table A.l 's 
(Appendix A) results are still applicable. 
The output sampling points are situated at the following positions: 
value = - L - 3 L - L - L 0 L L 3 L L 
' 4' 2' 4' '4' 2' 4' 
Derivation of Output Response Equations for Subregion R2b. 
Table D.l shows the revised form (for nine sampling points instead of three) of Table A.2 
in Appendix A. 




Grades of membership at each sampling point . 
-L -0.75L -0.5L -0.25L 0 0.25L 0.5L 0.75L L 
Rule 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.25 0.5 R.p R.p 
Rule 2 0 0.25 R.n R.n R.n R.n R.n 0.25 0 
Rule 3 0 E.n E.n E.n E.n E.n E.n E.n 0 





















Fuzzy clipping E.n E.n + R.n+ R.n+ R.n+ R.n + 0.5 R.p R.p 
(Ying et al) 0.25 E.n E.n E.n E.n 
Table D.2 summarises the controller gains and integral constants obtained for nine sampling points. 
Table D.2. Nonlinear controller gain and integral constant for both nine and five sampling points. 
I Case 1 II Kfuzzy I 1'fuzzy I c I 
. 
7 




9L- 2iGRri - y2GEe --
9 GE 
9 -L.GU.GR 9 GR 
IGRrl < IGEel 4 --
9L - y2GRr - 2IGEe I 7 GE 
-
'!...L.GU.GR 
' GR -4 GE b) 9L- 2lmaxl- 6ymin 
Table D.2. (continued) 
I Case 2 II Kfuzzy I Tfuzzy I c I 
L.GU.GR 4 GR ~_y_ --
a) jGRrj > jGEej 8.5L - JGRrl - y2GEe 9 GE 8 GR 
IGRrl < jGEel 
2.L.GU.GR 
9 GR .!....L 4 --
8.5L- y2GRr- JGEeJ 4 GE 6 GR 
-
b) IGRrl > jGEel L.GU.GR 4 GR ~.!1 --
8.5L- jGRrj - 6yGEe 7 GE 8 GR 
IGRrl < jGEel 2L.GU.GR 7 GR 1...!1 4 --
8.5L- {)yGRr- JGEeJ 4 GE 14 GR 
Table D.2. (continued) 
I Case 3 II 





9L- iGRri- y3GEe 
5 -L.GU.GR 
2 


















the output is defined as follows: 
Output = KJUzzy[r(t) + -
1





is when both I GRr(t) I and I GEe(t) I lie within the 
range [0 , 0.5L] 
is when only one of I GRr(t) I or I GEe(t) I lies within 
the range [0 , 0.5L] and the other in the range [0.5L , 
. L] 
is when both I GRr(t) I and I GEe(t) I lie within the 
range [0.5L , L] 
Part a always indicates that GRr(t) and GEe(t) are of the same 
sign 
Part b always indicates that GRr(t) and GEe(t) are of opposite 
signs 
'Y is -1 if rate is negative and + 1 if rate is positive. 
o is -1 if I GRr I < I GEe I and + 1 if I GRr I > I GEe 1. 
max is given by: 
GRr(t) if I GRr(t) I ~ I GEe(t) I 
GEe(t) if I GRr(t) I ~ I GEe(t) I 
mm is given by: 
GRr(t) if I GRr(t) I ~ I GEe(t) I 
GEe(t) if I GRr(t) I ~ I GEe(t) I 
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·• 
Figure E.l shows the regions for which generalised equations were determined. 
G Rr(t) L 
'O ... ?..t,. .... ) 









Figure E.l. Regions used in derivation of generalised equations. 
It was observed that the fuzzy resultant (defined in Step 3, Section 3.5.2, Chapter 3), Z, 
prior to determining the weighted mean is the same for each respective region (Rla, R2a, ... 
or R8a) regardless of n as long as the regions are bounded by I2L/(n-1) I on both the GRr 
and GEe axes as shown in Figure E.l i.e. region R2a will have a given fuzzy resultant which 
is independent of n while Rla will have a different fuzzy resultant, but one which is also 
independent of n. It should be noted that these regions become smaller and tend towards the 
origin as n is increased. 
The output sampling points are situated at the following positions for 5 or more sampling 
points (n satisfying equation 3 in Section 3.8.3, Chapter 3): 
value = - L + - 2-L_ i 
n - 1 
n - 1 
i = 0, ... , --, ... , 
4 
n - 1 3n - 3 
2 
, ... , ---, ... , n 
4 
Table E.l shows how the fuzzy resultant, Z is determined for Region R2a. 
- 1 
Table E.2. Evaluation of intersection between the rules and the sampling points for R2 (five or more output sampling points). 
u Grades of membership at each sampling point -L (-L,-1/zL) -lfzL (-1/zL,O) 0 (0, lfzL) 1/zL (1/zL,L) L 
Rule 1 0 0 0 0 0 1-'l:l.uiYr) 0.5 min[p.,R.p] R.p 
Rule 2 0 min[p.,R.n] R.n R.n R.n R.n R.n min[p.,R.n] 0 
Rule 3 0 min[p.,E.n] E.n E.n E.n E.n E.n min[p.,E.n] 0 
Rule 4 E.n E.n E.n min[p.,E.n] 0 0 0 0 0 
Clipping E.n E.n R.n R.n R.n R.n 0.5 R.p R.p 
(Qin) i.e. 
P.z 
Therefore the resultant grade of membership of the combined rules, p.z, at each output 
sampling point used is given by: 
L- GEe 
(0 !i:• i < n - 1 
2L 4 ) 
L- GRr (n-1!i:i< 3n - 3 
2L 4 4 ) 
1 
(i = 3n- 3 L + GRr (i > 3n- 3 
2 4 ) 2L 4 ) 
The numerator of NR2 is therefore determined: 
n - S 3n - 7 
4 4 
L - GEe L ( -L + 2L i) + L - GRr L ( -L + 2L i) 
2L i = 0 n - 1 2L . " _ 1 n - 1 
1 1 L + GRr 
+ -(-L) + ---
2 2 2L 
I&- 1 
.E 





( -L + 2L i) 
n - 1 
and the denominator is determined as follows: 
II - 5 3n- 7 
4 
L- GEe 4 L-GRr 1 "- 1 .E + .E + + .E 
i = 0 2L II - 1 2L 2 . 3n + 1 
i = -- 1=--
4 4 
Therefore the output for region R2a is given by: 
L.GU[~(n + 3)GRr + 3n + 1 GEe] 
16 16 
nL - n - 1 GRr - n - 1 GEe 
4 4 
l + GRr 
2L 
Table E.3 shows the values of the gain and integral constants for the generalised equations. 
Substitution ofn=5 and n=9 correctly yields the equations for five and nine output sampling 
points previousy derived. 
Table E.3. Nonlinear controller gain and integral constant for generalised equations. 
I 
' 
II I I Region a Kfuzzy 7fuzzy 
3n + 1 LGUGR 3n + 1 GR 
a) IGRrl > IGEel 16 3(n + 3) GE 
n-1 n-1 
nL- --IGRrl- y--GEe 
4 4 
3(n + 3) LGUGR 
3(n + 3) GR IGRrl < IGEel 16 
n-1 · n-1 3n + 1 GE 
nL- y--GRr- --IGEel 
4 4 




n - 1 n - 5 GE nL- --!max I - ~y--min 
4 4 
. 
where the output is defined as follows: 










indicates that GRr(t) and GEe(t) are of the same sign 
indicates that GRr(t) and GEe(t) are of opposite signs 
is the number ofoutput sampling points (5 or more) 
is -1 if rate is negative and + 1 if rate is positive. 
is -1 if I GRr I < I GEe I and + 1 if I GRr I > I GEe 1. 
is given by: 
GRr(t) if I GRr(t) I ~ I GEe(t) I 
GEe(t) if I GRr(t) I ~ I GEe(t) I 
min is given by: 
GRr(t) if I GRr(t) I ~ I GEe(t) I 
GEe(t) if I GRr(t) I ~ I GEe(t) I 
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Appendix F 
Proof of Positive Gain and Integral Constant 
It should be pointed out that the number of rules and membership functions remains 
unchanged irrespective of the number of output sampling points chosen. 
R18 R12 GRr(t) R 1 1 R17 
L 
~"-
R3// '• '· R4 
R13 RS ' /// R2 R10 ' 
·--~ 
L - L / 0 
/// '·~ 
R14 R6 -, R1 R9 
GEe(t) 
" 
R7 R8 ~~ c / // 
- L 
R19 R15 R16 R20 
Figure F.l. Division of the input range into eight regions. 
Each region shown in within the [-L,L] range in Figure F.l is dealt with separately to obtain 
the possible values that the output may assume prior to defuzzification. Table A.l 's 
(Appendix A) results are still applicable. 
Derivation for Region Rl. 
Table F .1 shows the revised form (for five or more output sampling points with n satisfying 
equation 3 in Chapter 3) of Table A.2 in Appendix A. 
Table F.l. Evaluation of intersection between the rules and the sampling points for Rl (five or more output sampling points). 
LJ -L (-L,- 1hL) - 1hL 
Rule 1 0 0 0 
Rule 2 0 ILtw.JYr) 0.5 
Rule 3 0 min[JL,E.n] E.n 
Rule 4 E.n E.n E.n 
Clipping E.n JL lluz!..J r) or 0.5 




Grades of membership at each sampling point 
(- 1/2L,O) 0 (0, 1/2L) 1hL (lhL,L) L 
0 0 min[JL,R. p] R.p R.p R.p 
min[JL, R. n] R.n min[JL,R.n] 0.5 IL11u.JY r) 0 
E.n E.n E.n E.n min[JL,E.n] 0 
min[JL, E. n] 0 0 0 0 0 
IL11u.JY r), R.n 1L11v/Yr) or 0.5 IL11uiYr) or R.p 
R.n or E.n R.n R.p 
are the grades of membership of an output sampling point, y p in the change 
in output is positive, change in output is zero and change in output is 
negative fuzzy sets respectively 
is the grade of membership of an output sampling point, y p in the output 
fuzzy set corresponding to the rule it appears under 
denotes the output sampling points lying between the values of a and b and 
R.n 
R.p = 
L - GRr(t) 
2L 
L + GRr(t) 
2L 
E.n = L - GEe(t) 
2L 
E.p 
L + GEe(t) 
2L 
The numerator of the final output response equation is determined by summing: 
L 
L Yr·I-Lz(Yr) 
Y, = -L 
Therefore the grades of resultant grades of membership, p,z(yr) lying to the left of the 0 
output sampling point will be multiplied by negative values while those to the right of the 0 
. ' 
output sampling point will be multiplied by positive values. It can therefore be seen that the 
coefficients of the rate and error will always assume positive values. 
Similarly for Regions R2- R8. 
From Table F.2 to Table F.8 it can similarly be seen that the output response equations will always have positive coefficients for both the error 
and rate ensuring both a positive gain and integral constant. 
Table F.2. Evaluation of intersection between the rules and the sampling points for R2 (five or more output sampling points). 
LJ Grades of membership at each sampling point -L I (-L,- 1/2L) - 1hL I . (-1f2L,O) I 0 (0, 1/2L) 1hL (1f2L,L) L 
Rule 1 0 0 0 0 0 f1t:.uP(Y r) 0.5 min[JJ,, R. p] R.p 
Rule 2 0 min[JJ,, R. n] R.n R.n R.n R.n R.ri min[JJ,, R. n] 0 
Rule 3 0 min[JJ,,E.n] E.n E.n E.n E.n E.n min[JJ,,E.n] 0 
Rule 4 E.n E.n E.n min[JJ,,E.n] 0 0 0 0 0 
Clipping E.n f1t:.uz<Yr), R.n f1t:.wi...Yr) or R.n f1t:.uiYr) or 0.5 f1t:.uP(Yr) or R.p 
(Qin) i.e. E.n or R.n R.n R.n R.p 
JJ,z 
Table F.3. Evaluation of intersection between the rules and the sampling points for R3 (five or more output sampling points). 
LJ Grades of membership at each sampling point -L I (-L,-lf2L) I - 1/2L I (-lf2L,O) 0 (0, 1/2L) lhL (lf2L,L) L 
Rule 1 0 0 0 0 0 1-tt:.uP(Yr) 0.5 min[J-t,E. p] E.p 
Rule 2 0 min[J-t,R.n] R.n R.n R.n R.n R.n min[~-t,R.n] 0 
Rule 3 0 min[J-t,E.n] E.n E.n E.n E.n E.n min[J-t,E.n] 0 
Rule 4 R.n R.n R.n min[~-t,R.n] 0 0 0 0 0 
Clipping R.n Jl t:.uz<Y r)' E.n 1-tt:.w/...Yr) or E.n 1-tt:.uiYr) or 0.5 1-tt:.uiYr) or E.p 
(Qin) i.e. E.n or R.n E.n E.n E.p 
1-tz 
Table F.4. Evaluation of intersection between the rules and the sampling points for R4 (five or more output sampling points). 
LJ Grades of mem~ership at each sampling point -L (-L,-lf2L) -VzL (- 1/2L,O) 0 (0, 1hL) 1/2L (lhL,L) L 
Rule 1 0 0 0 0 0 min[J-t,E.p] E.p E.p E.p 
Rule 2 0 min[t-t,R.n] R.n R.n R.n R.n R.n min[J-t,R. n] 0 
Rule 3 0 1-t auz<Y r) 0.5 min[J-t,E.n] E.n min[J-t,E.n] 0.5 1-tauiY r) 0 
Rule 4 R.n R.n R.n min[t-t,R.n] 0 0 0 0 0 
Clipping R.n t-tauz<Y r) or 0.5 t-tauz<Y r) or E.n t-tauz<Yr) or 0.5 1-tauz<Yr) or E.p 
(Qin) i.e. R.n E.n E.n E.p 
1-tz 
Table F.5. Evaluation of intersection between the rules and the sampling points for R5 (five or more output sampling points). 
LJ Grades of membership at each sampling point -L (-L,- 1hL) -lf2L I (- 1hL,O) I 0 (0, 1/2L) 1hL (lhL,L) L 
Rule 1 0 0 0 0 0 min[1-t,E.p] E.p E.p E.p 
Rule 2 0 min[1-t,E.p] E.p E.p E.p E.p E.p min[~L,E.p] 0 
Rule 3 0 ILfluz<Y r) 0.5 min[~L, R. p] R.p min[~L,R.p] 0.5 1-tiluz(Yr) 0 
Rule 4 R.n R.n R.n min[~L,R.n] 0 0 0 0 0 
Clipping R.n ILfluz<Yr) or 0.5 IL!luz<Yr) or R.p IL!luz<Yr) or 0.5 IL!luz<Y r) or E.p 
(Qin) i.e. R.n R.p R.p E.p 
1-tz 
Table F.6. Evaluation of intersection between the rules and the sampling points for R6 (five or more output sampling points). 
LJ Grades of membership at each sampling point -L I (-L,- 1hL) I -IJzL (- 1hL,O) I 0 I (0, lJzL) IJzL (lhL,L) L 
Rule 1 0 0 0 0 0 min[JL,E.p] E.p E.p E.p 
Rule 2 0 min[JL,E. p] E.p E.p E.p E.p E.p min[JL,E.p] 0 
Rule 3 0 min[JL,R.p] R.p R.p R.p R.p R.p min[JL,R. p] 0 
Rule 4 R.n min[~t,R.n] 0.5 JLautv<Yr) 0 0 0 0 0 -
Clipping R.n JLautv<Yr) or 0.5 JLautv<Yr) or R.p ILt.uP(Yr) or R.p JLauz<Yr), E.p 
(Qin) i.e. R.n R.p R.p E.p or R.p 
JLz 
Table F.7. Evaluation of intersection between the rules and the sampling points for R7 (five or more output sampling points). 
LJ Grades of membership at each sampling point -L (-L,- 1/zL) - 1/zL I (-lfzL,O) I 0 (0, 1hL) 1hL (1/zL,L) L 
Rule 1 0 0 0 0 0 min[t-t, R. p] R.p R.p R.p 
Rule 2 0 min[J.t,E.p] E.p E.p E.p E.p E.p min[J.t,E. p] 0 
Rule 3 0 min[t-t,R. p] R.p R.p R.p R.p R.p min[t-t,R. p] 0 
Rule 4 E.n min[J.t,E.n] 0.5 1-twti...Yr) 0 0 0 0 0 
Clipping E.n 1-tf),.uti...Yr) or 0.5 1-tf),.uJ...Yr) or E.p llduP(Yr) or E.p J.tf),.uz{Yr), R.p 
(Qin) i.e. E.n E.p E.p E.p or R.p 
llz 
Table F.S. Evaluation of intersection between the rules and the sampling points for R8 (five or more output sampling points). 
Rules Grades of membership at each sampling point 
I -L (-L,- 1/2L) I -
1/2L I (-lf2L,O) I 0 (0, lhL) 
1/2L ( 1/2L,L) L 
Rule 1 0 0 0 0 0 min[J.t,R. p] R.p R.p R.p 
Rule 2 0 J.tAuz(y r) 0.5 min[J.t,E.p] E.p min[J.t,E. p] 0.5 1-tAuz<Yr) 0 
Rule 3 0 min[J.t,R.p] R.p R.p R.p R.p R.p min[J.t, R. p] 0 
Rule 4 E.n E.n E.n min[J.t,E.n] 0 0 0 0 ' 0 
Clipping E.n 1-tAuz<Yr) or 0.5 1-tAuz<Yr) or E.p 1-tAuz<Yr) or 0.5 J.tAuz<Yr) or R.p 
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C====================================================== 
C THIS PROGRAM IS FOR THE FUZZY RULE-BASED CONTROL 


























COMMON IMDLPRMI X~p, T~Up, XKD, T~UD! YP, YO 
FORMAT<1H , 5(f8.4,2X>? 
REAL U0(0:20) 
REAL 00(0:20) 
Number of rules that are used 
PARAMETER ( H.= 4 , . . . . . 
Number of output samp~ipg point~ 












XKC = 3.8647 
TAUIC = 6.2013 
8 = 0.4 
XL = 1.5 
Process 
XKP = 1. 
TAUP = '10. 
Disturbance 
XKD = L 
TAUD = 10. 
Initial values & constraints 
TSIM = 70. . . 
TSMPL = 0.1 
Initialise para~eters 
0 = 0. 
ERROR = 0. 
u = 0. 
XE = 0. 
y = 0. 
YO = 0. 
yp = 0. 
DO 200 !COUNTER = 0, 20 
UO( !COUNTER ) =·o. 

















DO( !COUNTER ) = 0. 
CONTINUE 
Change ip setpoint 
YSET = 3. 
Calculation of fuzzy scaling factors 
GR = 8 * (YSET - Y) · 
GU = 3. * XKC I GR 
GE = GR I TAUIC * TSMPL 
Open output file 
OPEN( UNIT= 11, FILE='SIMOUT.TXT!, STATUS='UHKNOYN') 
Start of simulation loop 
NSTEPS = INT( TSIM I TSMPL + l.E-5) 
DO 100 I = 1, NSTEPS + 1 . 
T = (I · 1) * TSMPL 
C========================================= 












ERROROLD = ERROR 
XE = (YSET - Y) * GE 
ERROR = XE I GE 
XCE = (ERROR - ERROROLO) * GR 
CERROR :i: XCE I GR . 
XNUMERATOR = 0. 
DENOMINATOR = 0. 
Fuzzification of the input 
CALL ERRORMU( XE, XMUE, XL ) 
CALL CERRORMU( XCE, XMUCE, XL 
According to the fuzzy rule base: 
E(1) = XMUE(1) 
E(2) = XMUE(1) 
E(3) = XMUE(2) 
E(4) = XMUE(2) 
CE(1) =·XMUCE(1) 
CE(2) = XMUCE(2) 
CE(3) = XMUCE(1) 
CE(4) = XMUCE(2) 
Values of Y at which fuzzy answers are to be determined 
SAMPLE = -XL 
DO 70 IS = 1, M 
OUTSAf1PLE(IS) = SAMPLE 
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SAMPLE =SAMPLE t 2. ~XL I (M - 1.) 
CONTINUE ' . ' . . 
Calculatiol'! of the !I!E!f!brrship yalue~ over ~he f!JZZY par~ition 
DO 10 J = 1, fol 
XM.O,X!f1U11 = 0. 
Fuzzific~tion of the output 
CALL OUTPUTMU( OUTS.O,MPLE(J)r YMUV, XL ) 
According ~o the fUFY r4le base: 
OUT(1) = YMUV(1) ' 
OUT(2) = YMUVC2) 
OUT(3) = YMU\1(2) 
OUT(4) = YMUV(3) 
DO 400 I C = 1, ~ 
Clippin~ of the output fuzzy sets 
ZmuRULE(IC) = Ml~( E(!C) 1 CE(IC) 1 OUT(IC) 
forming the union between the sets 
XMAXIMUM =MAX( XMAXIMUM, ZmuRULE(IC) 
COiiTINUE 
XNUMERATOR = XNUMERATOR + OUTSAMPLE(J) * XMAXIMUM 
DENOMINATOR = DEiiOMINATOR + XMAXIMUM . 
10 CONTINUE c 
C Defuzzificatior of the output 
c 
IF (DENOMINATOR .fQ. 0. ) THEN cu = 0.' ' ' ' ' 
ELSE 
CU = XNUMERATOR I DENOMINATOR 
END If . . .. 
c 
C========================================= 
C End of controller 
C========================================= 
c 








U = U t CU ~ GU 
~RITE(11,650) T1 Y, YSET, U! p 
Compensatiol'! for ti~e delay of 2 time u11jts in input 
and disturbance · · 




















DO 300 ICOUNT = 20, 1, ·1 
UD( !COUNT ) = UD( !COUNT -
DO( !COUNT ) = DO( !COUNT -
CO~TINUE 
UD(Q) = U 
00(0) = D 
Extraction of required input and disturbance values 
UP = UD(20) 
DP = 00(20) 
Process output at end of sampling inter-val 
<Y Overwritten with new value) 





SUBROUTINE MODEL( Y, UP, DP, TSHPL) 
C=========================================================== 
C INTEGRATES DYNAMIC MODEL EQUATION UNTIL TIME = TSMPL 
C UPON INPUT: . 
C Y = INITIAL Y·VALUE 
C TSMPL = INTEGRATION INTERVAL 
C U = VALUE OF PROCESS INPUT c ' 
C UPON OUTPUT: 









COMMON IMDLPRM I XKP, TAUP, XKD, TAUD, YP, YO 
Process 
YP = XKP * UP t (YP · XKP * UP) * EXP(-TSMPL I TAUP) 
Disturbance 
yo = XKD * DP t (YO · XKD * DP) ~ EXPC·TSMPL I TAUD) 




C Subroutines for calculating the membership grades 
C over each fuzzy partition. · 
C======================================================== 
c 
C Determi11in~ grade of membership for triangular 
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shaped fuzzy sets 
From a to b 
SUBROUTINE UP(A, B, X, XMU) 
XMU = (X -A) /"(B'- A) 
RETURN . '· .. 
END 
From b to c 
SUBROUTINE DO~N(B, C, X, XMU) 
XMU = (C - X) I (C -·B) 




SUBROUTINE ~R~O~MU( X, XMUE 1 XL ) 
DIMENSIO~ XMUE(1) 
c_onstants 
Error (E) [Error in output defined as y(set) - y(actual>l 
Negative large (ENL) · · 
bENL = -XL . 
cENL = XL 
Positive large CEPL) 
aEPL =.-XL 
bEPL = XL 
Negative large 
IF (X .LE. bENL) T~E~ 
XmuENL = 1. 
ELSE IF (X .GE. bENL .AND. X .LE. cENL) THE~ 
CALL DO~N( bE~L, cE~L, X, XMU ) 
XmuENL = XMU . 
ELSE 
XmuENL = 0. 
END IF. 
XMUE(1) = XmuENL 
Positive ~arge 
IF <X .GE. bEPL> THEN 
XmuEPL = 1. 
ELSE IF (X .GE. aEPL .AND. X .LE. bEP~> THEN 
CALL UP( aEPL, bEPL,·X, ~MU) 
XmuEPL = Xf1U . . 
ELSE 
XmuEPL = 0. 
END IF 
XMUE(2) = XmuEp~ 
RETURN 
END 
c~ange ip ~rror 




























SUB~OUTINE CERRORMU( X, XMUCE, XL ) 
DIMENSIO~ Xf1UCE(1) 
Constants 
Change in Error (CE) 
Negative (CEN) 
bCEN = -XL 
cCEN = XL 
Positive (CEP) 
aCEP = -XL . 
bCEP = XL 
Negative 
.IF (X • LE. beEN) THEN 
XmuCEN = 1. . . 
[Error(t) - Error(t-1)1 
ELSE IF (X .GE. bCEN .AND. X .LE. cCEN) THEN 
CALL DO~N( bCEN, cCEN,' X, XMU ) . 
XmuCEN = XMU 
ELSE 
XmuCEN = 0. 
END IF 
XMUCE(1) = XmuCEN 
Positive 
IF (X .GE. bCEP) THEN 
XmuCEP : 1. . 
ELSE IF (X .GE. aCEP .AND. X .LE. beEP) THEN 
CALL UP( aCEP, bC~P, X, XMU) 
XmuCEP = XMU 
ELSE 
XmuCEP = 0. 
END IF 










cVNL = 0. 
zero cz> 
aVZ ·= -XL 
bVZ = 0. 
cVZ = XL 
positive CPL> 
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c 
aVPL = 0. 







IF CY .LE. bVNL) THEN 
YmuVNL = 1.. . ., 
ELSE IF (Y .GE. bVNL .AND. Y .LE. cV~L) THEN 
CALL DOWN( bVNL, cVNL, Y, YMU) 
YmuVNL = YMU . . 
ELSE . 
YmuVNL = 0. 
END IF 
YMUV(1) = YmuVNL 
Zero 
IF CY .GE. aVZ .AND. Y .LE. bVZ) THEN 
CALL UP( aVZ, bVZ, Y! YMU) . 
YmuVZ = YMU . 
ELSE IF CY .GE. bVZ .AND. Y .LE. cVZ) THE~ 
CALL DOWN( bVZ, cVZ,· Y, YMU) 
YmuVZ = YMU . . . . 
ELSE 
Ymuvz = o. 
END IF 
YMUV(2) = Ymuyz 
Positive 
IF cv· .GE. aVPL .AND. y .LE. bVPL> THEN 
CALL UP( aVPL, bVPL, y,.VMU) -
YmuVPL = YMU -. . ' 
ELSE IF CY .GE. bVPL) THE~ 
YmuVPL = 1. 
ELSE 
YmuVPL = 0. 
END IF 
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C======================================================== 
C THIS PROGRAM IS USED TO CHECK THE fUZZY EQUATIONS 
g ~~~ 10~ 1 ~~~ ~~o~:s~y~~E~H~~~~~o~I~L~~~~~TROLLER 



























COMMON IMDLPRMI XKP, TAUP, XKD, lAUD, YP, YO 
COMMON ICTRPRMI Uss; TAUIC, SUM 1 GU, GE,'XKFL 1 XL, XE, CU 





XKC = 3.8647 
TAUIC = 6.2013 
B = 0.4 
XL = 1.5 
Process 
XKP = 1. 
TAUP = 10. 
Disturbance 
XKD = 1. 
lAUD = 10. 
Initial values & constraints 
TSIM = 70. . 
TSMPL = 0.1 
uss = 0 •. 
Initialise parameters 
D = 0. 
SUM = 0. 
XE = 0. 
y = 0. 
YO = 0. 
YP = 0. 
DO 200 COUNTER = 0, 20 
UD( COUNTER ) = 0. 
DO( COUNTER ) = 0. 
CONTINUE . 
Change in setpoi~t 
YSET = 3. 
Calculation of fuzzy scaling fac~ors 
GR = B * CYSET - V) -
GU = 3. * XKC I GR 
GE = GR I TAUIC ~ TSM.P~ 
Open output file 
































OPEN( UNIT= 11, flLE='SIMOUT.TXT', STATUS='UNKNO~N') 
Start of simulation loop 
NSTEPS = INT( TSIM I TSMPL t 1.~-5) 
00.100 I = 1
1 
NSTEPS + 1 
T = Ci - 1) * TSMPL 
Calling the controller 
CALL CTRLR( YSET, Y, U, TSMPL, GR) 
Output to dat~ file 
WRITEC11,650) T1 Y, YS~T, U, D 
Compensation for time delay of 2 time units in input 
and disturbance 
po 300 !COUNT = 20, 1, -1 
UD( !COUNT ) = UD( !COUNT -
DO( !COUNT ) = DO( !COUNT -
CONTINUE . 
UD(O) = U 
ooco> = o· 
Extraction of required values 
UP = UD(20) 
DP = 00(20) 
Process output at end of sampling interval 
CY overwritten ~ith new value) 





SUBROUTINE M.ODEL( Y, UP, DP, TSMpL) 
C=========================================================== 
C 'INTEGRATES DYNAMIC MODEL EQUATION UNTIL TIME = TSMPL 
C UPON INPUT: . .. . . 
C Y ... = INITIAL Y-VALUE 
C TSMPL = INTEGRATION INTERVAL 
C U = VALUE OF PROCESS INPUT c . . 
C UPON OUTPUT: 
C Y = Y·VALUE AT END Of TIME INTERVAL 
C=========================================================== 
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c 
c 
~OMMON IMDLP~" I XKP, T~Up, XKO! TAUD, YP, YD 
Process 
YP = XKP * UP t <YP - XKP ~ UP) *, ~Xp(-TSMPL I TAUP) 
Disturbance · · -c 
c 
c 





Y = YD t YP 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CTRLR( YSET, y, U, TSMPL, GR) 
C=================================================== 
C PI-CONTROL LAW 
C UPON INPUT: 
C YSET = SETPOINT 
C Y = CURRENT MEASURED VALUE 
C UPON OUTPUT: . 















COMMON ICTRPRM/ USS! TAUIC, SUM, GU, GE, XKfL, 
ERROROLD = XE 
ERROR = (YSET - Y> ~ GE 
XE = ERRO~ I GE 
CERROR = (XE - ERROROLD) ~ GR 
XCE = CERROR I GR. . 
Calculatjon of contr~~~~f p~ra~et~rs 
Used for the fuz~y contro~~~r 
XKFL = GU ~ GR ~ XL I ((3. ~ XL 
& - MAX ( (ABS(ER~O~)) I 
& (A~S(CERRO~)) ) ) ) 
Used for the traditional P! cop~roller 
XKFL = GU ~ GR * XL I ~3. ~ XL) 
TFL = GR I GE 
XL, XE, CU 
C Calculation of outjJUt according to the ~egions the injJUts 
c lie in. if the traditional PI controller is being used then 




IF (ABS(ERROR) .LE. XL -~NO. ABS(CE~ROR) .LE. XL) THE~ 
CU = XKFL * XCE 
& t XKFL I TfL *, XE 
ELSE IF (ABS(ERROR) .LE. XL .AND. CER~OR .GT. XL) THEN 
CU =·(ERROR t XL) I -2. * GU 
ELSE If V\BS(ERROR) .LE. XL .AND. CERROR .LT. -XL) THEN. 
CU = (ERROR - XL) I 2. ~ GU 





ELSE IF (ERROR .GT. XL .AND. ABS(CERROR) .LE. XL) THEN 
CU = (CERROR t XL) I 2. * GU . 
ELSE If (ERROR :LT. -X~ .AND. ABS(CER~O~) .LE. XL) THEN 
CU = (CERROR - XL) I 2. * GU 
~LSE IF (ERROR .GT. ~L .AND. CERROR .GT. XL) THEN 
ru=n*w · · 
ELSE IF (ERROR .LT. -XL .AND. CERROR .~T. -XL) THEN 
CU = -XL * GU 
ELSE 
cu = 0. 
END IF 
final output determined 
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C======================================================= 
C THIS PROGRAM IS FOR THE FUZZY RULE-BASED CONTROL 







COMMON /MDLPRMI ~KPr TAUP, XKD 1 TAUD, YP 1 YD 
FORMATC1H ! 5(f8.4 1 2X~) 
REAL UINC2) 
REAL YOUTC2) 
c Number of rules that are qsed 
PARAMETER ( N = 4 I . 
C Number of output samplin~ poi~ts 





























XKC = .64011 
TAUIC = 5.21573 
8 = 0.4 
XL = 2.' 
Disturbance 
XKD = 1. 
TAUD = 10. 
Initial values & constraints 
TSIM = 30. . . ' . 
TSMPL = 0.1 
Initialise paramaters 
D = 0. 
ERROR = 0. 
u = 0. 
XE = 0. 
y = 0. 
YD = 0. 
yp = 0. 
YOUTC1) = 0~ 
YOUT(2) = 0. 
UINC1) = 0. 
UIN(2) = 0. 













Change in setpoint 
YSET = 3. 
Calculation of fuzzy scaling factors 
GR = 8 * (YSET - Y) 
GU = 3. * XKC I GR 
GE = GR I TAUIC * TSMPL 
Open output file 
OPEN( UNIT= 11, FILE='SIMOUT.TXT', STATUS= 1 U~KNOWN 1 ) 
Start of simulation loop 
NSTEPS = INT( TSIM I TSMPL t 1.E-5) 
DO 100 I = 1, NSTEPS + 1 . 
T = (I - 1) * TSMPL 
C========================================= 
















ERROROLD = ERROR 
XE = CYSET - Y) * GE 
ERROR = XE I GE 
XCE = (ERROR - ERROROLD) * GR 
tERROR = XCE I GR 
XNUMERATOR = 0. 
DENOMINATOR = 0. 
Fuzzificatiqn of the input 
CALL ERRORMU( XE, XMUE, XL ) 
CALL CERRORMU( XCE, XMUCE, XL 
According to the fuzzy rule base: 
E(1) = XMUE(1) 
E(2) = XMUE(1) 
E(3) = XMUE(2) 
E(4) = XMUE(2) 
CE(1) = XMUCE( 1) 
CE(2) = XMUCE(2) 
CE(3) = XMUCE(1) 
CE(4) = XMUCE(2) 
Values of Y at which fuzzy answers are to be determined 
SAMPLE = -XL 
DO 70 IS = 1, M 
OUTSAMPLE(IS) = SAMPLE 
SAMPLE =SAMPLE+ 2. *XL I (M - 1.) 
CONTINUE 
Calculation of the ~embership values over the fuzzy partition 
DO 10 J = 1, M 
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X"!AXIMUM = 0. 
CAL~ OUTPUT11UC OUTSAI1PLE(~), Y11UV 1 XL 
Accordi~g to the fuz~y rule base: 
OUT(1) = YMUV(1) 
OUT(2) = YMUV(2) 
OUT(3) = YMUVC2) 
OUT(4) = YMUV(3) 
DO 400 I C = 1 1 tj 
C~ipping of tne o4tput fuzzy sets 
ZmuRULE(IC) ~ M!N< E(JC) 1 CECJC), OUT(IC) ) 
Forming tne 4nion between the sets 
XMAXIMUM = MAX( X11AXIMU11, ZmuRULE(IC) ) 
COtjTINUE 
XNUMERATOR = XNUMERATOR t OUTSAMPLE(J) * XMAXIMUM 
DEtjOMINATOR = DEtjOMINATOR t XMAXIMUM 
COtjTitjUE 
Defuzzification of th~ output 
IF (DENOMINATOR .EQ. 0. ) THEN . ctJ = 0. ' . .. . . 
ELSE . 
CU = XNUMERATOR I DENOMINATOR END IF . . . . . . . . , . . .. . 
C========================================= 
C END OF CONTROLLER 
C========================================= c ., 




U = U t CU ~ GU 
~RITEC11,650) T I Y, YSET 1 U, D c 
















SUBROUTINE MODEL( Y, U, D, TSMPL, YOUT, UIN) 
C========================================= 
C INTEGRATES DYNAMIC MODEL EQUATION UNTIL TIME = TSMPL 
C UPON INPUT: . . . . . 
C Y = INITIAL Y-VALUE 
C TSMPL = INTEGRATiON INTERVAL 
C U = VALUE OF PROCESS iNPUT c . . . 
C UPOtj OUTPUT: 












COMMOtj IMDLPRM I XKP, TAUP, XKD 1 TAUD, YP, YO 
DIMENSION YOUTC1) 
DIMENSIO~ UIN(1) 
YOUT(2) = YOUT(1) 
UINC2) = UIN(1) 
YOUTC1) = YP 
UINC1> = U 
Process 
YP = (1. + EXP(-TSMPL)) * YOUT(1) 
& - EXP(-TSMPL) * YOUT(2) 
& - (1. - TSMPL - EXPC-TSMPL)) * UIN(1) 
& + (1. - EXPC-TSMPL) - TSMPL * EXPC·TSMPL)~ * UIN(2) 
Disturbance 
YO = XKD * D t CYD - XKD * D) * EXPC-TSMPL I TAUD) 




C Subroutines for calculating the membership graqes 







Determining grade of membership for triangular 
shaped fuzzy sets 
From a to b 
SUBROUTINE UP(A, B, X, XMU) 
XMU = (X - A) I CB - A) 
RETURN 
END 
C From b to c 
c 
c 
SUBROUTINE DOWN(B, C, X, Xf1U) 



































SUBROUTINE ~R~ORMUC ~~ ~~UE 1 ~L ) 
DIME~SIO~ XMU~Cl) 
Constants 
Error (E) [Error in 04tput d~fineq as yCset) · y(~ctual)l 
Negative CENL) ' 
bENL = -XL 
cENL = XL 
Positive CEPL) 
aEPL ,: -XL 
bEPL = XL 
Negative 
IF (X .LE. bENL) THE~ 
XmuENL = 1. 
ELSE IF (X .GE. bENL .AND. ~ .LE. cENL> THEN 
CALL DOYN( bE~L, cENL, X., XMU ) . 
XmuENL = Xf'IU . . ' 
ELSE . 
XmuENL = 0. 
END IF. 
XMUE <1) = XmuEHL 
Positive 
IF CX .GE. bEPL) THEN 
XmuEPL = 1. 
ELSE IF (X .GE. aEPL .AND. ~ .L~. bEPL) THEN 
CALL UP( aEPL, bEPL, X, XMU) 
XmuEPL = XMU . . ' 
ELSE 
XmuEPL = 0. 
END IF 
XMUE(2) = XmuEPL 
RETURN 
END 
Change in error 
SUBROUTINE CERRORMU( X, XMUCE 1 XL ) 
DIMENSION XMUCE(1) 
Constants 
Change in Error CCE) 
Negative (CEtO 
bCEN = -XL · . 
cCEN = XL 
Positive (CEP) 
aCEP = -XL . 
bCEP = XL 
£Error(t) - Error(t-1>1 























IF (X :LE. bCEN) THEN 
XmuCEN = 1. . 
ELSE IF (X .GE. bCEN .AND. X .LE. cCEN) THE~ 
CALL DOYN( bCEN, cCEN, X, XMU ) . 
XmuCEN = XMU 
ELSE 
XmuCEN = 0. 
END IF 
XMUCE(1) = XmuCEN 
Positive 
IF (X .GE. bCEP) THEN 
XmuCEP = 1. . . 
ELSE IF (X .GE. aCEP .AND. X .LE. bCEP) THEN 
CALL UP( aCEP, bCEp, X, XMU) 
XmuCEP = XMU 
ELSE . 
XmuCEP = 0. 
END IF 









bVNL = -XL 
cVNL = 0. 
Zero (Z) 
aVZ = -XL 
bVZ = 0. 
cVZ = XL 
Positive CPL) 
aVPL = 0. 
bVPL = XL 
Negative 
IF CY .LE. bVNL) THEN 
YmuVNL = 1.. . . 
ELSE IF CY .GE. bVNL .AND. Y .LE. cyNL) THEN 
. CALL DOYN( bVNL, cVNL, Y, Y!'IU) 
YmuVNL = YMU . 
ELSE . 
YmuVNL = 0. 
END. IF 
YMUV(1) = YmuVNL 
Zero 
IF CY .GE. aVZ .AND. Y .LE. bVZ) THEN 
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c 
CALL UP( aVZ, bVZ, Y, YMU) 
YmuVZ = YMU 
ELSE IF (Y .GE. bVZ .A~D. Y .LE. cyZ) THEN 
CALL DOWN( bVZ, cVZ, Y, YMU) 
YmuVZ = YMU . . . ' . 
ELSE . 
YmuVZ = 0. 
END IF 
YMUV(2) = YmuVZ 
C Positive 
c 
IF (Y .GE. aVPL .AND. Y .LE. bVPL) THEN 
CALL UP( aVPL, bVPL, y, YMU) · · · · 
YmuVPL = YMU 
ELSE IF (Y .GE. bVPL) THEN 
YmuVPL = 1. 
ELSE 
YmuVPL = 0. 
END If 
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C==================================================== 
C NORMAL PI CONTROL Of A S~COND ORDER SYSTEM 




























COMMON IMDLPRMI XKP, TAUP, XKD, TAUD, YP, YO 
COMMON ICTRPRMI USS, TAUIC, SU", GU, GE,-XKF~, XL, XE, CU 
FORMAT(1H I 5(f8.4,2X)) 




XKC = .64011 
TAUIC = 5.21573 
B = 0.4 
XL = 2. 
Initial values & constraints 
TSIM = 30. - - - . 
TSMPL = 0.1 
uss = 0. 
INITIALIZE PARAMETERS 
0 = 0. -
SUM = 0. 
XE = 0. 
y = 0. 
YO = 0. 
yp = 0. 
YOUT(1) = 0. 
UIN(1) = 0. 
YOUT(2) = 0. 
UIN(2) = 0. 
Change in setpoin~ 
YSET = 3. . 
Calculation of fuzzy sc~lfng factors 
GR = B • CYSET - Y)' • 
GU = 3. * XKC I GR-
GE = GR I TAUIC * TSMPL 
Open output fi~e 
OPEN( UNIT= 11 1 FJ~~=!~!MQ4T.T~T!, STATUS='UNKNO~~') 
Start of si~~~tion loop 
NSTEPS = INT( TSIM I TSMPL t 1.E-5) 
DO 100 I ='1
1 
NSTEPS t 1' -
T = (I - ·1) -* TSMPL 
Calling the controLLer 














CALL CTRLR( YSET, Y1 U, TSMPL, GR) 
O~tput to data file 
-~RITE(11,650) T, y, YSET, U, 0 





SUBROUTINE MODEL( Y, U, 0, TSMPL, YOUT, UIN) 
C===================================================== 
C INTEGRATES DYNAMIC MODEL EQUATION UNTIL TIME = TSMPL 
C UPON INPUT: . . . . 
C Y = INITIAL Y-VALUE 
C TSMPL = INTEGRATION INTERVAL 
C U = VALUE OF PROCESS INPUT 
c 
C UPON OUTPUT: 














COMMON IMDLPRM I XKP, TAUP, XKD, TAUD, Yp, YD 
DIMENSION YOUT(1) 
DIMENSION UIN(1) 
YOUT(2) = YOUT(1) 
UIN(2) = UIN(1) 
YOUT(1) = YP 
UINC1> = U 
Process 
YP = (1. t EXPC-TSMPL)) * YOUT(1) 
& (EXP(-TSMPL)) * YOUT(2) 
& - (1. - TSMPL - EXP(-TSMPL)) * UIN(1) 
& + (1. - EXP(-TSMPL) - TSMPL * EXP(-TSMPL)) * UIN(2) 
Disturbance 
YD = 1. * D t CYD -- 1. * 0) 'EXP(-TSMPL I 1.) 
y = yo t Yp 
RETURN 
END . 
SUBROUTINE CTRLR( YSET, Y, U, TSMPL, GR) 
C=================================================== 
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C PI-CONTROL LAW 
C UPON INPUT: . 
C YSET : SETPOINT 
C Y = CURRENT'MEASURED VALUE 
C UPON OUTPUT : ' . . 
C U = CONTROL OUTPUT 
C=================================================== 
CQMMO~ ICT~PR~I USS, J~UICr SUM; GU, GE, XKFL, 
c 
c 
ERROROLD = XE 
ERROR = CYSET - Y> ~ ~E 
XE = ERROR I GE . 
CERROR = CXE - ERROROLD) ~ GR 
XCE = CERROR I GR. 
c Calculation of PI ~o~trol~er par~meters 
c 
XKFL = GU * GR ~ XL I (3. ~ XL) 
TFL = GR I GE. . . 
c 
CU = XKFL * XCE 
& .+ XKFL I TfL ~ ~E 
c 
C Final output deter~ineq 
c 
c 






Fuzzy Control of a 
Third Order System With Dead Time 
0811711995 12:19 Filename: THIRDDRU.FOR. 
C======================================================= 
C THIS PROGRAM IS fO~ THE fUZZY RULE-PASED CONTROL 
























COMMON IMDLPRMI ~KP 1 T~Up! ~~~ TAUD 1 YP 1 YO 





Number of rules that are used 
PARAMETER ( N = 4 , 
1 
, , . • 
Number of output samplipg points 












XKC = 10.412288 
TAUIC = 1.2543632 
8 = 0.4 . 
XL = 1.5 
Disturbance 
XKD = 1. 
TAUD = 10. 
Initial values & constr~in~s 
TSIM = 30. 
TSMPL = 0.1 
Initialise parameters 
D = 0. 
ERROR = 0. 
y = 0. 
YD = 0. 
yp = 0. 
u = 0. 
XE = 0. 
DO 54 IG = 11 3 
YOUT(IG) = 0. 
UIN(IG) = 0. 
CONTINUE 
DO 200 !COUNTER = 0 1 2 
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UD( !COUNTER ) = 0. 
DD( !COUNTER ) = 0. 
200 !=ONTitiUE 
c 
C Change in setpoint 
YSET = 3. 
c 
C Calculation of fuzzy scaling factors 
GR = B * (YSET - Y) 
c 
c 
GU = 3. * XKC I GR 
GE = GR I TAUIC * TSMPL 
c Open output file 
c 
OPEN( UNIT= 11 1 FILE='SIMOUT.TXT 1 1 STATUS='UNKNOWN') c 
C Start of simulation loop 
c 
c 
NSTEPS = INT( TSIM I TSMPL t 1.E-5) 
po 100 I = 11 NSTEPS + 1 
T = (I - 1) * TSMPL 
C========================================= 








ERROROLO = ERROR 
XE = (YSET - Y) * GE 
ERROR = XE I GE 
XCE = (ERROR - ERROROLD) * GR 
CERROR = XCE I GR 
XNUMERATOR = 0. 
DEtiO"!INATOR = 0. 
Fuzzifjcation of the input 
CALL ERRORMU( XE 1 XMUE 1 XL ) 
CALL CERRORMU( XCE 1 XMUCE, XL 
C According to the fuzzy rule base: 
c 
c 
E(1) = XMUE(1) 
E(2) = XMUE(1) 
E(3) = XMUE(2) 
E(4) = XMUE(2) 
CE(1) = XMUCE(1) 
CE(2) = XMUCE(2) 
CE(3) = XMUCE(1) 
CE(4) = XMUCE(2) 
C Values of y at ~hich fuzzy answers are to be determined 
c 
SAMPLE = -XL 
DO 70 IS = 1, M 
OUTSAMPLE(IS) = SAMPLE 
SAMPLE= SAMPLE+ 2. ~XL I (M - 1.) 
70 CONTINUE 
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Calculation of the wemb~rship. yalues over ~he fuzzy parti~io~ 
DO 10 J = 11 M 
XMAXIMUM = 0. 
CALL OUTPUT~U( OUTSAMPLE(~), YMUY! ~L 
According to the fuzzy rule ~ase: 
OUT(1) = YMUV(1) 
OUT(2) = YMUV(2) 
OUT(3) = YMUV(2) 
OUT<4> = YMUVC3) 
DO 400 IC = 11 ~ 
Clippin~ of the output fuzzy sets 
ZmuRULE(IC) = Ml~( EpC), CE(!C), OUT(IC) 
Forming ~he union petwee~ ~he sets 
X~AXIMUM = MAX< XMAXIMUM 1 ZmuRULE(IC) 
CONTIN,UE 
XNUMERATOR = XNUMERATOR t OUTSAMPLE(J) * XMAXIMUM 
DENOMIN.ATO~ = PENOfo!INATO~ t XMAXIMUM . . 
CONTINUE 
Defuzzification ~f t~e outpu~ 
IF (DENOMINATOR .EQ. 0. ) THEN. cu = 0. . . :- ., .· ' 
ELSE 
CU = XNUME~ATOR I DENOMINATOR END I F . ' ' ' . . . . ' ' . 
C========================================= 
C END OF CONTROLLER 
C========================================= 
c 









U = U + CU * GU 
~RITECl1 1 650~ T, y, YSET 1 U, p 
Comperysation for ~i"!lf! d~~ay of O.? ~i!De unHs i~ input 
and dl s turbance 
DO 300 !COUNT = 2, 1, -1 
UD( !COUNT ) : UO( ICOUNT -
00( !COUNT ) = DO( ICOU~T -
CONTINUE , . . 



















UD(O) = U 
DD(O) = 0 
Extractjo~ of required yalues 
UP = UD(2) 
DP = DD(2) 
Process output at end of sampling interyal 
<Y overwritten ~ith new value) 





SUBROUTINE MODEL( Y, UP, DP, TSMPL, YOUT, UIN) 
C========================================= . 
C INTEGRATES DYNAMIC MODEL EQUATION UNTIL TIME = TSMPL 
C UPON INPUT: . ' ' 
C Y ~ INITIAL Y-VALUE 
C TSMPL = INTEGRATiON INTERVAL 
C U = VALUE OF PROCESS INPUT 
c 
C UPON OUTPUT: 






COMMON IMDLPRM I XKP, TAUP, XKD, TAUD, YP, YD 
DIMENSION YOUT(1) 
DIMENSION UIN(1) 
YOUT(3) = YOUT(2) 
YOUT(2) = YOUT(1) 
YOUT( 1) = YP . 
UIN(3) = UIN(2) 
UIN(2) = UIN(1) 
UI~C1> = UP 
A1 = -(1. t EXP(-2. * TSMPL) t EXP(-3. * TSMPL)) 
A2 = EXP(-2. * TSMPL) t EXP(-3. * TSMPL) t EXP(-5. ~ TSMPL) 
A3 = - EXP(-5. * TSMPL) 
81 = 1. I 6. * (TSMPL - 1. I 6. * (1. + EXP(-2. * TSMPL) 
& t EXP(-3. ~ TSMPL)) - 4. I 3. * (2. t EXP(-2. *TSMPL)) 
& + 3. I 2. * (2. + EXPC-3. * TSMPL))) . . 
82 = - 1. I 6. * CTSMPL * CEXP(-2. * TSMPL) 
& t EXP(-3. * TSMPL)) - 1. I 6. * CEXP(-2. ~ TSMPL) 
& + EXP(-3. * TSMPL) + EXPC-5. '!' TSMPL)) .. 
& t 3. I 2. '!' (1. t 2. * EXP(-3. * TSMP~)) 
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YP = - A1 * YOUT(1) - A2 t YOUT(2) - A3 * YOUT(3) 
& + B1 * UINC1) t B2 ~ ~IN(2) t ~3 * UIN(3) 
Disturbance 
YD = XKD * DP + CYD - XKD ~ DP) ~ EXPC-TSMPL I TAUD) 




C Subroutines for calculating the membership grades 
c over each fuzzy partition.' 
C======================================================== c . 
c Determining the grade of ~embers~ip for triangular 
C shaped fuzzy sets 
c 
C From a to b 
c 
SUBROUTINE UP(A, B, X, XMU) 
XHU =(X- A) I (B'- A) 
RETURN 
END 









SUBROUTI~E DOWN(B, C, X, XMU) 









C Error (E) [Error in, ou~put.~efjneq as y(set) - y(actual)l 
c Negative (ENL) · 
bENL = -XL 
cENL = XL 
c Positive (EPL) 
aEPL = -XL .. 
bEPL = XL 
c 
C Negative 
IF (X .LE. bENL) THEN 
XmuENL = 1~. . ' 


















ELSE IF (X .GE. bENL .AND. X .LE. cENL) THEN 
CALL.DOWN( bENL, cENL, X, XMU) " . 
XmuENL = XMU 
ELSE ' . 
XmuENL = 0. 
END IF 
XHUE(1) = Xmu~NL 
Positive 
IF (X .GE. bEPL) THEN 
XmuEPL = 1. . 
ELSE IF (X .GE. aEPL .AND. X .LE. bEPL) T~EN 
CALL UP( aEPL, bEPL, X, XMU) 
XmuEPL = XMU 
ELSE 
XmuEPL = 0. 
END IF 
XMUE(2) = XmuEPL 
RETURN 
END . 
Change in error 
SUBROUTINE CERRORMU( X, XMUCE, XL ) 
DIMENSIO~ XMUCE(1) 
Constants 
Change in Error (CE) 
Negative (CEN) 
bCEN =.-XL 
cCEN = XL 
Positive (CEP) 
aCEP =.-XL 
bCEP = XL 
Negative 
IF (X :LE. bCEN) THEN 
XmuCEN = 1. . 
[Error<t> - Error(t-1)1 
ELSE IF (X .GE. bCEN .AND. X .LE. cCEN) THE~ 
CALL DOWN( bCEN, cCEN, X, XMU ) 
XmuCEN = XMU 
ELSE 
XmuCEN = 0. 
END IF 
XMUCE(1) = XmuCE~ 
Positive 
IF (X .GE. beEP) THEN 
. XmuCEP = 1. 
ELSE IF (X .GE. aCEP .AND. X .LE. bCEP) THEN 
CALL UP( aCEP, bCEP, X, XMU) · · 
XmuCEP = XHU 
ELSE . 
XmuCEP = 0. 
END If 
XMUCE(2) = XmuCEP 
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RETURN END .. 
Outputs 





bVNL = -XL 
cVNL = 0. 
Zero {Z) 
aVZ = -XL 
bVZ = 0. 
cVZ = XL 
Positive (PL> 
aVPL = 0. 






IF {Y .LE. bVN~) THEH 
YmuVNL = 1. 
ELSE IF {Y .GE. bVNL .AND. Y .LE. cVNL) THEN 
CALL DOYN( bVNL, cVNL, Y, YMU) 
YmuVNL = YMU ' . ' 
ELSE 
YmuVNL = 0. 
END IF 
YMUV{1) = YmuVNL 
Zero 
IFcilL·S~( ~~~. ·~y~; l, ·~~u>bVZ> T~E~ 
Ymuvz = YMU · · · 
ELSE IF {Y .GE. bVZ .AND. Y .LE. cVZ) T!lE~ 
CALL DOYN{ bVZ, cVZ, Y, YMU) 
YmuVZ = YMU . . . 
ELSE 
YmuVZ = 0. 
END IF 
YMUV{2) = Ymuyz 
Positive 
IF {Y .GE. aVPL .AND. Y .LE. bVPL> T!lEN 
CALL UP{ aVPL, pVPL, y, YMU) 
YmuVPL = YMU ' . ' . 
ELSE IF <Y .GE. bVPL> Tt!Eff 
YmuVPL = 1. 
ELSE 
YmuVPL = 0. 
END IF 
YMUV{3) = ymuyP~ 
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08!11!1995 .17:25 Filename: THIRDD.FOR 
C==================================================== 
C NORMAL PI CONTROL OF A THIRD ORDER SYSTEM 
C WITH DEAD TIME . . . .· · ' 


























COMMON IMDLPRMI XKP, TAUP, ~KD, TAUD, YP, YO 
COMMON ICTRPRMI ~s~; TAUIC, SUM, GU, GE, XKFL 1 XL, XE, TFL 








XKC = 10.412288 
TAUIC = 1.2543632 
·a = 0.4 
XL = 1.5 
Initial values & constraints 
SIM = 30. . , 
TSMPL = 0.1 
uss = 0. 
Initialise parameters 
0 = 0. 
SUM = 0. 
XE = 0. 
y = 0. 
YD = 0. 
DO 54 IG = 1, 3 
YOUT(IG) = 0. 
UIN(IG) = 0. 
CONT lNUE . 
DO 200 COUNTER = 0, 2 
UO( COUNTER ) = 0. 
00( COUNTER ) = 0. 
CONTINUE 
Change in setpoint 
YSET = 3. . 
Calculation of fuzzy sc~ljng fac~ors 
GR = B * (YSET - Y> . . . . . 
GU = 3. * XKC I GR' 
GE = GR I TAUIC *. TSMPL 
Open output_fil~ 
opEN( U~IT = 11, f!LE=!~!MOUT·T~T 1 1 STATUS= 1 UN,KNO~N,
1 ) 
Start of simul~tion ~cop 
~STEPS = INT< TSJM { TSMP~ t 1.~-5> 











DO 100 I = 1, NSTEPS + 1 
T = (I - 1) * TSMPL 
Calling the controller 
CALL CTRLR( JSET, Y, U, TSMPL, GR) 
Output to data file 
~RITE<11,650) T, Y, JSET, U, 0 
Compensation for time delay of 0.2 time units in input 
and disturbance · · 
DO 300 !COUNT = 2, 1, -1 
UD( !COUNT ) = UD( !COUNT -
DD( !COUNT ) = DO( !COUNT -
300 CONTINUE . 
c 
c 
UD(O) = U 
DO(O) = D 
C Extraction of required values 
c 
c 
UP = UD(2) 
DP = 00(2) 
C Process output at end of sampling interval 
C (Y overwritten ~ith new value) 
c 













SUBROUTINE MODEL( Y, UP, DP, TSMPL, YOUT, UIN) 
C===================================================== 
C INTEGRATES DYNAMIC MODEL EQUATION UNTIL TIME = TSMPL 
C UPON INPUT: 
C Y = INITIAL Y-VALUE 
C TSMPL = INTEGRATION INTERVAL 
C U = VALUE OF PROCESS INPUT 
c 
C UPON OUTPUT: 




COMMON /MDLPRM I XKP, TAUP, XKD, TAUD, YP, YO 
DIMENSION YOUT(1) 
DIMENSION UIN(1) 
yoUT(3) = JOUT(2) 
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c 
YOUT(2) = YOUTC1> 
YOUH1) = YP 
UIN(3) = UIN(2) 
UIN(2) = UiN(1) 
UitH1) =UP' 
A1 = - <1. + EXP(-2. ; TSMPL) t EXP(-3. ~ TSMPL)) 
A2 = EXP(-2. * TSMPL) t EXP(-3. ~ TSMPL) t EXP(-5. ~ TSMPL) 
A3 = - EXP(-5. ~ TSMPq . . . . .. . . 
81 = 1. I 6. * (TSMPL ~ 1. I 6. ~ (1. t EXP(-2. ~ TSMPL) 
& + EXP(-3. *.TSMPL)) - 4. I 3. * (2. + EXP(-2. * TSMPL)) 
& t 3. I 2. * (2~ t EXP(~3. ! TSMPL))) 
82 = - 1. I 6. * (TSMPL ~ (EXP(-2. * TSMPL) t EXP(-3. ~ TSMPL)) 
& - 1. I 6. * (EXP(~2. ~ TSMPL) t EXP(-3. ~ TSMPL) . . 
& t EXP(-5. * TSMPL)) t 3. I 2. ~ (1. t 2. ~ EXP(-3. *TSMPL)) 
& - 4. I 3. * (1. t 2. 'EXP(-2. * TSMPL))) . 
83 = 1. I 6. * ((6. ~ (TSMPL - 1.) + 5.) .. 1 6. * EXP(-5. * TSMPL) 












YP = - A1 * YOUT(1) - A2 * YOUT(2) - A3 ~ YOUT(3) 
& + 81 ~ UIN<l> t ~2 ~ UjN(2) + 83 ~ UIN(3) 
Disturbance 
YO = 1. * op + (YO - 1. ~ DP) ~ EXPC-TSMPL I 1.) 
Y = YO + YP 
RETURN 
END . 
SUBROUTINE CTRLR( YSET, y, U, TSMPL, GR) 
C=================================================== 
C PI-CONTROL LAW 
C UPON iNPUT: 
C YSET = SETPOINT 
C Y = CURRENT MEASURED VALUE 
C UPON OUTPUT: . . . . 




COMMON ICTRPRMI USS 1 TAUIC, SUM, GU, GE, XKFL, 
ERROROLD = XE 
ERROR = CYSET - Y> * GE 
XE = ERROR I GE . 
CERROR = (XE - ERROROLO) ; GR 
XCE = CERROR I G~ 




XKFL = GU * GR ~ XL I (3. ~ XL) 
TFL = G~ I GE 
CU = XKFL ~ XCE 
& + XKFL I TFL ~ XE 
C Final output d~termin~~ 
XL, XE, TfL 
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C==================================================================== 
C THIS FORTRAN PROGRAM INTEGRATES THE FOUR DIFFERNETIAL EQUATIONS 
C FOR L:LYSINE PRODUCTION FROM.THE pAPER OF OHNO ET Al (1976) •. 































I~PLICIT DOUBLE PRECI~JONC~-H,,O-Z) 
Parameters 
INTEGER N, IW 
PARAMETER CN=4, 1W=14, ~=4> 
Local Arrays 
DIMENSION WCN,IW>! CCN.) 
External subroutines 
EXTERNAL FCN . 
Executable statements 
FORMAT <4 C1X,F10.3) 
Vectors 
DIMENSION YCK) 
COMMON lOLl F, S1 
Initial settipgs a~d constraints (As stated in Chapter 4) 
Biomass 
C(1) = 0.01 
Substrate 
C(2) = 2.8 
Product 
C(3) = 0. 
Volume 
C(4) = 2. 
S1 = 2.8 
STEP = 0.2 
T = 50. 
M = 75 
YNORM = 0 
TOL = 1.0e-4 
STIFF= 1.0e0 
IR = 0 
XEND = 0. 
IFAIL = 1 
OPEN( UNIT= 11~ f!~E = !A.TXT'( ST~TUS = 'UNKNO~N' 
DO 100 COUNT = 0, T ( STEP 
X = XEND 
XEND ~ X + STEP 
Setting the inl~t flowrate f = .5 .. ' 





























Storing the results to file · 
WRJTE (11,15) C{1), C{2), C(3), C(4) 
Integration of the fermentation model 
CALL D02BDF( X, XEND, N, C, TOL, IR, 





SUBROUTINE FCN( T, Y, Z) 




DIMENSION Z(N), Y(N) 
COMMON lOLl F, S1 
Parameter value 
Ys = 0.135 
Specific growth rate 
XM~ = .125 * Y(2) 
Specific product formation rate 
If (XMU .LE. 0 •• OR. XMU .GE .• 34896 ) THEN. 
Qp = 0. 
ELSE 
Qp = -384. * XMU ** 2. + 134. ~ XMU 
END IF 
Specific substrate utilisation rate 
SIGMA = XMU I Ys 
Executable statements 
Z(1) = XMU * Y(1) - F I Y(4) * YC1) 
Z(2) = F I Y(4) * ( S1 -·Y{2) ) -SIGMA* Y(1) 
Z(3) = Qp ~-Y(1) - F ~ YC3) I YC4) 





Open Loop Control of a 
Penicillin Fermentation 
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C===================================================================== 
C THIS FORTRAN PROGRAM INTEGRATES THE FOUR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
C FOR PENICILLI~ P~ODUCTIO~ f~OM TH~ PAPER OF SAN AND 
C STEPHANOPOULOS (1989). T~E OPEN-~OOP -RESPONSE !S INVESTIGATED. 




























I~PLICIT DOUBLE pREC.SION(A-H!O-Z) 
Parameters 
INTEGER N,IW 
PARAMETER (N=4, 1~=14) 
Local Arrays 
DIMENSION W(N,l~), C(~) 
External subroutines 
EXTERNAL FCN . 
Executable statements 
fORMAT (5 (1X,G10.3) 
COMMON IQINMODOLI f, S1 
Initial settings and co~straints (As stated in Chapter 4) 
Biomass 
C(1) = 1. 
Substrate 
C(2) = 5. 
Product 
C(3) = 0. 
Vol Lane 
C(4) = 250000. 
S1 = 500. 
STEP = 0.05 
T . = 140. 
v = 250000. 
Vf = 500000. 
M = 75 
YNORM = 0 
TOL = 1.0e-4 
STIFF = 1.0e0. 
IR = 0 
XEND = 0. 
!FAIL = 1 
OPEN( UNIT= 11, fiLE= !A.TXT'! STATUS= 'UNK~OWN' 
DO 100 COU~T = 0, T ( STEP 
X = XEND 
XEND = X t STEP 
Setting the inl~~ flo~ra~e 
F = <Vf - V> ! T 




























Storing t~e results to file 
WRITE (11,16) C(1), C(2), C(3), C(4) 
Integration of ~he fermentation model 
CALL D02BDF( X, XEND, N, C, TOL, IR, 





SUBROUTINE FCN( T, Y, Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-~,O·Z) 
Parameters 
PARAMETER (N=4) 
DOUBLE pRECISION MUm, K1, THETAm, Kp, Kj, ~. Yx 
.& · , Yp, MX, Vo, Vf 
Array arguments 
DIMENSION Z(N), YCN) 
COMMON IQINMOOOLI F, S1 
Parameter values 
MUm=0.11 
K1 = 0.006 
THETAm = 0.004 
Kp ,;, 0.0001 
Ki = 0.1 
K = 0.01 
Yx = 0.47 
Yp = 1.2 
Mx = 0.029 
Specific growth rate 
XMU =MUm* Y(2) I (Y(2) + K1 * Y(1)) 
Specific substrate utilisation rate 
SIGMA = XMU I Yx 
Specific product formation rate 
Qp = THETAm I (1. + Kp I YC2) t YC2) I ~i) 
Executable statements 
Z(1) = XMU * Y(1) - F I YC4) * YC1> 
Z(2) = F I YC4> ~ ( S1 - YC2> ) - Qp I Yp * Y(1) 
& - SIGMA * Y(1) - Mx * Y(1) 
Z(3) = Qp * YC1> - K * Y~3) -·F·I YC4) * YC3) 





Closed Loop Fuzzy Control of a 
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09/12/1995 18:10 Filename: QINLYS.FOR 
C==================================================================== 
C THIS FORTRAN PROGRAM INTEGRATES THE fOUR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
C FOR L·LYSINE PRODUCTIO~·FROM THE.PAPER Of OH~O ET ~L (1976). 































INTEGER N, IW 
pARAMETER (N=4, !W,=14~ 
Local Arrays 
DIMENSIO~ W(~,IW)! C~~) 
External subroutines 
EXTERNAL FCN . 
Executable st~t~enls 
FORMAT (4 (1X,f10.3) ) 
FORMAT (5 (1X,G10.3? ) 
Number of rules that are us~ 
PARAMETER ( L = 4 I ' ' • . 
~umber of ou~put 's!!mpl ins points 







DIMENSION Y(K) . 
DIMENSION YMUS(3) 
DIMENSION ZmuRUL~(L) 
COMMON /QI~LYS/ fr S1 
Initial settings and ~onstraints ~as s~arjsed in Chapter 5) 
Biomass 
C(1) = 0.02 
Substrate 
C(2) = 2.8 
Product 
C(3) = D. 
Vol 1.111e 
1':<4> = 5. 
ERR = 0. 
F = 0. 
S1 = 2.8 . 
STEP = .2 
T. · = 35. 
v = 5. 
Vf = 20. 


















M = 75 
YNORM = 0 
TOL = 1.0e·6 
STIFF = 1.0e0 
IR .. = 0 
XEND = 0. 
!FAIL = 1 
Controller settings 
XK = 3. . 
XTAU = .1 
XL = 1. 
OPEN( UNIT= 11, FILE= 1A.TXT 1 , STATUS= 'UNKNOWN' ) 
OPE~( UNIT= 13, FILE= 'C.TXT'; STATUS= 'UNKNOWN' ) 
po 100 COUNT = 0, T I STEP 
X = XEND 
XEND = X t STEP 
Determination of setpoint and GR 
IF (X .GE. 0 •• AND. X .LE. 8.9) THEN 
SAIM = -.01581 * X ** 2. · .03938 ~ X t 2.798051 
GR = 0.4 * SAIM . 
ELSE IF (X .GE. 8.95 .AND. X .LE. 27.1) THEN 
SAIM = .001940 *X** 2. · .10433 *X t' 1.938315 
GR = .4 * SAIM 
ELSE 
SAIM = .008235 * X ** 2. · .56845 *, X t 9.860149 
END IF 
Calculation of remaining fuzzy parameters 
GU = 3. ~ XK I GR 
GE = GR I XTAU * STEP 
C=================================================== 






ERROROLD = ERR 
XE = (SAIM · C(2)) * GE 
ERR = XE I GE . 
XCE = (ERR · ERROROLD) * GR 
CE~R = XCE I GR 
XNUMERATOR = 0. 
DENOMINATOR = 0. 
C fuzzification of the input 
c 
CALL ~RRORMU( XE, X~UE, XL) 
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CALL CERRORMU( XCE, XMUCE, XL) 
According to the fuzzy rule base: 
ERROR(1) = XMUE(1) 
ERROR(2) = XMUE(1) 
ERROR(3) = XMUE(2) 
ERROR(4) = XMUE(2) 
CERROR(1) = XMUCE(1) 
CERROR(2) = XMUCE(2) 
CERROR(3) = XMUCE(1) 
CERROR(4) = XMUCE(2) 
Values of Y at which fuzzy ans~ers are to be determined 
SAMPLE = -XL 
DO 70 S = 1, K 
Y(S) = SAMPLE 
SAMPLE =SAMPLE t 2. ~XL/ ( ~ - 1.) 
CONTINUE 
Calcu~ation of the membership values over t~e fuz~y partitio~ 
DQ 10 J = 1, K 
XMAXIMUM = 0. 
Fuz~ification of the output 
CALL SUBSTMU~ Y(~?! YMUS~ XL 
According to the fuzzy rul~ pase 
SUBST(1) = YMUS(1) ' . 
SUBST(2) = YMUS(2) 
SUBST(3) = YMUS(2) 
SUBST(4) = YMUS(3) 
DO 20 I = 1, ~ 
Clipping of tP~ outpu~ fu~zy sets 
ZmuRULE(I) = M.JNC ~~~O~CJ), CERROR(I), SUBST(I) ) 
forming the union petHeen th~ ~ets 
XMAXIMUM = MAX( XM.AXIMUM.! ZmuRULE(!) 
CONTI~UE 
XNUMERATOR = XNUMERATOR + YCJ) * XMAXIMUM. 
DEN~INATOR = DENOM!~ATOR t XMAXJMUM 
CO~TINUE . 
Defuzzificatio~ of th: output 
IF (DENOMINATOR .fQ. 0. ) THE~ 
X~R2·= 0. 
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ELSE 
XNR2 = XNUMERATOR I DENOMINATOR 
END IF . 
c 
C=================================================== 
C END OF CONTROLLER 
C=================================================== 
c 



























F = f t XNR2 * GU 
IF (F .LE. 0.) THEN 
F = 0. 
ELSE 
F = F 
END IF 
Disturbance 
If (X .GE. 0 .. AND. X .LE. 5.) THEN 
s1 = 2.24 
ELSE 
S1 = 2.8 
END IF 
WRITE (11, 16) C(1), C(2), C(3), C(4) 
WRITE (13,15) X, C(2), SAIM, f . 
Integration of the ferment~tion model 
CALL D02BDF( X, XEND, N, C, TOL, IR, 






SUBROUTINE FCN( T, Y, Z) 




DIMENSION Z(N), Y(N) 
COMMON /QINLYS/ f, S1 
Parameter values · 
Ys= 0.135 
Specific growth rate 
XMU = .125 * Y(2) 
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Specific product forma~ion rat~ 
IF CXMU .LE. 0 .• OR. ·xMU .GE •• 34896) THE~ Qp = 0. . ,. ' 
ELSE 
Qp = ·384. ~ XMU ~* 2. t 13~. * XMU 
END IF 
Specific substrat~ utilisation rate 
SIGMA = XMU I Ys 
Executable statements 
Z(1) = XMU * Y(1) - F I YC4) * Y(1) 
ZC2) = F I YC4) * ( S1 -·Y(2) ) -'siGH~* YC1) 
Z(3) = Qp * YC1) - F * YC3) I YC4) 




C Subroutines for calculating the ~embership grades 









Determining grade of membership for tri~n~ular 
shaped fuzzy sets · 
From a to b 
SUBROUTINE UP(A, B, X, XMU) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE P~ECIS!O~ (A·H,O-Z) 
XMU = (X - A) I (B - A) 
RETURN 
END 











SUBROUTINE DOWN(B, C, X, XMU) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECJSIO~ CA·H,O-Z) 





SUBROUTINE ERRO~MU( X, XMU~, XL) 





























bEN = -XL . 
cEN = XL 
Positive CEP) 
aEP = -XL 
bEP = XL 
Negative 
[Error in output defined as y(set) - y(actual)l 
IF (X .LE. bEN) THEN 
Xrm.~EN = 1. 
ELSE IF (X .GE. bEN .AND. X .LE. cEN) THEN, 
CALL DOWN( bE~, cEN, X, XMU ) 
XmuEN = XMU 
ELSE 
XmuEN = 0. 
END IF 
XMUE(1) = XmuEN 
Positive 
IF (X .GE. bEP) THEN 
XmuEP = 1. 
ELSE IF (X .GE. aEP .AND. X .LE. bEP) THEN 
CALL UP( aEP, bEP, X, XMU) 
XmuEP = XMU 
ELSE . 
XmuEP = 0. 
END IF 
XMUE(2) = XmuEP 
RETURN 
E~D 
Change in Error 
SUBROUTINE CERRORMU( X, XMUCE, XL) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIO~ (A-H,O-Z) 
DIME~SION XMUCE(1) 
Constants 
Change in Error (E) 
Negative (CEN) 
bCEN = ·XL . 
cCEN = XL 
Positive CEP) 
aCEP = -XL 
bCEP = XL 
Negative 
IF (X .LE. bCEN) THEN 
XmuCEN = 1. . 
ELSE IF (X .GE. bCEN .AND. X .LE. cCE~) THEN 
CALL DOWN( bCE~, cCEN, X, XMU ) 
XrnuCEN = XMU 
ELSE . 
Xmi.JCEN = 0. 
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XMUCEC1> = X~CEN 
Positive 
IF (X .GE. beEP) THEN 
XmuCEP = 1 • , ' " 
ELSE IF (X .• GE. aCEP .AND. X .L~. ~CEP) THEN 
CALL UP( aCEP, ~Ep, ~. ~MU) · 
XmuCEP = XMU · . · 
ELSE . 
XmuCEP = 0. 
END IF 




Change in Substrate feed concentratior 
SUBROUTINE SUBSTMUC Y, YMUS, XL) 
IMPLICIT DOUBL~ P~ECISION (A·H,O·Z) 
DIMENSION YMUSC1) 
Consta[ltS 
Change in substrate f~eq ~S) 
Negative CSN) 
bSN = ·XL ' 
cSN = 0. 
Zero change CSZ) 
aSZ = ·XL 
bSZ = 0. 
cSZ = XL 
Positive CSP) 
aSP = 0. 
bSP = XL 
Negative 
IF CY .LE. bSN) THEN 
YmuSN = 1. . . 
ELSE.IF CY .GE. bSN .AND. Y .LE. cSN) TH~N 
CALL DO~NC bSN, cSN, y, YMU> 
YmuSN = YMU ' · 
ELSE . 
YIJPJSN = 0. 
END IF 
Y!'IUSCi> = YmuSN 
Zero change 
IF CY .GE. ·asz .ANp, y .LE. bSZ) THEN 
CALL UP( aSZ, bSZ, Y, YMU) ' . 
Ymusz = YMU · · · · 
ELSE IF CY .GE. bSZ .AND. Y .LE. cSZ) THEN 
CALL DO~NC bSZ,· cSZ, y, YMU~ 




Ymusz = YMU 
ELSE 
. YmuSZ = 0. 
END IF 
YMUSC2) = YmuSZ 
Positive 
.I ~A~l U~~. a~~~ b~~~. y! y~5) bSP) THEN 
YmuSP = YMU 
ELSE IF CY .GE. bSp ) THEN 
YmuSP = 1. 
ELSE . 
YmuSP = 0. 
END IF 
YMUS(3) = YrnuSP 
RETURN END .. 
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C=================================================================== 
C THIS FORTRAN PROGRAM INTEGRATES THE FOUR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
C FOR L-LYSINE PRODUCTION F~OM THE-PAP~~ Of O~NO ET AL (1976) •. 





IMPLICIT DOUBLE p~ECJSIO~(A-H!O·Z~ 
COMMON /CTRPRM/ USS, XTAU, XK, SUM 
C Parameters 
INTEGER ~. IW 
c 
PARAMETER (N=4, IW=14) 
c 
c Local Arrays 
DIMENSION W(N,IW~, C(N) 
c 
c External subroutines 
EXTERNAL FCN -
c 
c Executable statements 
c 
15 FORMAT (4 (1X,F10.3) 
16 FORMAT (5 (1X,G10.3) 
c 
COMMON /LYSPI/ F, S1 
c 
c Initial set~ings and constraints (as summarised in Chapter 5) 
C Biomass · 
C(1) = 0.02 
c Substrate 
C(2) = 2.8 
c Product 








C(4) = 5. 
F = 0. 
S1 = 2.8 
STEP = 0.2 
SUM = 0. 
T = 35. 
uss = 0. 
v = 5. 
Vf = 20. 
M = 75 
YNORM = 0 
TOL = 1.0e-6 
STI FF = 1. OeO 
IR = 0 
XEND = 0. 
IFAIL = 1 
Controller settings 
XK = 3. . ---
XTAU = .1 





























OPEN( UNIT= 11, FILE= 1A.TXT', STATUS= 'UNKNOWN' 
OPEN( UNIT= 13, fiLE= 'C.TXT', STATUS= 'UNKNOWN' 
DO 100 COUNT = 0, T I STEP 
X = XEND 
XEND = X + STEP 
Determination of setpoint 
IF (X .GE. 0 .AND. X .LE. 8.9) THEN 
SAIM = -.01581 *X** 2. - .03938 *X t 2.798051 
ELSE IF (X .GE. 8.95 .AND. X .LE. 27.05) THEN 
SAIM = .001941 *X** 2. - .10433 *X+ 1.938315 
ELSE 
SAIM = .008235 * X ** 2. - .56845 * X t 9.860149 
END IF 
Calling the controller 
CALL CTRLR (SAIM, C(2), U, STEp) 
IF (U .LE. 0.) THEN 
F = 0. 
ELSE 
- F = U 
END IF 
Disturbance 
IF (X .GE. 0 •. AND. X .LE. 5.) THEN 
S1 = 2.24 
ELSE 
S1 = 2.8 
END If 
WRITE (11, 16) C(1), C(2), C(3), C(4) 
WRITE (13, 15) X, C(2), SAIM, F 
Integration of the fermentation model 
CALL D02BDF( X, XEND, N, C, TOL, IR, 






SUBROUTINE FCN( T, Y, Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z) 
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DIME~SION Z(N), YCH~ 
COMMO~ ILYSPll f, Sl 
Parameter values · 
Ys = 0.135 
Specific growt~ rate 
XMU = .125 * YC2) 
Specific product formation rate 
IF (XMU .LE. 0 •• OR. XMU .GE~ ~34896) THE~ 
Qp = 0. . 
ELSE 
Qp = ·384. ~ XMU ~~ 2. t 134. ~ ~MU 
END IF . 
C Specific substrate utili~atjon rate 









Z(1) = XMU * Y(1) ~. F I YC4) ~ Y<1) 
ZC2) = F I YC4) * ( S1 -·Y(2) ) ·SIGMA~ YC1) 
ZC3) = Qp· * Y<1> - F ~ YC~> I YC4) 
Z(4) = F 
RETURN 
END . 
SUBROUTINE CTRLR( YSET, Y, U, TSMPL) 
C========================================= 
C PI-CONTROL LAW 
C UPON INPUT: 
C YSET = SETPOINT 
C Y = CURRENT MEASURED VALUE 
C UPON OUTPUT . . . . 





IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIONCA·H,O·Z) 
COMMON ICTRPRMI USS, XTAU, ~K, SUM 
ERROR = CYSET · Y> 
SUM = SUM t (ERROR) ~ TSMPL· 
U = USS + X~ * ERROR t XK I ~TAU ~ SUM 
IF CU .LE. 0.) THEN . 
SUM = SUM -·ERROR ~ TSMPL ELSE . . . 
SUM = SUM 
END If 
RETURN 
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C==================================================================== 
C THIS FORTRAN PROGRAM INTEGRATES THE FOUR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
C FOR PENICILLIN PRODUCTION fROM THE PAPER O( SAN AND . 






























IMPLICIT DOUBLE PREC!SIO~(A-H,O-Z) 
Parameters 
INTEGER N,IW 
PARAMETER (~=4, 1~=14> 
Local Arrays 




FORMAT (4 C1X,F10.3) ) 
FORMAT (5 C1X,G10.3) ~ 
Number of rules that are used 
PARAMETER ( L = 4 , . . . . 
Number of output sampling points 







D I HENSION Y(K) 
DIHENSIO~ YMUS(3) 
DIHENSIO~ ZmuRULE(L) 
COM~ON IQINMODELI f, S1 
Initial settings and constraints (as summarised in Chapter 5) 
Biomass · · 
C(1) = 1. 
Substrate 
C(2) = 1.1 
Product 
C(3) = 0. 
Volume 
cc4> = 250000. 
ERR = 0. 
S1 = 100. 
STEP = 0.1 
T = 140. 
v = 250000. 
Vf = 500000. 
F = 662.4 








H = 75 
YNORM = 0 
TOL = 1.0e-4 
STIFF = 1.0e0 
IR = 0 
XEND = 0. 
IFAIL = 1 
Controller settings 
XK = 4SOO. 
XTAU = .1 
XL = 1. 
B = 0.04 
OPEN( UNIT= 11, FILE= 1A.TXT 1 , STATUS= 'UNKNOWN' 
OPE~( UNIT= 13, FILE= 'C.TXT', STATUS= 'UNKNOW~' 
DO 100 COU~T = 0, T I STEP 
X = XEND 
XEND = X + STEP 
c Determination of setpoint anq GR 
c 
c 
IF (X .GE. 0 .AND. X .LE. 20.) THEN 
·sAIH = 0.12225 *X** 2. + 1.1 
GR = SAIH * B 
ELSE IF (X .GE. 20 .• AND. X .LE. 35.) THEN 
SAIH = SO. 
GR = SAIH * B 
ELSE IF CX .GE. 3S .• AND. X .LE. 40.) THEN 
SAIH = SO. * (40. - X) I S. . ' . . 
GR = SAIH * B 
ELSE 
SAIM = 0;001 
GR : SAIH * B 
END IF . 





GU = 3. * XK I GR 
GE = GR I XTAU * STEP 
C=================================================== 






ERROROLD = ERR 
XE = (SAIM · C(2)) * GE 
ERR = XE I GE 
XCE = (ERR · ERROROLD) * GR 
CERR = XCE I GR 
XNUHERATOR = 0. 
DENOMINATOR = 0. 
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Fuzzificatjon of the input 
CALL ERRORMU( XE, XMUE, XL) 
CALL CE~ROR!'IU( XCE, X!'IUCE, XL) 
According to the fuzzy rule base: 
ERROR(1) = XMUE(1) · 
ERROR(2) = XMUE(1) 
ERROR(3) = XMUE(2) 
ERROR(4) = XMUE(2) 
CERROR(1) = XMUCE(1) 
CERROR(2) = XMUCE(2) 
CERROR(3) = XMUCE(1) 
CERROR(4) = XMUCE(2) 
Values of Y ~t which fuzzy answers are to be determined 
SAMPLE = -XL 
DO 70 S = 1, K 
y(S) = SAMPLE 
SAMPLE =SAMPLE t 2. ~XL I ( K - 1-> 
CONTINUE 
Calculation of ~he ~embership yalues over the fuzzy partition 
DO 10 J = 11 K 
XMAXIMUM = 0. 
Fuzzjfication of the output 
CALL SUBSTMU( Y<~>l YMUS, XL 
According to the fuzzy rule base 
SUBST(1) ·= YMUS(1) . 
SUBST(2) = YMUS(2) 
SUBST(3) = YMUS(2) 
SUBST<4> = YMUS(~~ 
DO 20 I = 1, L 
Clipping of the output f~~zy sets 
ZmuRULE(I) = MIH< E~ROR(I), CERROR(!~, SUBST(I) ) 
Formjng the unjo~ petween the se~s 
XMAXIMUM =MAX( XMAXIMUM, Zmu~ULE(I) 
CO~TINUE 
XNUMERAlOR = XNUMERATOR t Y(J) * XMAXIMUM 
DEN~INATOR = DENOMI~ATOR t XMAXIMUM . 
CONTINUE 
Defuzzlfica~ion of the o~tput 
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c 
IF (DENOMINATOR .EQ. 0. ) THEN 
XNR2 = 0~ . . 
ELSE 
XNR2 = XNUMERATOR I DENOMINATOR 
END IF . . 
c 
C=================================================== 
C END OF CONTROLLER 
C=================================================== 
c 

























f = F + XNR2 * GU 
IF (f .LE. 0.) THEN 
F = 0. 
ELSE 
F = F 
END !F 
Disturbance 
IF (X .GE. 0 .• AND. X .LE. 10.) T~EN 
S1 = 35. 
ELSE 
. S1 = 100. 
END IF 
~RITE (11, 16) C(1), C(2), C(3), C(4) 
~RITE (13,15) X, C(2), SAIM, F 
Integratjon of the fermentation model 
CALL D02BDF( X, XEND, N, C, TOL, IR, 






SUBROUTINE FCN( T, Y, Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z) 
Parameters 
PARAMETER (N=4) 
DOUBLE PRECiSION MUm, K1, THETAm, Kp, 1<i 1 1<, Yx , Yp, Mx, Vo, Vf 
Array arguments 
DIME~SION Z(N), Y<N> 
COMMO~ /QINMODEL/ F, S1 
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HUm= 0.11 . 
K1 = 0.006 
THETAm = 0.004 
Kp = 0.0001 
Ki = 0.1 
K = 0.01 
Yx = 0.47 
Yp = 1.2 
Hx = 0.029 
Specific growth rate 
XMU = !'!Urn * Y<2) ! CYC2) t K1 ~ Y< 1)) 
Specific substrate utilisation rate 
SIGMA = XMU I Yx ' .. 
Specific product forma~ion rate 
Qp = THETAm I (1. t ~pI Y(2) + Y<2) I Ki) 
Executable statements 
Z(1) = XMU * Y<1> -·· F I YC4) ~ Y<1> 
ZC2) = F I YC4) * ( S1 - YC2) ) - Qp I Yp' Y(1) 
& - SIGMA* Y(1) - Hx * YC1) 
Z(3) = Qp * YC1) ~ K ~ Y(3) - f I YC4) * Y(3) 




c Subroutines for calculating the meffiPership grades 















Determining grade of membership for triangular 
shaped fuzzy sets · · ' 
From a to b 
SUBROUTINE UP(A, B, X, XMU) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECIS!O~ (A-H,O-Z) 
XMU = (X - A) I (B - A) 
RETURN . 
END 
From b to c 
SUBROUTINE DOYN(B, C, X, XfoiU) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE p~ECIS!O~ (A-H 10-Z) 
































SUBROUTINE ERRORMU( X, XMUE, XL) 





bEN = -XL 
cEN = XL 
Positive CEP) 
aEP = -XL 
bEP = XL 
Negative 
[Error in output defined as ycset) - ycactual)] 
IF (X .LE. bEN) THEN 
XmuEN = 1. 
ELSE IF (X .GE. bEN .AND. X .LE. cEN) THE~ 
CALL DOWN( bEN, cEN, X, XMU ) 
XmuEN = XMU 
ELSE ' 
XmuEN = 0. 
END IF 
XMUE ( 1) = XmuEN 
Positive 
IF (X :GE. bEP) THEN 
XIWEP = 1. . 
ELSE IF (X .GE. aEP .AND. X .LE. bEP) THEM 
CALL UP( aEP, bEP, X, XMU) 
XmuEP = XMU 
ELSE 
XmuEP = 0. 
END IF 
XMUE(2) = XmuEP 
RETURN 
END 
Change in Error 
SUBROUTINE CERRORMU( X, XMUCE, XL) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION XMUCEC1) 
Constants 
Change i!1 ~rror (E) 
Negative (CEN) 
beEN = -XL ' 
cCEN = XL 
Positive CEP) 
aCEP = -XL 
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peEp = XL 
Negative 
IF CX .LE. peEN,) TH~H 
XIWCEN = 1. . 
ELSE IF CX .GE. beEN .AND. X .LE. cCEN.) THEN. 
CALL DOWN.( bCEN.~ cC~N.,· x; XMU ). 
XmuCEN = XMU . ' · 
ELSE . . 
XIWCEN = 0. 
END IF 
XMUCEC1) = X~CEN, 
Positive 
IF ex· .GE. bCEP) THEN. 
XIWCEP = 1. . ' 
ELSE IF ex· .GE. aCEP .AND. X .LE. bCEP) THEN 
CALL UP( aCEP, bCEp! )!; XMU) . , ' . . . 
XIWCEP = XMU 
ELSE 
X~JKJCEP = 0. 
END IF 




Change in Substrate f~ed copcen.tration 
SUBROUTINE SUBSTMU( Y, YMUS, XL) 




c Change in substrate feed (S) 
c 
C Negative CSN.) 
bSN = -XL 
cSN = 0. 
c Zero change CSZ) 
aSZ = -XL 
bSZ = 0.· 
cSZ = XL 
C Positive (SP) 
aSP = 0. 
bSP = XL 
c 
C Negative 
If CY .LE. bSN) THEN 
YmuSN = 1.' ' . . 
ELSE IF CY .GE. bSN .AND. Y .LE. cSN.) THEN. 
CALL DOWN( bSN, cSN,, Y, YMU> 
YmuSN = YMU 
ELSE . 




YmuSN = 0. 
END If 
YMUS(1) = YmuSN. 
Zero change 
IF (Y .GE. aSZ .AND. Y .LE. bSZ) THEN. 
CALL UP( aSZ, bSZ, y, YMU) 
YmuSZ = YMU 
ELSE IF CY .GE. bSZ .AND. Y .LE. cSZ) THEN 
CALL DOWN( bSZ, cSZ, y, YMU) 
YmuSZ = YMU 
ELSE 
YmuSZ = 0. 
END IF 
YMUS(2) = YmuSZ 
Positive 
IF CY .GE. aSP .AND. Y .LE. bSP) THEN. 
CALL UP( aSP, bSP, Y, YMU) 
YmuSP = YMU 
ELSE IF CY .GE. bSP ) T~EN 
YmuSP = 1. 
ELSE 
YmuSP = 0. 
END IF 
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C=================================================================== 
C THIS FORTRAN PROGRAM INTE~~ATES THE fOUR DIFfERENTIAL ~QUATIOHS 
C FOR PENICILLIN PRODUCTION FROM"THE PAPER OF SAN AND . 





























IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIO~~~-H,O-Z) 
COMMOH /CTRpRMI USS, XTAU, ~~! SUM 
Parameters 
INTEGER N,IW 
PARAMETER (N=4, 1~=14~ 
Local Arrays 




FORMAT (4 (1X,F10.3) ) 
FORMAT (5 (1X,G10.3) ) 
COMMON IMOOELPII F! S1 
Initial settings and constraints (as s~arjsed in Chapter 5) 
Biomass · · · · · 
C(1) = 1. 
Substrate 
C(2) = 1.1 
Product · 
C(3) = 0. 
Volume 
C(4) = 250000. 
S1 = 100. 
STEP= 0.1 
SUM = 0. 
T = 140. 
uss = 662.4 
v = 250000. 
Vf = 500000. 
F = 662.4 
M = 75 
YNORM = 0 
TOL = 1.0e-4 
STIfF = 1. OeO 
IR = 0 
XEND = 0. 
IFAIL = 1 
Controller settings 
XK = 4500. . .. 
XTAU =' .1 





























OPEN( UNIT= 11, FILE= 1A.TXT 1 , STATUS= 'UNKNOWN' 
OPEN( UNIT= 13, FILE= !C.TXT', STATUS= 'UNKNOWN' 
DO 100 COUNT = 0, T I STEP 
X = XEND 
XEND = X t STEP 
Deterll!ina~ion of setpoint 
If (X .GE. 0 .AND. X .LE. 20.) THEN 
SAIM = 0.12225 * X ** 2. + 1.1 . 
ELSE IF (X .GE. 20 •• AND. X .LE. 35.) THEN 
SAIM = 50. ' 
ELSE IF (X .GE. 35 •. AND. X .LE. 40.) T~EN 
SAIM·= 50.* (40. -X) I 5. 
ELSE 
SAIM = 0.001 
END IF 
Calling the controller 
CALL CTRLR (SAIM, C(2), U, STEP) 
IF (U .LE. 0.) THEN 
. F = 0. 
ELSE 
F = U 
END If 
Disturbance 
IF (X .GE. 0 •. AND. X .LE. 10.) THE~ 
s1 = 35. 
ELSE 
s1 = 100. 
END IF 
WRITE (11, 16) C(1), C(2), C(3), C(4) 
WRITE (13, 15) X, C(2), SAIM, F 
Integration of the fermentation model 
CALL D02BDF( X, XEND, N, C, TOL, IR, 



























SUBROUTINE FCN( T I y I Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECJSJO~(A-ij,O-Z) 
Parameters · 
PARAMETER (N=4) 
DOUBLE PRECISiON MUm, ~1, THET~m, ~p, ~i, ~. yx 
& · , Yp; ~o~x; yo! Vf' ' 
Array argumeots 
DIMENSION ZCN>, Y<H> 
COMMON /MODELPI/ f, S1 
Parameter values 
MUm= 0.11 
K1 = 0.006 
THETAm = 0.004 
Kp = 0.0001 
Ki = 0.1 
K = 0.01 
Yx = 0.47 
Yp = 1.2 
Mx = 0.029 
Specific growth rate 
XMU = MUm * YC2) I Cy~2) t K1 * Y<1>> 
Specific substrate utjljsatiol'! r~te 
SIGMA = XMU I Yx 
Specific product forma~ioo rate 
Qp = THETAm I (1. t ~pI Y<2> + Y<2> I Ki) 
Executable statements 
Z<1> = MUm* Y<1> - F I Y<4> * Y<1> 
ZC2) = F I Y(4) * < S1 - Y(2) ) - Qp I Yp * Y<1> 
& - SIGMA* Y(1) - Mx * Y(1) . . 
Z<3> = Qp * Y<1> ~ ~ ~ YC3> - f./ Y<4> ~ Y<3> 
Z(4) = F 
RETURN 
END . 
SUBROUTINE CTRLR( YSET, Y, U, TSMpL) 
C========================================= 
C PI-CONTROL LAW 
C UPON INPUT: . 
C YSET = SETPOINT 
C Y = CURRENT MEASURED VALUE 
C UPON OUTPUT . . . . 





COMMON /CTRPRM/ USS, XTAU, XK, SU~ 
ERROR = CYSET - Y> 
SUM = SUM t (ER~OR) ~ TSMPL 
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*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++t++++++++++++++t++++++++++++++ * · ·Filenpmain.for· · ..... ,. ·· · .. ·· · · · · ·· 














1L·n · · h 
OU e pfeCISIOo (a- ·!Q-Z) 
================================================================== 
Set the declared array dimensions. 
LdA = the declared leading dimension of A. 
LdcJ = the declared Leading dimension of cJac. 
ldR = ~he declared leading dimension of R. 
maxn -=maximum no. of variables allowed for. 
maxbnd =maximum rio. of variables t Linear'& nonlinear constrnts. 
L iwork = the length of the integer ~ork array. . 

















bigbnd = 1.0dt15 
cbgbnd = '1.0d+15! 
(ldA = 10, ldcJ = 1, ldR 11, 
maxn = 10, Liwork = 40, Lwork = 500, 
~xbnd = waxn t ~dA t LdcJ> 
istate(maxbnd) 






c(ldcJ), cJac(ldcJ,maxn), clamda(maxbnd) 
objgrd(max0), ~(lqR,maxn>, ~x(maxn) 
work(lwork) · 
oblfu11, tncon 







Set the actual problem dimensions. 
nn = the number of variables. 
riclin =the number of general linear constraints (may be 0). 
ncnln =the number of nonljnear constraints (may be 0). 
=====~======================================================= 
nn = 8 
nclin = 6 
ncnln = 0 








Assign file numbers and the data arrays. 
iPrint = the unit number for printing. 
iOptns =the unit number for reading the options file. 
bounds .ge. ·bigbnd will be treated as plus infinity. 
bounds .le. - bigbnd will be treated as minus infinity. 
A =the Linear constraint matrix. 
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bl = the Lower bounds on x, a•x and c(x). 
bu = the upper bounds on x; a•x and c(x). 
xx = the initial estimate of the solution. 
iOptns = 4 
iPrint = 9 
oPen (unit=iOptns, file='npsol.opt!, status= 'UNKNOWN' 
open ~unjt=iPrint, file='npsol.out', status= •UNKNOWN' 
Set the matrix A. 
do 40, j = 1, nn 
do 301 i = 1, nclin A(l,j) = zero 
30 continue 
40 continue 
Linear constraints. Ensuring that a given variable is always 
greater than the variable to its jmmediated left 
A(1,1) = -one 
A(1,2) = one 
A(2,2) -one 
A(2,3) = one 
A(3,3) -one 
A(3,4) = one 
A<4,5) -one 
A(4,6) = one 
A(5,6) = -one 
A(5,7) one 
A(6, 7) -one 
A(6,8) one 
~ Set the pounds. 
* 
* 
do 50, j = 1, nbnd 
· bl(j) = -bigbnd 
bu(j) = bi gbnd 
50 continue 
Set Lower bounds of zero for all 8 Linear constraints. 
do 60, j = nn+1, nn+nclin 
bl(j) = 0.001 
60 continue 
bl(4) = 0.0001 
bl(8) = 0.0001 
bu(1) = -.0001 
bu(5) = -.0001 
Set the initial estimate of X. 
xx(1) = -.006 
xx(2) = -0.002 
xx(3) = -.0002 
xx(4) = 0.005 
XX(5) = -. 7 
xx(6) -.2 
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xx<7> = .OS 
xx(8) = 0.1 
~ead the options file. 
call ppfile( iOptns, inform) 
if (inform .ne. 0) then 
write(iPrint, 3000) inform 
stop · · 
end if 
call npoptn( 'Infinite Bound size =1//cbgbnd ) 
~~~~=-~~=-e~~~~=~: _______________________________________________ _ 
call npsol ( nn, nclin, ncnln, ldA, ~dcJ, ldR, 
$ A, bl, bU( 
$ fncon, objfun, 
$ inform, iter, istate, 
$ c, cJac[·clamda, objf[ objgrd, ~. xx, 
f iwork, i!lork, ~o~or~ 1 . work ~ 
if (inform .gt. 0) go to 900 
stop 
·Error exit. 
900 writeCiPrint, 3010) inform 
stop 
3QQQ format(/ I npfjl~ ter~in~t~d with inform:!, i3) 
3010 format(/ I npsol tefl!lfna~ed with jl,lfOrllJ :! ~ i3) 
* endd of the example pro~ral!l for NPSOL 
en. 
*++++++++t+++t++ttt++++ttt+ttttttt+t+ttt++t++++++++++++t++t+tt++++tt+tt+ 
* Calling of objective function fro!!~ a seperate program. 
include •objfun.for! 
*++++++++++++++++++++++tt+tttt+t+tt+++tt++++++++++t+t+tt+++++++++++++ttt 
NOTE THAT THIS SUBROUTINE ~AS NO EFfECT SINCE NO NONL.NEAR 





subroutine fncon( mode, ncnln, n, ldcJ, 






x(n), ~(*), cJac(ldcJ,*) 
================================================================== 
fncon1 computes the values and firs~ derjvatjves of the nonlinear 
constraints. 
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The zero elements of Jacobian matrix are set only once. This 
occurs during the first call to fncon1 (nstate = 1). 
================================================================== 
parameter (zero = 0.0, two = 2.0) 
if (nstate .eq. 1> then 
First call to fncon1. Set all Jacobian elements to zero. 
N.B. This will only work with 'Derivative ~evel = 3•.· 
do 120, j = 1 , n 










































.gt. 0) then 
x(1)**2 + x(6)**2 
= two*x(1) 
= two*x(6) 
.gt. 0) then 
(x(2) - x(1))**2 + (x(7) - x(6))**2 
- two*(x(2) - x(1)) 
two*(x(2) - x(1)) 
- two*(x(7) - x(6)) 
two*(x(7) - x(6)) 
.gt. 0) then 
(x(3) - x(1))**2 t 
= - two*(x(3) - x(1)) 
= two*(x(3) - x(1)) 
= two*x(6) 
.gt. 0) then 
X(6)**2 
(x(1) - x(4))**2 
= two*(x(1) - x(4)) 
- two*(x(1) - x(4)) 
= two*(x(6) - x(8)) 
= - two*(x(6) - x(8)) 
+ (X(6) - X(8))**2 
.gt. 0) then 
(x(1) - x(5))**2 t (x(6) - x(9))**2 
= two*(x(1) - x(S)) 
= - two*(x(1) - x(S)) 
- two*(x(6) - x(9)) 
= - two*(x(6) - x(9)) 
.gt. 0) then 



























(x(3) - xC2))*~2 t 
two~(x(3) -·x(2)) 
two*CxC3) - x(2)) 
tW,o*xC7> · 
0) then 
(X(4) ·• X(2))*~2 t 
two*(x(4) - x(2)) 
two*CxC4) - x(2)) 
two*(x(8) - x(7)) 
two*CxC8) - x(7)) 
O> then 
Cx(2) - x(5))**2 t 
two*(x(2) - x(5)) 
two*(x(2) - x(5)) 
two*<x<7> - x<9>> 
two*<x<7> - x(9)) 
if (needc(10) .gt. 0) then 
1<<?'>**2 
(x(8) - x(7))**2 
CxC7> - x(9))**2 
c(10) = (x(4) - x(3))**2 t x(8)**2 
cJac(10,3) - two*(x(4) - ~(3)) 
cJac(10,4) t~o*(x(4) - x(3)) 
cJac(10,8) = two*x(8) 
end if · 
if (needc(11) .gt. 0) then 
· c(11) = (x(5) - x(3))**2 t x(9)**2 
cJac(11,3) = two*(x(5) x(3)) 
cJac(11,5) = two*(x(5) - x(3)) 
cJac(11,9) = two*x(9) 













.gt. O> then 
= x(4)**2 t x(8)**2 
= two*x(4) 
t~o*x(8) 
.gt. 0) then 
= · (X(4) - x(5))**2 + 
= two*(x(4)·~·x(5)) 
= - two*(x(4) - x(5)) 
= two*<x<9> - x<S>> 
= t~o~(~(9) - x(8)) 
if (needc(14) .gt. 0) then 
c(14) = xC5)~*2 t x(9)~~? 
cJac(14,5) = two*x(5) 
cJac(14,9)" = two*x<9> 
end if 
~ end of fncon1 
end 
(X(9) - X(8))*~2 
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C===================================================================== 
C THIS FORTRAN PROGR~ i~TEGRATES THE fOUR DIFFERENTIAL EQUAT·O~S 
C FOR L-LYSI~E PRODUCTION fR~ THE PAPER OF OHNO ET AL <1976). 
C THIS PROGRAM IS TO BE AN INCLUSION INTO THE NPSOL PROGRAM 
C AND CALCULATES THE COST-RATIO WHICH'is TO BE. MINIMISED. 



























SUBROUTINE OBJfUN(~OD~! ~N, XX~ opJf 1 OBJGRD, ~STATE) 
I~PLICIT DOUBL~ PRECISIOH(A-H,O-Z) 
Parameters 
INTEGER N, IW 
PARAMETER (~=4, 1~=14) 
Local Arrays 




EXT~RNAL FCN, OUT 
Executable statements 
FORMAT (4 (1X,F10.3) ) 
Number of rules that are use~ 
PARAMETER ( L = 5 I -
Number of output sampling points 







COMMO~ IOBJFUNI F, S1, SGR! Qp 
Initial settjpgs ~nq cons~raints (as summarised in Chapter 5) 
Biomass 
C(1) = 0.02 
Substrate 
C(2) = 2.8 
Product 
C(3) = 0. 
Volume 













= • 125 ' C(2) 
= SGR 







STEP = 0.2 
SUBSTOT = 0. 
T . = 35. 
v = 5. 
Vf = 20. 
M = 75 
YNORM = 0 
TOL- = 1.0e-6 
STI FF = 1. OeO 
IR . = 0 
!FAIL = 1 
XEND = 0. 
DO 100 COU~T = 0, T I STEP 
X = XEND 
XE~D = X t STEP 
IF (C(4) .LT. 20 .• AND. dQp .LT. 0.) THEN 
The Fed-batch stage · · 
C================================================== 
























Determining the change in both the specific 
product formation rate and the specific 
growth rate 
dQp = Qp - QpOLD 
dSGR = SGR - SGROLD 
XNUMERATOR = 0. 
DENOMINATOR = 0. 
Fuzz if i cation .of the input 
CALL dSGRMU( dSGR, XMUdSGR, XX) 
Values of y at which fuzzy answers are to be determined 
SAMPLE = XX(5) 
D070S=1,K 
Y(S) = SAMPLE 
SAMPLE =SAMPLE+ (XX(8) - XX(5)) I (K - 1) 
CO~TINUE 
Calculation of the membership values over the 
fuzzy partitio~ · 
DO 10 J = 1, K 
XMAXIMUM = 0. 
Fuzzjfication of the output fuzzy sets 
CALL dFLOWMU( Y(J)! XMUdFLOW, XX) 
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DO 20 J = 1, L 
Clippip~ of ~he output fuzzy sets 
ZmuRULE(J) = M!H< XMUdSGR(I)! XMUdFLO~(I) 
forming t~e u~ion bet~een th~ sets 
XMAXIHUM = MAX( XMAXIHUM, ZmuRULE(I) 
CO~TIHUE 
XNUHERATOR = XNUMERATOR + YCJ) ~ XHAXIHUM 
DENOMIHATOR = DEHOMIHATOR t XMAX,MUM 
CONTINUE 
Defuzzificatjo~ of th~ output 
IF (DENOMINATOR .~Q. 0. ) THE~ 
XNR2 = 0. 
ELSE 
XNR2 = XNUHERATOR I DENOMINATOR END If - . .. 
C================================================== 






F = f t XNR2 
IF (F .LE. 0.) THEN 
F = 0. -
ELSE 
F = f 
END If 
ELSE 
c The initial batch re~jon or the final batch region 




dQp = Qp - QpOLD 
dSGR = SGR - SGROLD 
END IF . 
QpOLD = Qp 
SGROLD = SGR 
C Determining the mass of substrate entering through 







SUBSTOT = SUBSTOT t f * 2.8 * STEP 
Integration of the fermentation model 
CALL D02BDF( X, XEND, N, C, TOL, IR, 
FCN, STIFF, YNORH, ~. 1~, H, OUT, IFAIL) 
































Evaluation of cost ratio 
Total amount of substrate used (Correlated to H&L) 
SUBSTOT = SUBSTOT + 2.8 * (20.167- C(4) + 5.) 
Final mass of product in fermenter · 
pRODHASS = C(3) * C(4) 




SUBROUTINE FCN( T, Y, Z) 




DIMENSION Z(N), Y(N) 
COMMON IOBJFUNI F, 51, SGR, Qp 
Parameter values 
ys =0.135 
Specific growth rate 
SGR_ = .125 * Y(2) 
Specific product formation rate 
IF (SGR .LE. 0 .• OR. SGR .GE .. 34896) THEN 
Qp = 0. 
ELSE 
Qp = -384. * SGR ** 2. + 134. ~ SGR 
END IF 
Specific substrate utilisation rate 
SIGMA = SGR I Ys 
Executable statements 
Z(1) = SGR * Y(l) - F I Y(4) * Y(1) 
Z(2) = F I Y(4) * ( 51 - Y(2) )-- SIGMA* Y(1) 
Z(3) = Qp * Y(1) - F * Y(3) I Y<4> . 




C Subroutines for calc~l~ting the membership gr~des 


























Determining grade of members~ip for triangul~r 
shaped fuzzy sets 
From a to b 
SUBROUTINE UP(A, B, X, XHU) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISIO~ (A-~,0-Z~ 
XMU = (X · A) I (B · A) . 
RETURN . . 
END 
From b to c 
SUBROUTINE DOWN(B, C, X, XHU) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A·H,O·Z) 




Change in speclfjc !!ro11t~ rate 
SUBROUTINE dSGRMU( X, XMUdSGR, XX) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECJSION (A·H,O·Z) 
DIMENSION XMUdSGR(1) 
DIME~SION XX(1) 
GR1 = XX(1) 
GR2 = XX(2) 
GR3 = XX(3) 
GR4 = 0. 
GR5 = XX(4) 
SET 1 
IF (X .LE. GR1) THEN XMU = 1. . . ., 
ELSE IF (X .GE. GR1 .AND. X .LE. GR2) TH~N 
CALL.DOWN( GRl, GR2, X, XMU)' 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END IF 
XMUdSGR(1) = X!'IU 
SET 2 
IF (X .GE. GR1 .AND. X .LE. GR2) T~E~ 
CALL UP( GR1, GR2, X, Xr-tU> 
XMU = XMU . ' ' ' 
ELSE IF (X .GE. GR2 .AND. X .LE. GR3) THE~ 
CALL DOIJN( G~2; GR3, 'X, XHU) 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END IF 
XMUdSGR(2) = XMU 
SET 3 
If CX .GE. GR2 .A~D. X .LE. GR3) THEN 

















CALL UP( GR2, GR3, X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE IF (X .GE. GR3 .AND. X .LE. GR4) THEN 
CALL DOWN( GR3, GR4, X, XHU) 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END IF 
XMUdSGR(3) = XMU 
SET 4 
IF (X .GE. GR3 .AND. X .LE. GR4) THEN 
CALL UP( GR3, GR4, X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE IF (X .GE. GR4 .AND. X .LE. GR5) THEN 
CALL DOWN( GR4, GR5, X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE 
' XMU = 0. 
END IF 
XMUdSGR(4) = XMU 
SET 5 
IF (X .GE. GR4 .AND. X .LE. GR5) THEN 
CALL UP( GR4, GR5, X, XMU) . ' 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE IF (X .GE. GR5) THEN 
. XMU = 1. 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END IF 




Change in flow rate 
SUBROUTINE dFLOIJMU( X, XMUdFLOW, XX) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A·H,O·Z) 
DIMENSION XMUdFLOW(1) 
DIMENSION XX(1) 
F1 = XX(5) 
F2 = XX(6) 
F3 = 0. 
F4 = XXC7> 
F5 = XX(8) 
SET 5 
IF CX .GE. f5) THEN 
XMU = 1. 
ELSE IF (X .GE. F4 .AND. X .LE. f5) THEN 
. CALL UP( F4, f5, X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU 
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c 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END IF 
XMUdFLOW(1) = XM,U 
C SET 4 
c 
IF (X .GE. F4 .AND. X .LE. F5) THE~ 
CALL DOWN( F4, f5, X, XM4) 
XMU=XMU . ·' 
ELSE IF (X .GE. F3 .AND. X .LE. F4) THE~ 
CALL UP( F3, F4, X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU ' ' 
ELSE 
XMU ::: 0. 
END IF 
XMUdFLOW(2) = XMU 
C SET 3 
c 
IF (X .GE. F3 .AND. X .LE. F4> THE~ 
CALL DOWN( F3, 'F4, X, X~U) 
XMU = XMU · 
ELSE IF (X .GE. F2 .AND. X .LE. F3) THEN 
CALL UP( F2, .F3, X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END IF 
XMUdFLOW(3) = XMU 
C SET 2 
c 
IF (X .GE. F2 .AND. X .LE. f3) THE~ 
CALL DOWN( F2, F3, X, XM,U) 
XMU = ·XMU ' . 
ELSE IF (X .GE. F1 .AND. X .~E. f2) THEN 
CALL UP( f1, f2, X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU . 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END IF 
XMUdFL0~(4) = XMU 
C SET 1 
c 
IF (X .GE. F1 .AND. ~ .LE. F2) THEN 
CALL DOWN( fl, F2, X, XM~) 
XMU =·XMU . 
ELSE IF (X .LE. f1) THE~ 
XMU = 1. ' 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END IF 





Determination of Random Numbers 
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! Creating Random Numbers 
! Determining how many random numbers are required 
INPUT PROMPT "Number of Random Numbers Required? ": i 
! Opening the file to which the results should be printed 
OPEN #1: name"f:\random.dat", create new 
RANDOMIZE 
! Printing random numbers to output file 
FOR j = 1 to i 
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C===================================================================== 
C THIS FORTRAN PROGRAH.INT~G~ATES THE FOUR DifFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
C FOR L·LYSINE PRODUCTION fR~'THE PAPER OF OHNO ET AL (1976). . 
C THIS PROGRAM CALLS IN 8 RANDOMLY GENERATED VALUES TO DETERMINE 
C THE POSITIONING OF THE FIVE INPUT AND FIVE OUTPUT FUZZY SETS. 
C THE PROFIT RATIO iS.THE~·CALCULATED TO DETERMINE IF THE CURRENT 






























IMpLICIT DOUBLE PR~CIS!O~(A·H.,O·Z) 
parameters 
INTEGER N,IW 
PARAMETER CN=4r IW=14> 
Local Arrays 




fORMAT (4 C1X,F10.6) ? 
Number of rules that are used 
PARAMETER ( L = 5 I ~ . • 
Number of output sampling points· 
& K = 30, 
Number of random points rea~ in at one ti~e 
& LK = 8, · 
Number of simulations 









COMMON /L/ F, S1 1 SG~! Qp 
OPEN( UNIT= 10, FI~E = 'RANDOM DATI, STATUS= 'UNKNOWN! 
OPEN( UNIT = 15; fiLE = !E.TXT' 'STATUS '= 'UNKNOWN''> ' 
OPEN( UNIT= 16; FILE= !f1.TXT STATUS= 'UNKNOWN! ) 
OPEN( UNIT = 17, FILE = !F2.TXT ; STATUS = 'UNKNOWN' ) 
OPEN( UNIT= 18; FILE= !F3.TXT , STATUS= !UN!(NOIIN' ) 
OPEN( UNIT = 1?; F!LE = !f4-TXT STATUS= 'UNKNO~N' ) 
DO 2100 !T = 1! !TTER 
I~itial set~jngs ~~ ~ons~raint~ (as s~~rjsed in Chapter 5) 
Btomass 
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C(1) = 0.02 
C Substrate 
C(2) = 2.8 
C Product 














C(4) = 5. 
dF = 0. 
F = 0. 
Qp = 0. 
QpOLD = 0. 
S1 = 2.8 
SGR = .125 * C(2) 
SGROLD = SGR 
STEP = 0.2 
SUBSTOT = 0. 
T = 35. 
v = 5. 
Vf = 20. 
M = 75 
YNORM = 0 
TOL = 1.0e-6 
STI F f = 1 . OeO 
IR = 0 
IFAIL = 1 
XEND = 0. 
Maximum and minimum values for the variables 
DMAX1 = -. 0001 . . . .· 
DMIN1 = -.007 
DMAX5 = .001 
DMIN5 = .0001 
DMd6 = -.001 
DMIN6 = -1. 
DMAX10 = 1. 
DMIN10 = .001 
Reading the random data 
DO 2200 IG = 1, LK . 
READ (10, *, IOSTAT = I) RINPUT(IG) 
CONTINUE 
Assigning the positions to the fuzzy sets 
XX(1) = DMAX1 - (DMAX1 - DMIN1) * RINPUTC1) 
XX(5) = DMIN5 + (DMAX5 - DMIN5) ~ RINPUT(2) 
XX(4) = o: . . . 
XX(3) = XX(1) + (XX(4) - XX(1)) * RINPUT(3) 
XX(2) = XX(1) + (XX(3) - XXC1)) * RINPUT(4) 
XX(6) = DMAX6 - (OMAX6 - OMIN6) * RINPUT(5) 
XX(10) = DMIN10 t (0MAX10 - OMIN10) * RINPUT(6) 
XX(8) = 0. . . 
XX(7) = XX(8) - (XX(8) - XX(6)) * RINPUT(7) 
XX(9) = XX(8) + (XX(10) - XX(8)) * RINPUT(8) 
00 100 COUNT = 0, T I STEP 
X = XEND' 
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XEND = X t ST!:p 
c 
IF (C(4) .LT. 20 •• AND. dQp .LT. 0.) TllEN 
c The Fed·batch region · ' · · 
C=================~=======~====~=~=================== 






































Determing the change in both the specific 
product' formation rate' and the specific 
grolith rate 
dQp = Qp · QpOLD 
dSGR = SGR - SGROLD 
XNUMERATOR = 0. 
DENOMINATOR = 0. 
Fuzzification of ~h~ input 
CALL dSGRMU( dSGR, XMUdSGR, XX) 
Values of Y at ~~ich fuzzy answers are to be determined 
SAMPLE = XX(6) 
DO 70S= 1, !C 
Y(S) = SAMPLE 
SAMPLE = SAMPLE t C~XC10) - XX(6)) I CK - 1) 
CONTINUE .. 
Calculatio~ ~f ~he mempershjp values over ~he 
fuzzy part1t1on · 
po 10 J = 1. K 
XMAX H'IU!'I = 0. 
fuzzificatjon of fh~ input 
CALL dFLOWMUC YCJ~! XMUdfLO~, XX) 
DO 20 I = 1, ~ 
Clippin~ of ~h~ output fuzzy sets 
Zmu~U~~C!> ~MIN< ~MUdSGR(I), X~UdfLOW<!> 
formin~ th~ ynion pe~~een th~ sets 








Defuzzification of the output 
IF (DENOMINATOR .EQ. 0. ) THEN 
XNR2 ~ 0. . . 
ELSE 
. XNR2 = XNUMERATOR I DENOMINATOR 
END IF . . . 
C==================================================== 





























F = F t XNR2 
IF ( F • LE. 0.) THEN 
F = 0. 
ELSE 
F = F 
END IF 
ELSE 
The initial batch region or the final batch region 
F = 0. 
dQp = Qp - QpOLD 
dSGR = SGR - SGROLD 
END IF 
QpOLD = Qp 
SGROLD = SGR 
Determining the mass of substrate entering through 
the feed stream · · · · · 
SUBSTOT = SUBSTOT + F * S1 * STEP 
Integration of the fermentation model 
CALL D02BDF( X, XEND, N, C, TOL, IR, 
FCN, STIFF~ YNORM, W, IW, M, OUT, !FAIL) 
CON,TINUE 
Evaluation of profit ratio 
Total amount of substrate used (correlated to M&L) 
SUBSTOT = SUBSTOT + 2.8 * (5.) 
Final mass of product in fermenter 
PRODMASS = C(3) ~ C(4) 
PROFIT = PRODMASS I SUBSTOT 
PERCENT = PROFIT I 12.661395 * 100. 
Storing of results to file 
Profit ratio and profit percent 
WRIT~ (15, 15) PROFIT, pERCENT 
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Random points used 
WRITE (16,15) RI~P~TC1) ~INPUT(2) 
WRITE (17,15) RINPUT(3) RINPUTC4) 
WRITE (18;15) RI~PUTC5) RINPUT(6) 










SUBROUTINE FCNC T, Y, Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H,O-Z) 
Parameters · · 
PARAf'IETER CN=4) 
Array arguments 
DIMENSION ZCN)~ YC~) 
COMMON ILl f, S1 1 SG~~ qp 
Parameter values 
Ys · = o:135 
Specific growt~ rate 
SGR = .125 * YC2) 
Specific product formation rate 
IF (SGR .LE. 0 .• OR. SGR .GE •. 34&96) THE~ 
Qp = 0. . 
ELSE 
Qp = -384. ~ SGR ~* 2. t 134. * SGR 
END If 
Specific substrate ~~ilisa~ion rate 
SIGMA = SGR I Ys 
Executable statements 
Z(1) = SGR * YC1)'- F I YC4) ~ YC1) 
Z(2) = F I YC4) '!! ~ S1 - Y(2) ) - SIG"!A ~ yp~ 
ZC3) = Qp ~ Y<1> - f ~ YC3) I Y~4> 




c Subroutines for ca~c~l~~ing the m~mbership grades 
C oyer each fuzzy partltlOI'). · 
C======================================================== 






















Determining grade of ~embership for triangular 
shaped fuzzy ·sets · · 
From a to b 
SUBROUTINE.UPCA, B, X, XMU) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
XMU = CX - A) I (B - A) . 
RETURN 
END . 
From b to c 
SUBROUTINE DOWNCB, C, X, XMU) 




Change in specific growth rate 
SUBROUTINE dSGRMU( X, XMUdSGR, XX) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION XMUdSGR(1) 
DIMENSION XXC1) 
GR1 = XX(1) 
GR2 = XX(2) 
GR3 = XX(3) 
GR4 = XX(4) 
GR5 = XX(5) 
SET 1 
IF CX .LE. GR1) TH~N 
XMU = 1. 
ELSE IF (X .GE. GR1 .AND. X .LE. GR2) THE~ 
. CALL DOWN( GR1, GR2, X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. ·. 
END If 
XMUdSGRC1) = XMU 
SET 2 
If (X .GE. GR1 .AND. X .LE. GR2) THEN 
CALL Up( GR1, GR2, X, XMU) ' 
XMU = XMU · 
ELSE IF (X .GE. GR2 .AND. X .LE. GR3) THEN 
CALL DOWN( GR2, GR3, X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU . . 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END IF 




Variation of The Number of Fuzzy Sets 
For the Control of Lysine 
128 
.. 
09/14/1995 15:02 Filename: LSETS.FOR 
C===================================================================== 
C THIS FORTRAN PROGRAM INTEGRATES THE FOUR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
C FOR L-LYSINE PRODUCTIOij .fROM THE PAPER OF OHNO ET AL <1976). ' 
C THE EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF FUZZY SETS IS INVESTIGATED. 

































IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(~-~,0-Z) 
Parameters 
INTEGER N, HI 
PARAMETER (~=4, 1~=14) 
Local Arrays 
DIMENSION W(N,I~), CCN> 
External subroutines 
EXTERNAL f~N . 
Executable s~atements 
FORMAT (4 (1X,F10.6) ) 
Max number of rules that could be used 
PARAMETER ( L = 400, . . . 
Number of output sampling points 
& K = 30 · . · 
Number of ·random points read in 











COMMON /LSETS/ F! S1, Yl, SG~, Qp 
OPEN( UNJT = 15, fiLE= 1E.TXT'! STATUS= 'UNKNOWN' ) 
A simu!ation js done for every value of the specific 
growth rate•~ coefficient, ·yi; use~ 
DO 4000 Yl = . 1, . 15, • 0025 
Deciding ~o~ ~any input ~~d outp4~ fuzzy sets ~re 
to be used · · 
NSETS = 350 
OPEN( UNIT= 9 ~ fJL~ =, ID3.TXTI, STATUS= ~U~KNOWN' ) 
Initial yalues ~~ constr~ints (~s summarised in Chapter 5) 
Biomass · 

















C(1) = 0.02 
Substrate 
C(2) = 2.8 
Product 
cc3> = o. 
Volume 
C(4) = 5. 
dF = 0. 
F = 0. 
Qp = 0. 
QpOLD = 0. 
S1 = 2.8 
SGR = .125 * C(2) 
SGROLD = SGR 
STEP = 0.2 
SUBSTOT = 0. 
T = 35. 
v = 5. 
Vf = 20. 
M = 75 
YNORM = 0 
taL = 1.0e-6 
STI FF = 1 • OeO 
IR = 0 
!FAIL = 1 
XE~D = 0. 
Maximum and minimum values for the variables 
DMAX1 = -.0001 . ' 
DMIN1 = -.007 
DMAX2 = .001 
DMIN2 = .0001 
DMAX3 = -.001 
DMIN3 = -1. 
DMAX4 = 1.. 
DMIN4 = .001 
Reading the data 
DO 2200 IG = 1, LK 
READ (9, *, IOSTAT = I) RINPUT(IG) 
CONTINUE 
Assigning the boundary positions to the fuzzy sets 
XX(1) = DMAX1 - (DMAX1 - DMIN1) * RINPUT(1)' 
XX(2) = DMIN2 + (DMAX2 - DMIN2) * RINPUT(2) 
XX(3) = DMAX3 - (DMAX3 - DMIN3) * RINPUT(3) 
XX(4) = DMIN4 t (DMAX4 - DMIN4) * RINPUT(4) 
DO 100 COU~T = 0, T I STEP 
X = XEND 
XEND = X t STEP 
IF (C(4) .LT. 20 •. AND. dQp .LT. 0.) THEN 
C The fed-batch region · 
C==================================================== 
C START OF CONTROLLER 
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Determining the ch~nge ip both the specific 
product for~tion r~te and the specific 
growth rate · 
dQp = Qp - QpOLD 
dSGR = SGR - SGROLP 
XNUMERATOR = 0. 
DENOMINATOR = 0. 
Fuzzification of the input 
CALL dSGRMU( dSGR, XMUdSGR, XX, GR, NS~TS) 
Values of Y at ~hich fuzzy answers are ~o be determined 
SAMPLE = XX(3) 
DO 70S= 1, K 
Y(S) = SAMPLE 
SAMPLE =SAMPLE t (XX(4) - XX(3)) ( (K - 1) 
CONTINUE . 
Calculation of the membershiP values over the 
fuzzy partition · · · 
DO 10 J = 1, K 
Xf'!AXIMUM = 0. 
fuzzification of the inpu~ 
CALL dFLO~MU( YCJ), XMUdFLOW, XX, f~, NSETS) 
DO 20 I = 1, NS~TS 
Clipping of th~ outp4t fuzzy sets 
ZmuRULE(!) =MIN< Xf'!UdSGR(j), XMUdFLOW(I) 
forming the union between th~ sets 
Xf'IAXIMUM = MAX( XMAXIMUM 1 ?muRULE( I) "> 
CO~TINUE 
XNUMERATOR = XNUMERATOR t Y(J) ~ XMAXIMUf'! 
DENOf'IINATO~ = D~HOM!~ATO~ t XMAXIMUM 
CONTI~UE 
Defuzzification of th~ !)Utput 
IF (DENOMINATOR ._~Q. p. T~~N 
'XNR2 ·= 0.' ' . 
ELSE 
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XNR2 = XNUMERATOR I DENOMINATOR 
END IF . 
c 
C==================================================== 































F = f + XNR2 
If (F .LE. 0.) THEN 
F = 0. 
ELSE 
F = F 
END IF 
ELSE 
The initial batch region or final batch region 
F = 0. 
dQp = Qp - QpOLD 
dSGR = SGR - SGROLD 
END IF 
QpOLD = Qp 
SGROLD = SGR 
Disturbance 
IF (X .GE. 10 •• AND. X .LE. 15.) THEN 
S1 = 4. 
ELSE 
S1 = 2.8 
END IF 
Determining the mass of substrate entering through 
the feed stream 
SUBSTOT = SUBSTOT t f * S1 * STEP 
Integrating the fermentation mode~ 
CALL D02BDf( X, XEND, N, C, TOL, IR, 
FCN, STifF, YNORM, ~. IW, !'1, OUT, IFAIL) 
CONTINUE 
Evaluation of cost/objective function 
Total amount of substrate used 
SUBSTOT = SUBSTOT + 2.8 * 5. 
final mass of product in fermenter 
PROOf'IASS = C(3) * CC4> . 
PROFIT =PRODMASS I SUBSTOT 
pERcENT = PROFIT I 12.661395 ~ 100. 
XNSETS = NSETS 
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Storing the number of sets, profit ratjo anq profit 
percent to file · · · 






SUBROUTINE FCN( T, Y, Z) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-~,0-Z) 
c Parameters · 
PARAMETER (N=4> 
c 
C Array arguments 















COMMON /LSETSI f, S1, Yl 1 SGR, Qp 
Parameter values 
Ys = 0.135 
Specific growth rate 
SGR = Y! * YC2) 
Specific product formation rate 
IF (SGR .LE. 0 •• OR. SGR .GE .• 34896) TiiE~ 
Qp = 0. . 
ELSE 
. Qp = -384. * SGR ~~ 2. t 134. ~ SGR 
END IF 
Specific substrate utjlis~tion rat~ 
SIGMA = SGR I Ys 
Executable statements 
Z(1) = SGR * YC1>.- f I YC4) ~ Y(1) 
Z(2) = f I YC4) * ( S1 - Y(2) ) - SIGMA* YC1) 





c subroutines for calc~l~tipg t~e membership grades 






Determining grade of ~embership for triangular 
shaped fuzzy SfltS · 























From a to b 
SUBROUTINE UP(A, B, X, XMU) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 
XMU = (X - A) I (B - A) 
RETURN 
END 
From b to c 
SUBROUTINE DO\JN(B, C, X, XMU) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H,O-Z) 




Change in specific growth rate 
SUBROUTINE dSGRMU( X, XMUdSGR, XX, GR, NSETS) 




Assigning numbers to the variables 
DO 400 IP = 1, NSETS . 
GR(IP) = (IP - 1.) I (NSETS - 1.) * (XX(2) - XX(1)) t XX(1) 
CONTINUE . 
Set 1 
IF (X .LE. GR(1)) THEN 
XMU=1. ., 
ELSE IF (X .GE. GR(1) .AND. X .LE. GR(2)) THEN 
CALL.DOWN( GR(1), GR(2), X, XMU) . 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END IF 
XMUdSGR(1) = XMU 
Set 2 to (NSETS - 1) 
DO 410 NCOUNT = 2, NSETS - 1 
IF (X .GE. GR(NCOUNT - 1) .AND. X .LE. GR(NCOUNT)) THEN 
CALL UP( GR(NCOUNT - 1), GR(NCOUNT), X, XMU) . 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE IF (X .GE. GR(NCOUNT) .AND. X .LE. GR(NCOUNT + 1)) THEN 
CALL DOWN( GR(NCOUNT); GR(~COUNT + 1), X, XMU) .. 
XMU = XMU . 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END If 
XMUdSGR(NCOUNT) = XMU 
CONTINUE 
Set NSETS 
IF (X .GE. GRCNSETS - 1) .AND. X .LE. GR(NSETS)) THEN 
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CALL UP( G~(NSETS - 1), G~(NSETS), X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU . 
ELSE If (X .GE. GR(NSETS)) THEN XMU ;. 1. ... ' . . . . ·. 
ELSE . 
XMU = 0. 
END If 




Change in flo~ rat~ 
SUBROUTINE dFLOYMU( X, XMUdFLOW, XX, FR, NSETS) 




C Assigning numbers to the variables 
DO 430 JP = 1, NSETS . . . 
FR(JP) = (JP - 1-> I (NSETS - 1.) ~ (XX(4) - XX(3)) t XX(3) 
430 CONTINUE . . . . 
c 










IF (X .GE. fR(NSETS)) TH~H 
XMU = 1. 
ELCSAELLIFUP(X(. f.RGE(N.SEFRT.S(NS_ETS - 1) .AND. X .LE. FR(NSETS)) THEN 1>! f~(NSETS), X, XMU) . . ' 
XMU = XMU . . 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END IF 
XMUdFLOW(1) = XMU 
Set (NSETS - 1) to 2 
DO 420 MCOUNT = 2, NSETS - 1 
IF (X .GE. FR(NSETS - MCOUNT t 1) .AND. 
X .LE. FR(NSETS - HCOUNT t 2)) THEN 
CALL DOWN( fR(NSETS - MCOUNT + 1), . 
fR(NSETS - MCOUNT + 2), X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE IF (X .GE. FR(NSETS - MCOUNT) .AND. 
X .LE. FR(NSETS - MCOUNT t 1) ) THEN 
CALL UP( FR(NSETS ~ MCOUNT) I • 
FR(NSETS - MCOUNT t· 1) I X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END IF 
XMUdFLOW(MCOUNT) = XMU 
CONTINUE. . . 
Set 1 
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c 
IF (X .GE. FR(1) .AND. X .LE. FR(2)) THEN 
CALL DOWN( FR(1), fR(2), X, XMU) 
XMU = XMU 
ELSE IF (X .LE. fR(1)) THEN 
XMU = 1. 
ELSE 
XMU = 0. 
END If 
XMUdFLOW(NSETS) = XMU 
RETURN 
END 
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